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HORTICULTURE INDUSTRIES SHOW 
2011-2012 BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND SUPPORTING PERSONNEL 

 
OFFICERS 

 
President   President-elect   Sec/Treasurer 
Doug Walton   Obadiah M. Njue   Donna Dollins 
1441 W. 46th St. South  School of Ag, Fisheries & H Sci OSU Horticulture & LA 
Muskogee, OK  74401  Mail Slot 4966   358 Agricultural Hall 
918-686-6939   U of A, Pine Bluff   Stillwater, OK  74078-6027 
918-360-2012 cell  Pine Buff, AR 71601l  405-744-6460/405-377-6071  
Doug.ewalton@gmail.com   870-575-8152    405-744-9709 (Fax) 405-612-0959 (cell) 
    njueo@uapb.edu    donna.dollins@okstate.edu   
                          
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Commodity Area  Arkansas Representative   Oklahoma Representative 

Christmas Tree        John Knight 
         7121 Midwest Lane 
         Edmond, OK 73034 
         405-826-5919 
         sorghummillfarm@aol.com  
   
Farmers Market   Jim McGuire    Doug Walton 

2325 Reed Ave.    1441 W. 46th St. South 
Springdale, AR  72764   Muskogee, OK  74401 
479751-3352 or 479-530-0806 cell  918-686-6939 / cell 360-2012 
jbmcguire3352@cox.net    doug.walton@suddenlink.net  

Fruit    Richard Collins    John L. Mikelson 
14 Deerwood    7831 E. 123 St. S. 
Conway, AR  72032   Muskogee, OK  74403 
501-372-0333    918-989-5009 
rcollins@conwaycorp.net    918-557-3868 

Herb         Kathie Webb 
         1403 Glen Oaks Ct. #3 
         Norman, OK  73071 
         405-206-2729 
         ntvgrdnr@yahoo.com  
   
Master Gardener/Public Garden Janet Carson    David Hillock 

Univ of Arkansas Ext. Service  OSU Horticulture & LA 
PO Box 391    360 Agricultural Hall 
Little Rock, AR  72203   Stillwater, OK  74078-6027 
501-671-2174    405-744-5158 
501-671-2303 (fax)   405-744-9709 (Fax)  
jcarson@uaex.edu    david.hillock@okstate.edu  

 
Nonproducer (Industry)  Bruce Tencleve    Robert DeWitt 

Arkansas Farm Bureau   P.O. Box 5556 
P.O. Box 31    Norman, OK  73070 
Little Rock, AR  72203-0031  405-364-0908 
501-228-1856    405-364-0908 (FAX) 
tencleve@arfb.com   dewittco@swbell.net  

Sustainable Agriculture  Heather Friedrich   
Univ of Arkansas   
316 PTSC   
Fayetteville, AR  72701  
479-575-2798   
479-466-9667 (cell)    

    heatherf@uark.edu 
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Commodity Area  Arkansas Representative   Oklahoma Representative 
Vegetable   Craig R. Andersen   Glen Price 

Dept. of Horticulture   PO Box 508 
    University of Arkansas   Hinton, OK 73047 
    316 Plant Science Bldg.   405-542-3920 
    Fayetteville, AR  72701-1201  
    479-575-2639 or 479-575-8619 (FAX) 
    crander@uark.edu  
 
Arkansas Tech University University of Arkansas Tulsa Community College Oklahoma State University 
Jim Collins Teddy Morelock John Kahre Dale Maronek 
Arkansas Tech University University of Arkansas TCC Northeast Campus OSU Horticulture & LA 
Department of Agriculture Department of Horticulture 3727 E. Apache 360 Agricultural Hall 
Dean Hall 123 316 Plant Science Building Tulsa, OK  74115 Stillwater, OK  74078-6027 
Russellville, AR  72801 Fayetteville, AR  72701-1201 918-595-8433 405-744-5415 
479-968-0632 479-575-2603 918-595-8412 (Fax) 405-744-9709 (Fax) 
479-968-3944 (Home) morelock@uark.edu  jkahre@tulsacc.edu  dale.maronek@okstate.edu  
479-964-0139 (Fax) 479-575-8619 (FAX) 
james.collins@mail.atu.edu 

SUPPORTING PERSONNEL 

Dennis Voss 
TCC Northeast Campus 
3727 E. Apache 
Tulsa, OK  74115 
918-595-7554 
918-625-8159 (Cell) 
918-595-8434 (Fax) 
dvoss@tulsacc.edu  
 
Lynn Brandenberger 
OSU Horticulture & LA 
360 Agricultural Hall 
Stillwater, OK  74078-6027 
405-744-5408 
lynn.brandenberger@okstate.edu  
 
Ray Campbell 
2616 Shinnery Court 
Stillwater, OK  74074 
405-377-8948 
405-747-0953 cell 
raycampbellidabel@sbcglobal.net  
 
Dan Chapman 
1749 State Hwy 818 
Clarksville, AR  72830 
479-754-2406 
479-979-7600 (Cell) 
479-754-7529 (Fax) 
dlchapma@uark.edu  
 
M. Elena Garcia 
316  Plant Sci Bldg. 
U of A-Horticulture Dept. 
Fayetteville, AR  72701 
479-575-2790 
479-871-0350 cell 
megarcia@uark.edu  
 
Sue Gray 
Tulsa County Extension Office  
4116 E. 15 
Tulsa, OK  74112 
918-746-3717 
sgray@tulsacounty.org 
 
 

John Haase, Ext. Educ. 
Rogers Co. Ext Office 
219 S. Missouri, Rm B 115 
Claremore, OK 74017-7863 
918-341-2736 
918-636-6557 cell 
john.haase@okstate.edu  
 
David Hensley 
Dept. of Horticulture 
University of Arkansas 
316 Plant Science Bldg. 
Fayetteville, AR  72701-1201 
479-575-7319 
479-575-8619 (Fax) 
dhensley@uark.edu 
 
Berni Kurz, Staff Chair 
Washington Co. Extension Office 
2536 North McConnell Avenue 
Fayetteville, AR  72704 
479-444-1755 
bkurz@uaex.edu  
 
James E. Motes 
2819 E. Richmond Rd. 
Stillwater, OK  74075-1766 
405-372-4634 (Home & Fax) 
jimemotes@gmail.com   
 
Warren Roberts 
WWAREC 
P.O. Box 128 
Lane, OK  74555 
580-889-7343 
wroberts@lane-ag.org  
 
Mike Schnelle 
OSU Horticulture & LA 
360 Agricultural Hall 
Stillwater, OK  74078-6027 
405-744-7361 
mike.schnelle@okstate.edu  
 
 
 
 

Jim Shrefler 
WWAREC 
P.O. Box 128 
Lane, OK  74555 
580-889-7343 
jim.shrefler@okstate.edu  
 
Ron Rainey 
University of Arkansas 
Agr Economics & Agribusiness 
P.O. Box 391 
Little Rock, AR  72203 
501-671-2175 
501-671-2297 (Fax) 
rrainey@uaex.edu  
 
Eric Stafne 
OSU Horticulture & LA 
360 AG Hall 
Stillwater, OK 74078-6027 
405-744-5409 
eric.t.stafne@okstate.edu  
 
Al Sutherland 
OSU Extension 
828 Choctaw 
Chickasha, OK  73018-2310 
405-224-2216 
sutherland-aj@onenet.net 
 
Steve Upson 
Noble Foundation 
P.O. Box 2180 
Ardmore, OK  73401 
580-223-5810 
sdupson@noble.org 
 
Alan Ware 
OAMP, Inc. 
2800 N. Lincoln Blvd. 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 
405-521-3934 
Cell 918-658-5267 
Alan.ware@oda.state.ok.us  
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BTrade Show Exhibitors 

 
Agrilogic 
Michael Olenhouse, Sale Manager 
402 Main Street 
Seneca, KS 66538 
785-294-1802 
112Hmartha.landers@coffeyvilleins.com  
 
American Plant Products 
Rodd Moesel 
9200 NW 10th 
Oklahoma City, OK  73127 
405-787-4833 
112Hrmoesel@americanplant.com 
 
Arkansas State Plant Board 
David H. Mason 
#1 Natural Resources Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72203 
David.mason@aspb.ar.gov  
 
Cedar Farm / BCS Tractors 
James Shaw 
6336 S. 209 W. Avenue 
Sand Springs, OK 74063 
tnjshaw@hotmail.com  
 
City of Tulsa 
Attn: Kathryn Spencer 
4502 S. Galveston Ave. 
Tulsa, OK 74107 
kspencer@cityoftulsa.org  
 
Department of Horticulture and 
Landscape Architecture 
Oklahoma State University 
119HDale Maronek 358 Ag Hall 
Stillwater, OK  74078-6027 
 
DeWitt Seed Company 
Robert DeWitt 
PO Box 5556 
Norman, OK  73070 
405-364-0908 
121Hdewittco@swbell.net  
 
 
 

Fertrell – Troque Farms 
Frank Kuhnert 
1227 W. 25th Street 
Independence, MO 64052  
816-215-9925 
troquefarms@aol.com  
 
Irrigation-Mart 
Jackie Robbins 
300 South Service Road East 
Ruston, LA  71270 
318-255-1832 
Fax: 318-255-7572 
130Hjwdr@irrigation-mart.com  
131Hwww.irrigation-mart.com  
 
Kerr Center for Sustainable Ag 
Maura McDermott 
PO Box 588 
Poteau, OK  74953 
918-647-9123 
132Hwww.kerrcenter.com  
 
Knutson Irrigation 
Rick Inselman 
15250 Sunshine Road 
Yukon, OK 73099 
405-354-6925 
Fax: 405-354-5529 
rinselman@microrain.net  
www. bi g s pr i nk l er . c o mH   
www.bigsprinkler.com 
www.microrain.net 
 
Lane Ag Center 
911 E. Hwy 3 
Lane, OK  74555 
580-889-7343 
135Hwww.lane-ag.org/ 
 
Lincoln Co. Grape Growers Assoc. 
Bonnie Hadaway 
810218 S. Hwy 177 
Carney, OK 74832 
405-250-8579 
irisfilly@yahoo.com  
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OK Centennial Botanical Garden 
Lori Hutson 
2 West Sixth Street 
Tulsa, OK 74119 
918-289-0330 
lori@ocbg.org / www.ocbg.org  
 
Oklahoma Agriculture Mediation 
Program, Attn: Alan Ware 
2800 North Lincoln Blvd., 2nd floor 
Oklahoma City, OK 73105 
405-521-3934/800-248-5465 
alan.ware@ag.ok.gov 
ok.gov/mediation  
 
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, 
Food & Forestry 
Chris Kirby 
2800 N. Lincoln Blvd. 
Oklahoma City, OK  73105 
405-522-2106 
Chris.kirby@ag.ok.gov  
www.ag.ok.gov 
 
Oklahoma Farm & Food Alliance 
Buy Fresh/Buy Local 
Rita Scott 
16523 E. 171st South 
Bixby, OK 74008 
rejuvrita@olp.net  
http://www.okfarmandfood.org 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Oklahoma Mesonet 
Albert Sutherland 
120 David L. Boren Blvd., Suite 2900 
Norman, OK 73072 
405-325-3463 
Fax: 405-325-2550 
albert.sutherland@okstate.edu 
mesonet.org  
 
OSU—OKC Horticulture 
Julia Laughlin 
400 N. Portland Ave. 
Oklahoma City, OK  73020 
405-945-3348 
jlaugh@osuokc.edu  
141Hhttp://www.osuokc.edu/agriculture/   
 
Ozark Bee Supply 
Greg Hannaford 
PO Box 33146 
Tulsa, OK 74153 
918-852-3128 
greg@ozarkbees.com  
ozarkbees.com 
 
Mark Shepard 
Forest Agriculture Enterprises 
PO Box 24 
Viola, WI 54664 
 
The Current 
Tom Barlow 
918-431-0330 
TomB@ecurrentnews.com 
www.currentland.com  
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2012 Horticulture Industries Show 
Local Foods Friday & Saturday Luncheons 

 
Friday, January 6—Lunch 
 
Beef and Root Vegetable Casserole 
Beef from Natural Farms, Tulsa, OK 
Rutabaga and Potatoes from Peach Crest 
Farm, Stratford, OK 
 
Sweet Potato Fingerlings 
Peach Crest Farm, Stratford, OK 
 
Sauteed Broccoli Rabe 
Peach Crest Farm, Startford, OK 
 
Mixed Leaf Salad and White Radish 
With Raspberry Dressing 
Greens and Radish from Peach Crest Farm 
Stratford, OK 
 
Assorted Bread Rolls 
Lunabread, Tulsa, OK 
 
German Chocolate Cake 
Lunabread, Tulsa, OK 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Saturday, January 7—Lunch 
 
Honey Baked Chicken in Herb Sauce 
Chicken from Natural Farms, Tulsa, OK 
Herbs from Peach Crest Farm, Stratford, 
OK 
 
Brown Rice with Raisins and Garbanzo 
Beans 
Rice from Southern Brown Rice, Weiner, 
AR 
 
Zucchini in Tomato and Herb Sauce 
Zucchini from Joua Kao Farm, Inola, OK 
Herbs from Peach Crest Farm, Stratford, 
OK 
 
Spinach Salad and Watermelon Turnip  
With Lemon Dressing 
Spinach and Turnip from Peach Crest Farm, 
Stratford, OK 
 
Assorted Bread Rolls 
Lunabread, Tulsa, OK 
 
Chocolate Cake 
Lunabread, Tulsa, OK 
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Keynote Speakers 

 
Keynote Speakers 

 
“Preserving Genetic Diversity,  

One Seed at a Time” 
Diane Ott Whealy 

Co-Founder of Seed Savers Exchange 
Decorah, IA 

 
 

“New Plant Varieties—Where  
Do They Come From?” 

Mark Andrews 
Greenleaf Nursery Company 

Park Hill, OK 
 
  



          

Edible Landscaping                             with Heirlooms

I started this edible landscape by choosing to feature my favorite heirloom 
eggplants and their soft dusky foliage and lavender flowers and fruits—the 
large lavender and white ‘Rosa Bianca’, oval white ‘Casper’, and the long 
lavender variety ‘Pingtung Long’. To help protect them from flea beetles and 
to make them prominent, I planted them in a large planter and placed it in 
the foreground. For some rich background color, I selected the ageless tall 
German ‘Benary’s’ purple zinnias. To finish the planting, I filled out the beds 
with herbs, squash and peppers and double rows of the reliable old gray-
leaved dusty miller (Centaurea cineraria). For a focal point I placed a planter
of modern fuchsias and million bells at the end of the path.

Tulips and lettuces make perfect garden companions. After I plant my tulip 
bulbs in the fall, I transplant in a selection of lettuces to take advantage of the 
bare soil and then harvest the outer leaves, leaf by leaf until a heavy frost cuts 
them down. In spring, after the tulips are a few inches tall, I set out more lettuce 
transplants among the new shoots and enjoy the harvest for weeks as the tulips 
grow. Finally, the glorious show begins as the tulips open up, surrounded by the 
contrasting lettuces. In this version, I combined the spreading burgundy French 
heirloom lettuce ‘Merveille des Quatre Saisons’ with a foot-tall red tulip variety 
named ‘Couleur Cardinal.’ This Dutch variety from 1845 is carried by Old 
House Gardens, a company that specializes in heirloom bulbs. 

By Rosalind Creasy

I love to combine heirloom flowers and vegetables. Over the 
years I have grown tall indeterminate cherry tomatoes like 
‘Large Red Cherry’ and ‘Blondköpfchen’ over my entrance 
arbor and I let ‘Grandpa Ott’s’ morning glories twine among 
them. I have combined tall ‘Radio’ calendulas with ‘Lacinato’ 
kale and played with the many colors of ‘Five Color Silverbeet’ 
chard. I grow a whole flat and select the colors of the seedlings 
I want to plant with complimentary annual flowers. For 
instance, I combine pink chard with the heirloom ‘Old-
Fashioned Vining’ petunias, orange and yellow chards with 
‘Persian Jewels’ zinnias, and red chard with the red ‘Lady Bird’ 
poppies. Because so many heirloom flowers reseed themselves, 
sometimes they appear in my garden designs by accident. I 
remember one year Kiss-Me-Over-the-Garden-Gate popped 
up behind a large whiskey barrel filled with ‘Black Hungarian’ 
and ‘Alma Paprika’ peppers and were an unexpected hit—their 
nodding pink heads set off the pepper plants and brightened 
the patio. There are countless combinations for you to try. 

To further inspire you, here are some more suggestions:
•‘Mammoth Red Rock’ cabbage and ‘Johnny-Jump-Up’
• ‘Scarlet Runner’ beans and ‘Cardinal Climber’
• ‘Forellenschluss’ and ‘Slobolt’ lettuces with ‘Empress of India’  
 dwarf nasturtiums
• ‘Dwarf Blue Curled Scotch’ kale with ‘Jolly Jester’ marigolds
• ‘Bull’s Blood’ beets and German chamomile
• ‘Autumn Beauty’ sunflowers planted on the north side of a   
 squash bed of ‘Golden Hubbard’ and ‘Potimarron’
• ‘Golden Zucchini’ with ‘Benary’s Giant’ mixed zinnias
• ‘Tequila Sunrise’ peppers with ‘Diablo’ orange cosmos
• ‘Red Burgundy’ okra with ‘Sensation’ cosmos
• ‘Danvers’ carrots with ‘Starfire Signet’ mix marigolds

Favorite combinations at Heritage Farm 
We have never seen any combination that did not work and look 
beautiful together, use imagination, plant your favorites and enjoy! 
• ‘Lemon’ cucumbers on trellis with ‘Bee’s Friend’ (attracts bees 
 for pollination) and ‘Radio’ calendula
• ‘Buran’ or favorite pepper surrounded with ‘Spider Flower’ 
 (deer deterrent)
• ‘Blue Jade’ corn with ‘Tip Top’ nasturtiums and ‘Blue Boy’   
 bachelor’s buttons 
• ‘Red Malabar’ spinach on trellis with different lettuces and 
 ‘Bulls Blood’ beet 
• ‘Five Color Silverbeet’ with ‘Red Marietta’ marigolds
• Favorite tomatoes surrounded with purple basil (or other basil)
• Asparagus bed with ‘Diablo’ cosmos in front to add flowers   
 during the summer 
• ‘Black Beauty’ zucchini with ‘Black Velvet’ nasturtiums
• Use all herbs, especially the different varieties of sage, parsley,  
 and basil to edge flower beds or vegetable patches
• Taller herbs such as dill and borage add great foliage in front of  
 tall flowers such as ‘Kiss-Me-Over-the-Garden-Gate’ 
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Planning Your Garden for 

                                  Seed Saving
Gardening starts with planning. If you want to save seed from your garden, 
understanding basic concepts when you are planning your garden will make seed 
saving much easier.

Know whether your parent plant is a hybrid or open-pollinated variety.
Hybrids, which are created by crossing plants of two different varieties, generally 
do not produce offspring with the same traits as the parent plant. Seed saved from 
open-pollinated varieties, on the other hand, will produce plants identical to the 
parent.Heirloom seeds are open-pollinated varieties with a history of being handed 
down from generation to generation.

Know your plants' scientific name (genus and species). Cross-pollination 
is the transfer of pollen between plants. To save pure seed, you want to prevent 
cross-pollination between two different varieties in the same species. Planting just 
one variety in a species will help ensure that you save pure seed.

If you know your plants' scientific name, you will know which ones may cross-
pollinate. For example, the squash we commonly grow in our gardens could fall 
into one of three species: Cucurbita maxima, C. moschata, and C. pepo. These species 
won’t typically cross-pollinate. On the other hand, Brassica oleracea includes broccoli, 
brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, collards, kale and kohlrabi, all plants you 
might think wouldn’t cross but actually do!

Know how your plants pollinate. Understanding how garden plants are 
pollinated will help you prevent cross-pollination. Some plants will self-pollinate 
before the flower is even open, making them less susceptible to cross-pollination. 
Examples of “selfers” are tomatoes, peas and beans. On occasion, insects can 
cross-pollinate selfers. Plants that are insect-pollinated (squash or cucumbers) or 
wind-pollinated (corn and spinach) are more likely to cross-pollinate.

Know what your neighbors are growing. Some varieties, especially those that 
are wind or insect-pollinated, need a certain distance of isolation to ensure seed 
purity.  For example, sunflowers must be isolated by ½ - 3 miles, and corn needs 
a distance of 2 miles.  You may have to consider what your neighbors are growing.  

Market mature vs. seed mature. Some fruits are market mature, or ready 
for eating, long before the seed is mature. Examples of this include cucumbers, 
eggplants, peas, beans, and cabbage. Take into consideration spacing and timing 
when planning your garden for seed saving. For example, imagine a carrot–you 
pull this sweet root out of the ground after about 2 months, and there is not much 
plant showing above ground. However, when you harvest the seed, a carrot plant 
can be up to 4 feet tall and one year old!

For beginners, keep it simple! Remember, some plants are easier to save 
seed from than others. Saving seed from “selfers” is a good way to get started. 
Planting one variety per species can ensure your seed has not cross-pollinated.  
Check out Seed to Seed, by Suzanne Ashworth for more information.

 

3094 North Winn Road • Decorah, Iowa  52101
563-382-5990 • www.seedsavers.org

 Join Seed Savers Exchange
and help pass on our garden heritage
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New Plant Varieties – Where Do They Come From? 
Mark Andrews 

Greenleaf Nursery Company 
Park Hill, OK 

 
Every year there are many new plant varieties released for sale and grown by 
commercial producers.  In today’s talk I will outline where these new plant varieties 
come from and what it takes to make them available. 
Why do companies spend millions of dollars each year to discover and produce new 
plant varieties?  It’s because our society thrives on “new”.  New plant varieties create 
interest, excitement and motivation with customers resulting in increased sales. 
New plant varieties allow us to improve existing varieties: 

 Bigger, better and more blooms, fruit or nuts. 
 Improved growth habits. 
 Pest resistance. 
 More fragrance. 

The automobile industry is a good example of how “new” sells to consumers, while 
allowing the manufacturers to “improve” on existing designs. 
The first step in developing and/or discovering new plant varieties involves: 

 Controlled breeding for specific traits and then seedling selection. 
 Plant exploration – looking for plants in other parts of the world that have 

desirable characteristics and can thrive under local conditions.  Examples are 
the discovery of Ever Red Sunset ™ Loropetalum in Japanese trade, and 
Urban ™ columnar apples (PPAF) with excellent pest resistance due to the 
heavy regulation of pesticides in Germany. 

 Seedlings and/or mutations found in nature – Sycamore with white bark along 
entire trunk in Tulsa and Lavender Falls Wisteria PP# 19,655 discovered as a 
seedling purchased by Pat and Betty Tam, then of Miami, OK. 

 Seedlings and/or mutations found in production – Burgundy Hearts ® Redbud 
PP# 19,654, a chance seedling with burgundy foliage found among native 
redbud seedlings at Greenleaf Nursery in 2000.  A similar seedling was found 
the same year at Sooner Plant Farm. 

 Induced plant mutations are created when seed is treated, generally with a 
chemical, to cause mutations – Center Glow ™ Ninebark PP# 16,854 was 
selected out of treated seed for its unique foliage color. 

The second step in developing and/or discovering new plant varieties involves 
evaluation of the plant varieties for growth, performance and stability.  Many mutations 
are not stable and the unique characteristic cannot be passed on consistently to allow 
release into the trade. 
The third step in developing and/or discovering new plant varieties involves propagation 
of the new plant variety.  There are a number of techniques to propagate new plant 
varieties.  The first is sexual propagation, where the desirable characteristics are stable 
and can be carried through seed production.  The others involve asexual propagation to 
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guarantee transfer of the desirable traits.  Propagation by cuttings is a preferred method 
for many annuals, perennials and woody plants. 
For tree and fruit production, budding and grafting are the preferred methods.  The first 
step is to produce seedlings that can be used as understock.  Once the seedlings reach 
size, then the desired top stock is either budded or grafted onto the understock.  Once 
the bud or graft heals onto the understock, then the top of the understock is cut off to 
force all the water and food into the bud or graft. 
Once the new plant varieties are propagated successfully, they are put into production, 
protected (if desired), released for sale and marketed to the intended target market.  
These steps occur almost simultaneously as the new plant variety makes its way to final 
sales. 
Greenleaf Nursery Company has existed in Oklahoma since 1946 when it opened as a 
retail garden center in Muskogee.  In the late 1950’s land was purchased adjacent to 
the recently completed Lake Tenkiller and wholesale production was started.  In the 
mid-1960’s, the company became a wholesale only supplier of containerized nursery 
stock.  Other growing locations in Texas (1971) and North Carolina (1993) have been 
added to the original Oklahoma location. 
New plant varieties that are driving the landscape market: 

 Knock Out ® Rose PP# 11,836, subsequent releases of Double Knock Out ® 
Rose PP# 16,202; Pink Double Knock Out ® Rose PP# 18,507; Sunny Knock 
Out ® Rose PP# 18,562. 

 Home Run ® Rose PP# 18,552. 
 Endless Summer ® Hydrangea PP# 15,298. 
 Endless Summer ® Blushing Bride Hydrangea PP# 17,169. 
 Encore ® Azaleas. 
 Bloomathon ™ Azaleas. 
 Whitcomb Crapemyrtles. 
 Enjoy 24/7 ™ Daylilies.  

New plant varieties sell and are driving the markets – are you capitalizing on this? 
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Christmas Tree Sessions 
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NAP Insurance Coverage 
Tona Huggins 

 
Current Position: Production and Payment Eligibility Chief Program Specialist 
 Oklahoma Farm Service Agency State Office 
 Stillwater, Oklahoma 
 
 Raised in SE Kansas and NE Oklahoma, graduated from high school in Grove, 

Oklahoma. 
 Graduated from Pittsburg State University, Pittsburg, KS 
 Started career with Farm Service Agency as a program technician in Delaware 

County (NE Okla) 
 Been a program specialist in Stillwater at the State Office since early 1990’s 
 Works primarily with annual commodity programs, crop disaster programs, and 

payment limitation and eligibility 
 Has worked locally, as well as nationally, with the Noninsured Crop Disaster 

Assistance Program (NAP) since its inception in the mid-90’s and is nationally 
recognized for knowledge of the NAP 
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Oklahoma 
 
General Summary of NAP Application Closing Dates  

1/31 Various early planted fruit or vegetable crops 

3/15 
Summer and fall harvested crops  
Warm season grasses intended for summer grazing 

5/1 Ornamental nursery crops 

8/31 

Alfalfa for next year’s hay 
Aquaculture 
Canola 
Christmas trees 
Cool season grasses intended for fall & winter grazing 
Floraculture 
Small grains intended for grazing or hay 
Sod  

9/30 
Most perennial fruit crops 
Small grains (for grain) where not insurable 

11/30 
Grasses or mixed forage intended for next year’s hay 
Honey 
Pecans 

 
 

www.fsa.usda.gov 
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Noninsured Crop Disaster Assistance Program (NAP) for 2011 and Subsequent Years

Overview

USDA’s Farm Service Agency’s 
(FSA) Noninsured Crop Disaster 
Assistance Program (NAP) provides 
financial assistance to producers of 
noninsurable crops when low yields, 
loss of inventory or prevented plant-
ing occur due to a natural disaster.

Eligible Producers

An eligible producer is a landowner, 
tenant or sharecropper who shares 
in the risk of producing an eligible 
crop and is entitled to an ownership 
share of that crop.  As authorized by 
the Food, Conservation, and Energy 
Act of 2008 (2008 Act), an indi-
vidual’s or entity’s average nonfarm 
adjusted gross income (AGI) limita-
tion cannot exceed $500,000 to be 
eligible for NAP. 

Eligible Crops

Eligible crops must be commercially 
produced agricultural commodity 
crops for which the catastrophic risk 
protection level of crop insurance 
is not available and be any of the 
following:

Crops grown for food;• 
Crops planted and grown for • 
livestock consumption, includ-
ing, but not limited to grain and 
forage crops, including native 
forage;
Crops grown for fiber, such • 
as cotton and flax (except for 
trees);
Crops grown in a controlled en-• 
vironment, such as mushrooms 
and floriculture;
Specialty crops, such as honey • 
and maple sap;
Value loss crops, such as • 
aquaculture, Christmas trees, 
ginseng, ornamental nursery 

and turfgrass sod;
Sea oats and sea grass and; • 
Seed crops where the propaga-• 
tion stock is produced for sale 
as seed stock for other eligible 
NAP crop production.

Producers must contact a crop insur-
ance agent for questions regarding 
insurability of a crop in their county. 

For further information on whether 
a crop is eligible for NAP cover-
age, producers must contact the 
FSA county office where their farm 
records are maintained.

Eligible Natural Disaster

An eligible natural disaster is any of 
the following:

Damaging weather, such as • 
drought, freeze, hail, excessive 
moisture, excessive wind or 
hurricanes;
An adverse natural occurrence, • 
such as earthquake or flood; A 
condition related to damaging 
weather or an adverse natural 
occurrence, such as excessive 
heat, plant disease, volcanic 
smog (VOG), insect infestation 
or; 
Any combination of these • 
conditions.

The natural disaster must occur 
during the coverage period, before 
or during harvest and must directly 
affect the eligible crop.

Applying for Coverage

Eligible producers must apply for 
coverage of noninsurable crops 
using Form CCC-471, “Application 
for Coverage,” and pay the appli-
cable service fee at the FSA office 
where their farm records are main-

tained.  The application and service 
fee must be filed by the application 
closing date as established by the 
FSA State Committee.  

The service fee is the lesser of $250 
per crop or $750 per producer per 
administrative county, not to exceed 
a total of $1,875 for a producer with 
farming interests in multiple coun-
ties.  This fee is authorized by the 
2008 Act.  

Limited resource producers may re-
quest a waiver of the service fee.  To 
qualify for an administrative service 
fee waiver, the producer must meet 
both of the following criteria:

Earn no more than $100,000 • 
gross income in farm sales from 
each of the previous two years 
(to be increased starting in FY 
2004 to adjust for inflation, 
using the prices paid by farm-
ers index as compiled by the 
National Agricultural Statistics 
Service (NASS);
Have a total household income • 
at or below the national poverty 
level for a family of four, or 
less than 50 percent of county 
median household for both of 
the previous two years.

Limited resource producer status 
may be determined using the USDA 
Limited Resource Farmer and 
Rancher Online Self Determina-
tion Tool located on the Limited 
Resource Farmer and Rancher - 
(LRF/R) home page at www.lrftool.
sc.egov.usda.gov/ .  The automated 
system calculates and displays ad-
justed gross farm sales per year and 
the higher of the national poverty 
level or county median household 
income.
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Coverage Period for NAP

The coverage period for NAP may 
vary depending on the crop.

The coverage period for an annual 
crop begins the later of:

30 days after application for • 
coverage and the applicable 
service fees have been paid or; 
The date the crop is planted • 
(cannot exceed the final plant-
ing date) and ends the earlier 
of:

The date the crop harvest is 1. 
completed;
The normal harvest date for the 2. 
crop;
The date the crop is abandoned 3. 
or; 
The date the entire crop acreage 4. 
is destroyed.

The coverage period for a perennial 
crop, other than a crop intended for 
forage, begins 30 calendar days af-
ter the application closing date and 
ends the earlier of:

10 months from the application • 
closing date;
The date the crop harvest is • 
completed;
The normal harvest date for the • 
crop;
The date the crop is abandoned • 
or;
The date the entire crop acreage • 
is destroyed.

Contact a local FSA office for infor-
mation on the coverage periods for 
perennial forage crops, controlled-
environment crops, specialty crops 
and value loss crops.

Information Required to Remain 
Eligible for NAP

To remain eligible for NAP as-
sistance, the following crop acre-
age information must be reported 
annually:

Name of the crop (lettuce, • 
clover, etc.);
Type and variety (head lettuce, • 
red clover, etc.);
Location and acreage of the • 
crop (field, sub-field, etc.);
Share of the crop and the names • 
of other producers with an 
interest in the crop;
Type of practice used to grow • 
the crop (irrigated or non-
irrigated); 
Date the crop was planted in • 
each field and;
Intended use of the commodity • 
(fresh, processed, etc.).

Producers should report crop acre-
age shortly after planting (early in 
the risk period) to ensure reporting 
deadlines are not missed and cover-
age is not lost.

In addition, producers must annually 
provide the following production 
information:

The quantity of all harvested • 
production of the crop in which 
the producer held an interest 
during the crop year;
The disposition of the harvested • 
crop, such as whether it is 
marketable, unmarketable, sal-
vaged or used differently than 
intended and;
Verifiable or reliable crop pro-• 
duction records (when required 
by FSA).

When those records are required 
by FSA, producers must provide 
them in a manner that can be easily 
understood by the FSA county com-
mittee. Producers should contact the 
FSA office where their farm records 
are maintained for questions regard-
ing acceptable production records. .

Failure to report acreage and pro-
duction information may result in 
reduced or zero NAP assistance. Be 
aware that acreage reporting and 
final planting dates vary by crop and 
by region. Producers should contact 
the FSA office where their farm 

records are maintained for questions 
regarding local acreage reporting 
and final planting dates.

For aquaculture, floriculture and 
ornamental nursery operations, 
producers must maintain records 
according to industry standards, 
including daily crop inventories. 
Unique reporting requirements 
apply to beekeepers and producers 
of Christmas trees, turfgrass sod, 
maple sap, mushrooms, ginseng and 
commercial seed or forage crops. 
Producers should contact the FSA 
office where their farm records are 
maintained regarding these require-
ments.

FSA Use of Reported Acreage and 
Production

FSA uses acreage reports to verify 
the existence of the crop and to 
record the number of acres covered 
by the application. The acreage and 
the production reports are used to 
calculate the approved yield (ex-
pected production for a crop year). 
The approved yield is an average 
of a producer’s actual production 
history (APH) for a minimum of 
four to a maximum of 10 crop years 
(five years for apples and peaches). 
To calculate APH, FSA divides a 
producer’s total production by the 
producer’s crop acreage.

A producer’s approved yield may 
be calculated using substantially 
reduced yield data if the producer 
does not report acreage and produc-
tion or reports fewer than four years 
of crop production.

Applying for NAP Assistance 
When a Natural Disaster Strikes

When a crop or planting is affected 
by a natural disaster, producers 
must notify the FSA office where 
their farm records are maintained 
and complete Part B, (the Notice of 
Loss portion) of Form CCC-576, 
Notice of Loss and Application for 
Payment. This must be completed 
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within 15 calendar days of which-
ever occurs earlier:

Natural disaster occurrence;• 
Final planting date if plant-• 
ing was prevented by a natural 
disaster;
Date damage to the crop or loss • 
of production became apparent;
The normal harvest date.• 

To receive NAP benefits, produc-
ers must complete Form CCC-576, 
Notice of Loss and Application for 
Payment, Parts D, E, and F as appli-
cable, and certify in Part G, no later 
than the immediately subsequent 
crop year acreage reporting date 
for the crop. The CCC-576 requires 
acceptable appraisal information. 
Producers must provide evidence 
of production and note whether the 
crop was marketable, unmarketable, 
salvaged or used differently than 
intended.

Amount of Production Loss to 
Receive a NAP Payment

The natural disaster must have 
either:

Reduced the expected unit • 
production of the crop by more 
than 50 percent or; 
Prevented the producer from • 
planting more than 35 percent 
of the intended crop acreage.

Expected production is the amount 
of the crop produced in the absence 
of a natural disaster. FSA compares 
expected production to actual pro-
duction to determine the percentage 
of crop loss.

Defining a NAP Unit

The NAP unit includes all the 
eligible crop acreage in the county 
where the producer has a unique 
crop interest. A unique crop interest 
is either:

100 percent interest or; • 
A shared interest with another • 
producer.

How Much Loss NAP Covers

NAP covers the amount of loss 
greater than 50 percent of the ex-
pected production based on the ap-
proved yield and reported acreage.

Information FSA Uses to Calcu-
late Payment

The NAP payment is calculated by 
unit using:

Crop acreage;• 
Approved yield;• 
Net production;• 
55 percent of an average market • 
price for the specific commod-
ity established by the FSA state 
committee;
A payment factor reflecting the • 
decreasing cost incurred in the 
production cycle for the crop 
that is harvested, unharvested or 
prevented from being planted.

Payment Limitation

NAP payments received, directly or 
indirectly, will be attributed to the 
applicable individual or entity and 
limited to $100,000 per crop year, 
per individual or entity. 

Risk Management Purchase Re-
quirement for Other Programs

Noninsurable commodities on a 
farm, except forage crops intended 
for grazing, are required to have 
NAP coverage  in order for produc-
ers on that farm to be eligible for the 
Supplemental Revenue Assistance 
Payments (SURE) Program, Tree 
Assistance Program (TAP) and the 
Emergency Assistance for Live-
stock, Honey Bees, and Farm-raised 
Fish Program (ELAP). 

Producers are required only to have 
NAP coverage on the forage crop 
acreage intended for grazing and for 

which benefits are being requested 
to be eligible for the Livestock For-
age Disaster Program (LFP).

More Information

Further information on NAP is 
available from your local FSA office 
or on FSA’s website at www.fsa.
usda.gov/nap.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
prohibits discrimination in all of its programs 
and activities on the basis of race, color, 
national origin, age, disability, and where 
applicable, sex, marital status, familial status, 
parental status, religion, sexual orientation, 
political beliefs, genetic information, reprisal, 
or because all of part of an individual’s 
income is derived from any public assis-
tance program.  (Not all bases apply to all 
programs.)  Persons with disabilities who 
require alternative means for communica-
tion of program information (Braille, large 
print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA’s 
TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice 
and TDD).  

To file a complaint of discrimination, write to 
USDA, Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, 
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil 
Rights, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W., 
Stop 9410, Washington, DC 20250-9410, or 
call toll-free at (866) 632-9992 (English) or 
(800) 877-8339 (TDD) or (866) 377-8642 
(English Federal-relay) or (800) 845-6136 
(Spanish Federal-relay).  USDA is an equal 
opportunity provider and employer.
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How Water is Used in Trees and  
Christmas Tree Fire Safety 

 
Craig R. McKinley 

Oklahoma State University 
 
 

Dr. Craig McKinley was raised on a cattle ranch near Elmore City, Oklahoma.  
He received his undergraduate degree in Forestry from Oklahoma State 
University in 1968, and received his Master of Agriculture (1971) and Ph.D. 
(1973) degrees from Texas A&M University.  He currently holds the position of 
Professor and Forestry Extension Specialist in the Natural Resource Ecology and 
Management Department at Oklahoma State University 

 
This year, growers have been reminded again of the importance of water to the success 
of Christmas tree operations.   
 
We are all aware that water is critical for plants to survive and grow.  Specifically, water 
serves as the basic constituent of cell protoplasm, which is the living part of the plant cell.  
Water is a solvent, which allows for sugars, nutrients and other materials to form a 
solution with subsequent movement throughout the plant.  It also serves as a reagent in 
plant cell reactions, allowing various compounds to be produced.  And lastly, water 
provides for cell turgidity, giving living cells the stiffness required to function properly. 
 
To meet the needs of woody plants, water must move in two directions – from the roots 
upward to reach living cells in the stem and leaves, and then from the leaves to distribute 
the products of photosynthesis.  How this movement is accomplished is a function of the 
physical structure of the tree stem.  Close observation of the cross-section of a woody 
plant stem reveals several components.  The outermost layer is the bark.  Immediately 
inside the bark is a narrow layer of living cells called the phloem.  The phloem is the 
conduction system through which products of photosynthesis are moved from the point of 
production to the remainder of the plant.   
 
A single layer of cells lies just to the inside of the phloem and is known as the cambium.  
It is the cambium that results in diameter growth.  This living layer of cells divides to form 
either new phloem to the outside or new conducting tissue to the inside.  This new 
conducting tissue formed to the inside is the xylem.  Xylem serves as the primary 
structural component for the upward movement of water and dissolved nutrients.   
 
Movement of sugars and other materials within the phloem is a rather simple process, 
with materials transported from cell to cell by osmosis or active transport.  Osmosis is the 
movement of a fluid (water) through a membrane (e.g., cell wall) from a higher 
concentration to a lower concentration without the expenditure of cell energy.  In this 
process sugars, etc. are carried along in a water solution.  Conversely, active transport 
requires that some energy be expended by the cell.  Through these two mechanisms, 
material in the phloem can move either up or down the tree. 
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In the xylem, water moves upward against the force of gravity, and yet very little energy is 
expended.  How can this happen?  The upward movement of water is best explained by 
what is known as the Cohesion-Tension theory.  Cohesion is the tendency for water 
molecules to stick tightly together.  Cohesion results in water molecules remaining bound 
as they move through the plant.  In plants, water is lost through openings (stomates) in 
the leaves through a process called transpiration.  The internal tension created by 
transpiration results in the pulling of water upward.  The lost water is then replaced by 
water from the soil moving into the roots.   

 
Just how fast can a water solution move through the xylem from soil to leaves?  Water 
movements in actively growing trees range from less than a foot an hour in some juniper 
species to as much as 14 feet per hour in silver maple.  Most conifers (where Christmas 
trees fit) show rates of something less than 2 feet per hour. 
 
How much water does a plant use?  Published estimates for water loss range from 10 to 
300 gallons per day.  However, a better answer would be “It depends”, as water loss is a 
function of transpiration rate.  Factors influencing transpiration rate include tree species, 
individual tree genetics, tree size, atmospheric humidity, soil moisture availability, 
temperature, and wind speed.  General health of the plant and nutrient status will also 
affect transpiration. 
 

Christmas Tree Safety 
 
Almost every year, we see a newspaper headline that says something like, “Officials 
Blame Christmas Tree for House Fire”.  Unfortunately, that kind of headline leads to a 
great deal of mis-information regarding Christmas tree safety.   
 
The first thing to consider is that Christmas trees cannot cause fires.  Recalling the fire 
triangle, we recognize that having a fire requires fuel, oxygen, and a source of heat.  
Christmas trees are never the source of heat and can only serve as a fuel.  Additionally, 
national statistics indicate that trees are the first item ignited in only about 500 of some 
500,000 residential fires annually.  Contrary to what many people believe and to what 
some public media promote, trees are not inherently dangerous, and can be considered 
no more dangerous than a cloth sofa, a paper-filled wastebasket, or a flannel shirt.  Given 
a sufficiently high level of moisture, Christmas trees will not burn.   
 
We should remember that when trees are cut in the field, there is no longer a source of 
water to meet the needs of the transpiration process, and they begin to immediately lose 
moisture.  

There are essentially three questions to consider in tree safety and moisture content.  
First, if trees do not burn with a high moisture content, what is a high moisture content?  
Second, when is a tree dry enough to burn when exposed to an ignition source and third, 
what can be done to prevent trees losing water after they are cut in the field? 

In simple terms, the answer to these questions is “It’s all about the water”.   
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Actively growing trees generally have a moisture content (dry basis) of 110 % to 135 %.  
Trees having been cut and well-watered usually maintain a moisture content of 100% or 
more.  Following harvest with some drying and rehydration, trees will show a moisture 
content of 70 to 75 %.  Trees will generally burn when ignited with a match at a moisture 
content of something close to 60 to 65%.  
 
How then do we reduce water loss for trees to be displayed?  Here are a few hints; 
 

 Cut trees should be kept as cool and moist as much as possible. 
 Cut trees should be stored upright.  
 It's a good idea to not transport trees on top of the car.  
 Prior to display, the base should be cut and trees placed in water as quickly as 

possible. 
 Once displayed, trees should be monitored frequently for water availability, 

especially for the first few days, when trees will transpire the most. 
 Trees should be displayed away from warm areas such as stoves, fireplaces, 

heaters etc. 
 
On another note, wreaths and garland should be closely watched, as there is no easy 
way to maintain a high moisture content once these items are on display.  Placing these 
materials on a mantle above a fireplace can lead to rapid drying with an increased risk of 
fire. 
 
Each year questions arise as to how to determine if a Christmas tree is actually fresh.  
Probably the simplest test is to just bend the needles.  In pines, fresh needles will bend 
rather than break.  In spruces and firs, the needles will snap, more like a carrot, rather 
than just simply bend.  
 
Some people like to say that if there are a lot of dead needles, the tree is not fresh.  
That's not quite true as often these dead needles occur naturally as part of the shedding 
process and are not always indicative of a dry tree. 
 
Another question regarding Christmas tree care relates to the use of water additives.  
There are a number of home solutions provided on the Internet, to include everything 
from aspirin to vinegar, as well as other concoctions.  Common sense tells us that if we 
are attempting to prevent the tree from drying out, clean water offers the best approach. 
 

Summary 
 

Water serves a number of purposes within woody plants, but the most critical are its roles 
in the movement of materials from the soil to the leaves and then the distribution of 
photosynthetic products throughout the plant.  The xylem and phloem are the two 
structural components of the plant stem that allow for water movement.  Movement of 
sugars and other materials from the leaves is accomplished by osmosis or active 
transport.  Conversely, water movement from the roots up the stems requires both a 
strong affinity of water molecules one for another and a tension resulting from the loss of 
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water through transpiration.  A number of factors influence transpiration, leading to 
varying amounts of water usage among woody plants.   
 
Christmas trees do not start fires and are only the first item ignited in a small number of 
residential fires.  They should not be considered inherently dangerous.  A tree kept 
properly watered should stay attractive, with a minimum risk of fire, well through the 
holiday season. 
 
As a final note, one fire involving a Christmas tree is one too many, but education about 
the role of Christmas trees in fire safety should be based on facts and not on misguided 
perceptions.  
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MARKET MIX 
 

Presented by Owasso Christmas Tree & Berry Farm 
Bill Jacobs 

 
I – Tree Season Opportunities 

 
When we first opened some 26 years ago, we were convinced that Oklahoma 

grown, fresh cut trees were the only way to go. We did not want anything to do with pre-
cut trees that have been cut for months and shipped thousands of miles. During our first 
year of sales we watched as a few customers drove in our driveway, asked for a short 
needle fir, and when we replied, ”Oklahoma grown,” they backed out, took their money 
and went elsewhere. Our second year we witnessed an even greater number of 
customers leaving with their money. Needless to say, we found a source of pre-cut 
short needle firs. This past season we sold 5 semi loads of firs accounting for 40-45% of 
our gross sales. We sold 5 different varieties from North Carolina and Oregon, ranging 
from 4 to 13 feet. 
 Our first year we bought a wreath machine and we sold every wreath we made. 
The second year I spent 3 to 4 mornings per week gathering greenery and spent half 
the night making wreaths. Needless to say, we found a source for pre-made wreaths, 
garland swags, etc. We now sell 26 different items and that amount to 12-15% of our 
total sales. We decorate many wreaths ourselves, adding ornaments and flocking. We 
sell them for $60 to $100 each. 
 Our son-in-law is a very creative, busy person and during our slack time he 
would make a few reindeer from our scrap pile. They sold as fast as he could make 
them. We started by buying close out ornaments but in a year or so we could not find 
the quantity or variety we needed, so now we go to market in January and place our 
orders. We now have a 2100 square foot gift shop and 10-12 vendors. At first we tried 
to keep everything under $10. Now we sell lots of items for $30-$70 and this past 
season we sold a Santa for $275. We’ve tried local crafters but it did not work out for us. 
Gift shop sales account for 12-15% of our total sales.  
 
 2 Specific Items 
 Bells – Cost $1.00 each and make a $2 profit each 
 Natural Wood Ornaments – American Made 
 
ADDITIONAL PRODUCT IDEAS 
Tree Stands – We have sold tree stands from the day we opened. We started with a 
stand made in Ada and we now sell the Jim Mitchell Tree Stand. We drill every tree for 
the stand and we don’t know what people do with their stands after Christmas. 
 
Live Trees – Not a large seller for us. We sell 30-40 per year. 
 
Tree Removal Bags  - We sell only the jumbo bag. We usually order 15 cases and sell 
700+ per year. 
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Watering Funnels – We used to sell tons of these funnels until we ran into some 
problems with the manufacturer. We purchased a new brand of funnels this year.  We 
bought and sold 198. 
 
Under the Stand Mat – New this past year. Too Pricey. 
 
Local Honey – Sold $2500+ 
 
Custom Bows – We buy bulk ribbon at market and make our own. The bow display is 
always empty! 
 
Canned Jellies, Jams & Relishes – I have always wanted to sell these but I haven’t had 
the opportunity yet. 

Listen to your customers. Start small and grow into whatever you decide to try. 
Be willing to gamble and if it doesn’t work move on to the next idea. 
 

II – Non Tree Season Opportunities 
 

Pumpkins – About 20 years ago we planted a field of pumpkins with good 
success. We picked a trailer load and parked them in the front yard for a couple of 
weekends. We sold $200 - $300 worth. I decided it wasn’t for me, so I loaded up the 
whole crop and took it to Tulsa and sold it to a nursery. This was before the pumpkin 
patch craze. We were before out time, but we weren’t smart enough to start it. 
 

Our second off-season venture was blackberries. We now have 5 acres of 
blackberries. They are a lot more difficult to grow than we were told. There are a lot of 
variables including: weather, disease, and insects. However, they are a good money 
crop. This past spring we installed ½ acre of rotating trellis, which I hope will level the 
playing field and increase our profits. 
 Mums – no experience 
 Corn maze – no experience 

Hay rides – Halloween 
 
The opportunities are endless. You are only limited by how much imagination you have 
and the time you have available to develop your ideas into business. 
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State Labor Regulations 

Mark Costello 
Commissioner, Oklahoma State Department of Labor 

Oklahoma City, OK 
 
Mark Costello, Republican, was elected state labor 
commissioner on November 2, 2010.  He is a fourth generation 
Oklahoman born in Bartlesville.  He graduated from College 
High in Bartlesville and following his older siblings, entered the 
University of Kansas from which he graduated in 1980.  To put 
himself through college, Mark worked summers in and around 
the North Sea oil fields. Mark married Cathy (Cerkey) in 1982 
and together is raising their five children, Anna Marie, Ian, 
Christian, Kaitlyn and Kolbe in Edmond, Oklahoma.   
Costello is an experienced business man.  He founded AMCAT, 

a telephone software company in 1984 employing over 100 employees and generating 
tens of millions of dollars of payroll until it was sold in 2007.  In 1998, he founded USA 
Digital Communications, Inc. a telecommunications company and is licensed as a 
common carrier in over 40 states.  Mark’s business experience and perspective 
uniquely qualifies him to advance conservative principles and encourage the generation 
of jobs and opportunities for Oklahomans. 
Commissioner Costello is committed to be an “active Labor Commissioner “who will 
deploy existing resources to better aid Oklahoma job producers.  He will support 
legislative efforts to reduce government bureaucracy and will work hard to promote 
private-sector job creation. 
Website – www.labor.ok.gove 
Costello points at the HIS Conference: 
 His opposition to the Federal Government’s attempt to criminalize child labor on the 

family farm. 
 Promoting & supporting businesses so they can grow & create more jobs.  
 Recognizing Entrepreneurial Excellence in Oklahoma 
 Advocating Paycheck Protection by removing politics from the paychecks of 

government workers. 
 His efforts to reduce burdens from the state on businesses. 
 Supporting the eliminating of personal and business income taxes. 
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Oklahoma Christmas Tree Sales Report – 2011 Season 
 

Craig McKinley 
Oklahoma State University 

 
 

Each year, the Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service conducts a survey of the 
Oklahoma Christmas tree industry.  This survey involves a questionnaire to growers, 
which requests such information as number of trees sold, value of related products sold, 
and an indication of significant problems encountered during the previous growing 
season. 
 
In 2011, a total of 25 questionnaires were mailed to members of the Oklahoma 
Christmas Tree Association.  Due to the short time interval between Christmas and the 
2012 HIS Conference, final numbers for 2011 sales have not yet been compiled. 
 
Informal reports from growers indicate that this year’s sales were a bit lower than last 
year’s, which suggests some 9,000 to 12,000 trees were sold from choose-and cut 
farms in Oklahoma.  The major difficulties encountered in 2011 were damages from ice 
last winter and the severe drought which occurred during the summer.  As a result of 
these environmental conditions, several growers report having fewer good trees to sell.  
Two growers have indicated they are going out of business due to the loss of 
merchantable trees. 
 
Growers who responded to the questionnaire will receive a copy of the final 2011 sales 
summary as it becomes available. 
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Farmers’ Markets/Sustainable Agriculture Sessions 

 
 
 
 

Farmers’ Markets/Sustainable 
Agriculture Sessions 
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Organic Sweet Potato and Tomato Variety Trials 

George Kuepper 
Kerr Center for Sustainable Agriculture 

Poteau, OK 
 
In 2008, the Kerr Center established a horticultural demonstration and training site on its ranch 
between Poteau and Wister in S.E. Oklahoma.  Its primary purpose is to educate farmers, 
gardeners, and professionals about organic growing systems and techniques.  Secondarily, it is 
being used as a trial site for heirloom vegetable varieties. 
 
Interest in heirloom vegetables has increased in recent years.  This is witnessed in part, by the 
growing number of seed companies and seed exchange groups that specialize in heirloom or 
“heritage” vegetable, herb, and flower varieties.  Among the reasons for this growing interest: 

 
 The innate historical value of heritage varieties. 
 Growing market demand for heirlooms—partly a factor of the “foodie” trend; also 

nostalgia.  
 The decline in nutritional content of fruits and vegetables, due in part to modern plant 

breeding.   
 Preserving genetic diversity (food security). 
 The growth of food sovereignty movements. 
 Simple curiosity on the part of the gardeners. 

 
Kerr Center considered all of these factors in its decision to focus on heirloom vegetables, but 
also considered the fact that little information about heirlooms was being developed in the 
region or being circulated to growers.  We saw an opportunity to address these needs. 
 
We acknowledged from the outset that, lacking similar resources, our trials would be less 
sophisticated and thorough than those conducted by the Universities or ARS.  Therefore, our 
observations are intended to catch gross differences in performance rather than detect fine 
differences in yield, disease resistance, or other parameters.   
 
Our first trials—assessing okra and sweet sorghum—were done in 2008.  Thirty varieties of 
heirloom okra were trialed.  The best performers were Evertender, Jade, Thai, and Pentagreen.  
The next best were Bowling Red, Cajun Jewel, Eagle Pass, My Joanie, Louisiana Short, 
Emerald, Burmese, Stubby, and Cowhorn.  Burgundy, James Hopper, Alabama Red, Beck’s 
Gardenville, Hill Country Heirloom Red, Jimmy T’s, Perkins Long Pod, Star of David, Fife Creek 
Longhorn, Clemson Spineless, Guarijio, and Texas Hill Country Red were medium-level 
performers.  Red River, Milsap White, Mammoth, Stewart’s ZeeBest, and African did poorly. 
 
In 2009 we chose to evaluate heirloom summer squash.  The trials included five varieties with 
trailing growth habits—rather uncommon in summer squash.  The varieties—Mandan, Trailing 
Green Marrow, Mayeras, Kamo Kamo, and Zuchino Rampicante far out-yielded all bush 
varieties in the trial.  These varieties all produce fruit that would be considered unconventional in 
appearance and might be challenging to market.   
 
The bush varieties we evaluated generally produced fruits that were familiar in type, with the 
exception of the most productive cultivar, Zuchini Lungo Bianco, which is pale and egg-shaped, 
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somewhat like eggplant.  All bush varieties produced commercially acceptable yields.  Zuchini 
Lungo Bianco and Straightneck were the most productive, followed by Dark Green Zucchini, 
Grey Zucchini, Black Beauty Zucchini, and Cocozelle Italian Zucchini.  Early Crookneck, Golden 
Zucchini, and Yellow Scallop had relatively low yields, but especially attractive fruit which would 
easily bring premiums at local markets and compensate for lower productivity. 
 
2009 also saw the first of three years of heirloom tomato trials.  The year was typified by 
generally abundant moisture—especially early in the season—and moderate temperatures.  
Overall fruit yield was good, with Ozark Pink VF, Eva Purple Ball, Beefsteak, Mortgage Lifter, 
Arkansas Traveler, Old Virginia, and Principe Borghese doing especially well.  Black From Tula, 
Cherokee Purple, Cherokee Chocolate, Homestead 24, and T.C. Jones produced moderate 
yields.  Brandywine, Marmande, Big Month, and Rutgers did poorly.   
 
Our 2010 trial involved fewer varieties, but included an evaluation of grafted tomatoes.  The 
growing season was vastly different from the previous year; 2010 was somewhat drier and 
certainly much hotter.  Cherokee Purple, Principe Borghese, and Henderson Pink did well 
considering the conditions.  Our top performer in 2009—Ozark Pink VF—was mediocre in 2010.  
Eva Purple Ball and Brandywine did poorly while Goldman’s Italian American failed completely.   
 
Our 2010 trials included grafts of Cherokee Purple and Brandywine onto Beaufort rootstock.  
The grafted and non-grafted transplants were provided by OSU personnel from the Lane 
Research Station.  Though plots were well-replicated, we were unable to measure or observe 
any difference in performance between grafted and non-grafted tomatoes.  This was not 
unexpected.  One of the popular reasons to use grafts is to alleviate soil-borne disease and 
nematode stress.  Our ground had never grown vegetables prior to 2008 and disease pressure 
was quite low. 
 
2011 was even more challenging than 2010, with even higher and more prolonged 
temperatures, and a much more severe drought.  In an effort to explore options for growing in 
harsh summer conditions, we conducted our trials under four different field environments using 
high tunnels.  The environments were vented plastic, plastic plus shade cloth, shade cloth, and 
no cover.  We tracked high and low temperatures under all of these environments and found 
measurable differences.  However, summer temperatures were so extreme that they did not 
affect yields or other factors in any detectable way.   
 
The 2011 varieties evaluated were Homestead 24, Principe Borghese, Cherokee Purple, Poll 
Robson Angolon, Millionaire, and Arkansas Traveler.  All failed to produce commercial yields 
due to extreme blossom drop.  However, Homestead 24 and Principe Borghese showed better 
heat tolerance and ability to set fruit than the other varieties. 
 
In 2010, we obtained Specialty Block Grant funding for three years of work on small-scale sweet 
potato production; this to include trials of heirloom varieties.  In 2011, we evaluated twelve 
cultivars.  Hernandez, Dianne, Oklahoma Heirloom, Sumor, and Bunch Porto Rico produced 
high yields, with Hernandez and Dianne being exceptional performers.  Georgia Jet, Japanese 
Red, and Nancy Hall yielded moderately well; Carolina Nugget, Southern Delight, and Carolina 
Ruby were low.  We also tried growing Okinawa Purple, but failed to get any harvest.  We 
subsequently learned that this variety requires an exceptionally long growing season and may 
have needed more time in-ground to produce storage roots.   
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Beating the Heat, Tips for Harvesting and Storing Fresh Produce for 
Market 

Sue Gray 
Retired Tulsa County Extension Horticulturist 
 
Living and Breathing 
Product is Alive 

 Temperature 
o Field & Storage 

 Respiration Rate 
o Varies by Product 

 Relative Humidity 
o Varies by Product 

Seeds are Alive 
These onions are alive . . .just hanging’ out 
We cannot improve fruits and vegetables AFTER harvest 
We can only hold them by . .  

 Correct Temperature Management 
o Prevent moisture loss 
o Slow down metabolic processes 
o Maintain flavor 

Temperature Management 
 In Field 
 At Harvest 
 At Handling Points 
 In Storage 
 At Market 

Temperature Needs Vary 
 Chilling injury 

Temperature 
 Most product O.K. at 50°F, 90% RH 

Respiration 
 Plants breathe like us: constantly giving off water as metabolic processes 

continue after harvest. 
 Roots provide water for metabolism 
 Harvest cuts this off. 
 Harvest and cool immediately to keep respiration rate low 

Respiration Rates Vary 
Know Your Product’s Ideal Storage Regime 
Harvest When Most Cool 
Clip Your Fingernails 
Minimize Handling 
Separate Culls into Dedicated Container 
Piel de Sapo (translation: skin of toad) 
Watermelons 
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Handling Produce 
Mechanize When Possible 
Relative Humidity 
Rapid Cooling with Forced Air 
Storage Containers 
Faster Harvest = Quicker Cooling 
Washing 
Market 
Learn to Adapt to Your Situation 
 
For more information view the Powerpoint available on the CD. 
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Successional Brushland and Oak Savanna as an Ecological Model for 
Permanent Staple Crop 

 
Production in North America 

©2003, 2010 Mark L Shepard 
 
 The United States of America is the self-proclaimed “breadbasket of the world”. 
There is no denying the massive quantity of staple food crops (corn, soybeans, wheat, 
rice) that the US produces. However, more and more people are coming to realize that 
there’s something moldy in the breadbasket and not all is well.  
There is mounting evidence (with supporting documentation courtesy of the USDA) that 
annual agriculture, as practiced today, is now one of the most destructive technologies 
on the planet. 
 
What could possibly be more destructive than turning over     the top 16-24 inches of the 
soil every single year?  
Agriculture kills everything in a given area except the crop. (which is the point, of 
course.) 
 
For up to 8 months of the year annual agriculture leaves the soil exposed, free to blow 
away in the wind. (which it does.) 
Or wash away in the rain. (which it also does.) Even when a mature crop is in the field, 
the soil surface is usually bare, exposed to erosion. 
 
Annual agriculture contaminates the water supply, in many ways, including direct runoff 
of highly toxic chemicals. (their extreme toxicity is why they are used in the first place.) 
Tillage and herbicide use oxidizes organic matter, releasing CO2 into the atmosphere 
contributing to the greenhouse effect. Soluble nitrogen fertilizers oxidize into nitrous 
oxides, greenhouse gasses that are even more effective at trapping heat than CO2. 
American agriculture is claimed to be responsible for up to 17% of all greenhouse gas 
emissions in the form of CO2, nitrous oxides and methane. 
 
Annual agriculture in the midwestern USA is the largest contributor to the collapse of the 
multi-billion dollar fishery in the Gulf of Mexico because of sedimentation, 
overfertilization, and the creation of the anoxic (lacking oxygen) “dead zone” that 
seasonally effects up to 1/3 of the US Gulf Coast. 
 
As the flaws in our agricultural system become financially apparent, family scale farmers 
are going broke as fast as ever. Farm size is increasing. Large “efficient” confinement 
livestock operations are becoming the rule rather than the exception. Even with greater 
economic efficiencies, these large farms are in trouble. 
 
Their resource base (the soil) is degrading 
Their costs (equipment, fuel, fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, antibiotics) are 
increasing. (especially with recurring threats of war and political instability in petroleum 
extracting countries) 
 
The federal government continues to subsidize this unprofitable industry (for obvious 
reasons such as national food security) causing tensions with trading nations because 
of the inequity this causes in world-trade. 
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Are there any REAL alternatives to this? Most of us reading this ate today. You and I 
today are totally dependent upon this economically troubled, ecologically flawed 
agricultural system. While we’re at it, we might as well dispel the illusion that Organic 
Agriculture will be our saving grace. The above mentioned flaws in our agriculture apply 
to Organic systems as well, differing only in degree and kind. What are we going to do 
about this problem while still remaining fed and while we still have the time? 
 
The ecological model 
Before the “breadbasket of the world” was ever farmed using “modern” industrial 
agricultural technologies, it was a wilderness… forests, prairies, wetlands, and 
savannas. For millions of years America’s prime agricultural farmland was maintained in 
incredible health and vitality by natural processes with no human intervention 
whatsoever. Human intervention began in North America a mere 14,000 or so years 
ago. The first 13,700 years of human intervention was rather low-intensity due the fact 
that the inhabitants were not industrially organized and had not yet developed the tools 
to go with the industrial/mechanical world-view. 
 
The appearance of the landscape has radically changed in the past three hundred 
years. The old-growth eastern hardwood forest that once spanned from the Atlantic 
seaboard to beyond  the Mississippi river has been decimated. It really exists only in 
patchy, cut-over remnants. In its place (aside from cities, suburbs and highways which 
is another series of articles!) are vast tracts of agricultural land separated by ditches, 
weedy fencelines and highway rights-of-ways. The fate was the same for the savannas 
and prairies. The forest, savanna and prairie biomes formerly supported life, permanent 
groundcover and even photosynthesis year-round. The agricultural land that replaced 
these systems lies barren for eight months of the year and supports little to no life at all. 
When the season is favorable for plant growth, millions of square miles of this former 
American wilderness, grows but a handful of crop species. The soil is bathed with 
chemical fertilizers and herbicides. An increasing majority of these staple food crops are 
genetically modified to tolerate the harsh chemical environment in which they must 
survive. 
 
The appearance of the landscape may have changed, but the natural processes 
governing life have not.  When farmland anywhere from Maine to Florida, from the 
Jersey Shore to the Rocky Mountains (anywhere on earth, in fact) is abandoned, a 
miraculous process occurs… It is the process of natural succession.  Briefly 
summarized, it is the process by which plant communities and their associated animals 
change over time. An abandoned corn field in Ohio, for example, will first be colonized 
by aggressive, fast growing annual and biennial “weeds”. By occupying the site they 
change the site conditions providing opportunities for perennial grasses and broad-
leaved plants to invade, either by wind and animal borne seed, or by underground roots 
or shoots. Dead stems and roots from previous plant populations increase the organic 
matter content of the soil which becomes the energy source for increasingly diverse 
populations of soil biota from bacteria and fungi to insects and worms. Once the bare 
soil has transformed into a perennial grassland ecosystem (perhaps taking as little as 3 
years on rich, moist sites or as many as hundreds of years in sandy, droughty or rocky 
sites) fire and grazing become significant factors affecting species composition. (in 
addition to the usual seasonal rainfall and temperature changes)  Fire, grazing and 
moisture are the most significant factors in the natural maintenance of grassland and 
shrubland ecosystems. It is during absences of fire that brambles, shrubs and “pioneer” 
trees begin to invade this formerly bare soil. Some of the common brambles and shrubs 
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to invade grasslands are raspberries, blackberries, wild plum, crabapple and hazelnut. 
Of these shrubs, the one with the widest historical distribution is the American Hazelnut 
(Corylus americana)with a range from 8,000 ft in the Colorado Rockies to the Atlantic 
coast; just shy of the tundra in Manitoba to the southern Appalachians west to the 
Ozarks and Texas. 
 
 The first trees to move into the grassland would differ slightly, depending on the region 
of the country, but on the whole they are the same species for the entire continent east 
of the Rockies. These first trees into the brushy grasslands (successional brushlands) 
are the oaks, aspens, cottonwoods, white pines, red cedars, box elders and others. The 
most common sun-loving, grasslands tolerant tree in North America is the Oak. The 
genus Quercus in the family Fagacea. One of the reasons for its wide range in grassy 
systems, is its ability to survive fire. During times of frequent fire, young oak seedlings 
lose their tops then re-sprout. This can occur for decades, if not hundreds of years with 
the oak roots remaining in the ground and increasing in size and energy resources. 
These large “topless” oak roots were called grubs by the early European settlers, 
presumably because they had to be “grubbed out” with pick axes and shovels.  
 
In the absence of fire, or other catastrophic event, grassy oak savanna will become 
populated with more and more trees and become an oak forest. This oak forest will in 
turn be invaded by shade tolerant and fire intolerant trees. The mixed forests of eastern 
North America are the result of this process of disturbed and undisturbed periods (time) 
and locations (space) over hundreds and (formerly) thousands of years. 
 
The above summary is an incredibly brief description of a process that is more complex 
than humans have been able to fully understand. Plant succession as described above, 
is how this law of nature occurs through time. Its occurrence in time is dictated by 
disturbance. Historically disturbance has meant fire and grazing. (locally/regionally 
significant events such as tornado, hurricane and wind-shear contribute to the 
disturbance regime as well)    
 
How this successional pattern occurs in space (distribution across the continent) has 
been a function of the frequency and severity of these disturbances. The frequency of 
these disturbances has been driven to a great degree by climate. In moister regions 
such as the Atlantic seaboard, most sites were too moist for frequent fires. In the great 
plains where drought was the norm, fires were frequent events. In moist regions (east 
coast) drier sites with well-drained, sandy soils saw more frequent fires and hence 
supported fire and drought tolerant plant communities (xeric communities). Likewise in 
arid regions such as the great plains, moist zones such as found along streamsides and 
in poorly drained areas supported fire intolerant and moisture loving plant communities. 
(mesic) In between these two extremes was a broad, patchy spectrum of successional 
systems dominated in the east by forest and the great plains by prairie. This “middle 
ground” between forest and prairie has been much overlooked by researchers; prairie 
researchers treating it as a degraded prairie that hasn’t been burned enough and 
foresters treating it as a forest in its establishment phase. Both foresters and prairie 
ecologists have often overlooked the fact that prior to European colonization, this 
“successional stage” or sere occupied 25% or more of the landmass east of the Rocky 
Mountains. It is primarily due to agriculture and the fact that this biological treasure has 
escaped our perception, that the savanna has been declared the most endangered 
ecosystem on the continent, occupying less than .1% of its original range. The heartland 
of these savanna systems is, significantly, the heartland of America: The corn and 
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soybean capital of the world. 
 
Since we know that the savanna was self-replicating and self-maintaining for millennia 
would it not be prudent to examine this system and use it as the ultimate model for a 
truly ecological, permanent agriculture? If we were to produce our crops in systems that 
mimic the physical characteristics and ecological functions of savanna systems wouldn’t 
the forces of nature which maintained the savannas for millennia also maintain our 
agricultural savannas?  
 
How could we do this? The first step would be to identify the actual native savanna and 
brushland species and identify the ones with promise as food crops. Preferably we 
would choose species with similar nutritional characteristics as the annual crops that 
they would be replacing. We would then plant them in such as way as to mimic the 
savanna system as nearly as possible. We would manage these agricultural savannas 
much the same way that nature would manage them and attempt to mimic the 
disturbance regime of the particular savanna subtype appropriate to the location. These 
associations of plants would, of course, be slightly different between regions and soil 
types. The basic research identifying the various different savanna sub-types has been 
accomplished. What were the most significant species in savannas? The following list 
clearly shows the potential for large-scale agricultural production in savanna systems.  
 
Oak 
Crabapple 
Wild Plum  
American Hazelnut 
Raspberries 
Wild Grape. 
(Due to space constraints, less widespread or locally adapted species are not listed 
here.) 
 
All of these species have naturally occurred in association with one another across 
North America, managed only by nature for millennia.  
 
 The work of creating a savanna agriculture is not ecological restoration in the 
commonly known sense. We are not “saving” remnant savannas by “restoring” them to 
their pre-settlement condition. The work of restoration has a significant value and should 
be done by those who feel that it is their mission to do so. Those involved in the 
establishment of agricultural savannas are doing what is commonly known as farming. 
Farming is the production of basic commodities for food, livestock feed, industrial 
ingredients, chemical feedstocks, and fuels (such as biomass, vegetable oil, biodiesel, 
methanol and ethanol).  Since the majority of farms are not concerned about the fact 
that their corn fields do not mimic nature and are not concerned about non-native plants 
(soybeans are not native to North America and currently cover millions of square miles), 
we are likewise not as concerned as a “restorationist” might be. A reasonable 
approximation of a savanna ecosystem, with commercial cultivars of savanna species, 
is infinitely more diverse, sustainable, and natural than a field of genetically modified, 
non-native, annual crops.  That aside, lets look at an agriculture that reasonably 
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approximates a successional brushland ecosystem. Moreover, lets design a savanna 
agriculture to replace corn and soybeans using plants that already exist with markets 
that also exist.  
 
Corn is a high in carbohydrate, relatively low in protein and fat. Soybeans are high in 
protein moderately high in oils. Together corn and soybeans are the majority of all food 
and feeds produced in the former savanna biome.  Both of these are easily replaceable 
with fire-tolerant, woody species. 
 
The soybean is most easily replaced with a natural, native savanna specie. As 
previously mentioned, Corylus americana, the American hazelnut was the most 
common savanna shrub species.  Locally, the hazelnut shrubland was a dominant 
savanna type. Remnants of the vast hazel shrublands still exist in several states, most 
notably in the Cedar Creek Natural Area in central Minnesota. Hazels came to dominate 
a shrubland when fires occurred less frequently than 5-10 yrs, yet more frequently than 
20yrs. When fires were more frequent than 5-10yrs, hazels were not able to establish. 
When less frequent than 20 yrs, Oaks grew to a fire resistant size and dominated the 
site. From Virginia to Colorado, Missouri to Manitoba, the author has observed hazels 
and oaks coexisting in degraded savanna remnants. 
 
What would an agricultural Hazelnut Shrubland look? Hazels would obviously be the 
dominant woody shrub. They would be planted in high-density plantings, arranged so 
they could be mechanically planted, maintained and harvested. They would not be 
planted as orchards which would require weed, pest and disease control and continual 
pruning. They would be planted as savannas with many of the plants that would 
naturally be found in association with them in the wild. When possible, marketable 
prairie plants would be planted between rows of hazels providing yet another yield for 
the farmer. Ecosystem functions such as natural pest and disease suppression which 
are all but absent in annual crop fields would be intact in a hazelnut shrubland. Pests 
and predators would be allowed to come into a naturalized equilibrium, which in the long 
term, is the lowest cost pest and disease control possible.  Annually, seed would be 
harvested and shells utilized as biomass.  Periodic coppice would be used to imitate the 
rejuvenating effects of fire, removing older and diseased wood and setting back pest 
populations. The removed wood chips would represent yet another yield to the farmer. 
In order to mimic natural processes even more closely, a newly coppiced hazelnut field 
could be burned immediately after coppice or late the following winter.  
 
Although this agricultural savanna technology might sound pie-in-the-sky to some, it is 
currently being practiced across the upper midwest by dozens of growers from Ohio to 
Nebraska. Mechanized planting, maintenance and harvest technologies have already 
been developed. The techniques are mature enough for rapid, widespread adoption. 
Hybridized hazelnuts have been developed that out yield wild hazels with higher quality 
kernals and can be rapidly multiplied using tissue-culture propagation.   
 
Replacing corn with a similar crop grown in a savanna system requires slightly more 
intellectual flexibility, in that the dominant savanna tree species, the Oaks, would be 
replaced by a tree not in the same genus, but in the same family, fagacea. The fagacea 
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that produces seeds of similar nutritional value as corn is the chestnut, the Castanea. 
 
Traditionally, chestnuts have been grown in an orchard setting. Orchard floors have 
been mowed, laboriously grafted trees have been pruned, and crops sprayed with 
fungicides and insecticides. The processes are entirely mechanized. Mature chestnut 
trees resemble their cousins the oaks in form and in many of their functions. Although 
fancy, niche-market varieties of chestnut may require orchard conditions in order to 
produce satisfactorily, hybridized seedling chestnuts have been bred to thrive in 
savanna systems. Hybrid savanna chestnuts can be grown to tree size, or can be 
managed as a shrubland much like the hazels. Livestock can be grazed beneath an 
open chestnut canopy in silvopastoral systems, and forage can be harvested from 
between the rows. Chestnuts managed as a shrubland would be coppiced more often 
precluding timber harvests, but allowing for the use of sway-type bush harvesting 
equipment. Once again, this is not pie-in-the-sky. Growers across the midwest are 
successfully growing various species of chestnut in savanna systems. Once again, with 
the technology of tissue culture propagation, millions of acres of these savannas could 
be planted within a few short years. 
 
Chestnut savannas and hazelnut shrublands are but two agricultural savanna 
ecosystems that can be used anywhere in the corn belt of central USA. They both 
produce crops that are direct nutritional replacements for corn and soybeans. Although 
current varieties and practices don’t quite equal the yield per acre of corn or soybeans, 
they allow for the growing of other crops in the system. Like the corn and soybeans they 
would replace, these production systems are completely mechanized. Elimination of 
annual soil preparation and seed planting would dramatically reduce fossil fuel use on 
savanna farms. Erosion would be virtually eliminated. The long-term dollar cost savings 
of a perennial savanna agriculture are nearly incalculable. Plant it once, then manage it 
for eternity.  
 
The conservation and environmental benefits of these savanna crops cannot be 
equaled by any annual crop. Long-term carbon sequestration in woody stems and roots 
is significant in these crops, unlike in the annual crops they would be replacing. Surface 
runoff would be virtually free of suspended solids. Since herbicides are not needed, 
(used only during establishment if at all) they would not be able to wash into rivers and 
streams. Wildlife would find its habitat greatly expanded. Drought and flood tolerance 
and long-term sustainability of such systems has been proven by the legacy that they 
have left behind. Despite nearly 200 years of the axe and plow and sixty years of 
herbicide we have not been able to eradicate the savanna. The natural forces that 
sustain savannas in North America have sustained them for millennia. If we design our 
agricultural practices to fit in with these natural forces rather than fight or deny them, our 
agriculture may at long last prove to be as enduring. 
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A Beginner’s View of Farm-Scale Permaculture 
Julie Gahn 

Gahn Farm at Double Spring Creek 
Hulbert, OK 

 
Permaculture Around the World 
Different people around the world, through their respective life experiences, each 
developed ideas that are essentially “permaculture.” They each figured out how to grow 
food within nature’s principles. Bill Mollison and David Holmgren coined the term 
“permaculture” from the words “permanent” and “agriculture.” The basic premise is that 
civilizations based on annual agriculture have all eventually failed and we need to 
transition to a civilization based on perennial polycultures. As Mark Shepard puts it, we 
are redesigning agriculture in nature’s image. We will be striving to use minimal external 
inputs to achieve maximum yields. Limitations on yields are a limitation of the designer’s 
(farmer’s) creativity, not the ability of the land, plants and animals to provide an 
abundant yield. 
 
Permaculture Getting Started 
Gaia’s Garden by Toby Hemenway helped me understand what the ethics and 
principles of permaculture are. It was written for the “home scale”. 
Earth User’s Guide to Permaculture by Rosemary Morrow offers a step-by-step 
approach. A reader could start in chapter 1, do the assignments in each chapter, and 
have a design for their place by the end of the book. I also like how the later chapters 
discuss how the Permaculture Ethics and Principles apply to any situation, including an 
office space, not just agriculture. 
IEdible Forest Garden I & IIU by Dave Jacke and Eric Toensmeier were recommended 
by Mark Shepard as books worth investing in. 
Sepp Holzer’s Permaculture by Sepp Holzer offers some unique perspectives on 
permaculture at high altitutde (he’s growing citrus in Austria), maximizing use 
ofmicroclimates, and hugelkultur. (Hugelkultur uses buried trees to hold moisture and 
provide nutrients.) For an introduction to hugelkultur, see 
http://www.richsoil.com/hugelkulture/  
Permaculture A Designer’s Manual by Bill Mollison was not  an easy first introduction to 
permacutlure for me. However, it should be read by any serious permaculturist once 
you have a basic understanding of permaculture’s ethics and principles. 
 
Permaculture Ethics 

 Care of People 
 Care of the Earth 
 Equitable Exchange of the Ecologically Produced Surplus 

 
Permaculture Core Principles 
 
Permaculture Attitude Principles  
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Permaculture Resources 
 
(These are people/organizations with whom Julie Gahn has experience, or are on her to do list.  Please don’t 
consider it an all-inclusive list.) 

 
juliegahn@yahoo.com 

 
Permaculture Groups, Instructors, and Books 
 
Oklahoma Permaculture (Moderator: Bob Waldrop) 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/okperma/post 
 
Forest Agriculture Enterprises (Mark Shepard) 
http://www.forestag.com/ 
 
http://permaculture.org.au/2010/12/18/mark-shepherds-106-acre-permaculture-farm-in-
viola-wisconsin/ 
 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/24/garden/chestnuts-worthy-of-song-in-your-
backyard-in-the-garden.html?_r=1&pagewanted=all 
 
http://littlehouseontheurbanprairie.wordpress.com/2010/10/24/new-forest-farm-
visit/ 
 
The Permaculture Project LLC (Wayne Weisman) 
http://www.permacultureproject.com/ 
 
Midwest Permaculture Homepage (Bill and Becky Wilson) 
http://midwestpermaculture.com/ 
 
“The Case for Permaculture” 
http://midwestpermaculture.com/self-study-more/18-part-youtube-series/case-for-
permaculture/ 
 
Gaia’s Garden, A Guide to Home-Scale Permaculture by Toby Hemenway 
 
earth user’s guide to permaculture by Rosemary Morrow 
 
Edible Forest Gardens, Ecological Vision and Theory for Temperate Climate 
Permaculture by Dave Jacke with Eric Toensmeir 
 
Sepp Holzer’s Permaculture, A Practical Guide to Small-Scale, Integrative Farming and 
Gardening by Sepp Holzer 
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Permaculture, A Designer’s Manual by Bill Mollison 
 
Keyline Scale of Permanence 
 
Water for Every Farm, Yoemans Keyline Plan by P.A. Yoemans, Ken B. Yoenmans Ed 
 
Climate 
 
Oklahoma Climatological Survey 
http://climate.ok.gov/documents/Statement%20on%20Climate%20Change.pdf 
 
Southern Climate Impacts Planning Program 
http://www.southernclimate.org/about.php 
 
Oklahoma Comprehensive Water Plan (OCWP) 
 
http://www.owrb.ok.gov/supply/ocwp/pdf_ocwp/WaterPlanUpdate/regionalreports/OCW
P_Grand_Region_Report.pdf 
 
OCWP Report on the Grand Watershed Planning Region 
http://www.owrb.ok.gov/supply/ocwp/pdf_ocwp/WaterPlanUpdate/regionalreports/OCW
P_Grand_Region_Report.pdf 
 
Cultural History 
 
1491, New Revelations of the Americas Before Columbus by Charles C. Mann 
 
Spiro Mounds – Equinox and Solstice Walks 
http://www.okhistory.org/outreach/museums/spiromounds.html 
 
From Mounds to Mammoths, A Field Guide to Oklahoma Prehistory, Second Edition by 
Claudette Marie Gilbert and Robert L. Brooks 
 
Cherokee Heritage Center 
http://www.cherokeeheritage.org/ 
 
Pat Guinn, Cherokee Nation Natural Resources (Ethnobotany/seed saving) 
 
The Cherokee Nation, A History by Robert J. Conley 
 
5 Civilized Tribes 
http://www.fivetribes.org/ 
 
Osage 
http://www.osagetribe.com/museum/ 
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Adai-Caddo 
http://www.adaicaddoindiannation.com/Home_Page.php 
 
Nature Connections 
 
Kamana Naturalist Training Program 
http://kamana.org/ 
 
Ozark Tracker Society 
http://ozarktrackers.org/ 
 
Trees and other perennials 
 
Edible Forest Gardens, Ecological Vision and Theory for Temperate Climate 
Permaculture by Dave Jacke with Eric Toensmeier 
 
Gaia’s Garden, A Guide to Home-Scale Permaculture by Toby Hemenway 
 
Plants for a Future 
http://www.pfaf.org/user/default.aspx 
 
Fruit Tree list developed for Sustainable Tahlequah project by Leslie Moyer 
http://www.sustainabletahlequah.org/home/fruit-trees 
 
Plants selected for our area by Leslie Moyer, Shady Grove Natural Farm 
http://www.shadygrovenaturalfarm.com/plant-list 
 
 
Soils 
 
Web Soil Survey 
http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/HomePage.htm 
 
Water for Every Farm, Yoemans Keyline Plan by P.A. Yoemans, Ken B. Yoemans Ed. 
 
The Soul of Soil, A Soil-Building Guide for Master Gardeners and Farmers by Grace 
Gurshuny and Joe Smillie 
 
Teaming with Microbes, The Organic Gardener’s Guide to the Soil Food Web by Jeff 
Lowenfels and Wayne Lewis 
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Edible Landscape & Permaculture Plants for the Homestead or Farm 
 

Leslie Moyer 
www.ShadyGroveNaturalFarm.com  -  info@ShadyGroveNaturalFarm.com 

phone: 918-772-6150 
 
Leslie and her husband, Alan, farm 80 acres in Cherokee County in northeastern Oklahoma. 
They sell edible landscaping plants and are in the process of planting a small U-Pick fruit 
orchard.  
 
Why Edible Landscaping? 
 
• Food security: grass is a waste of good resources 

– "Between desertification, the transformation of agricultural lands to housing and a rising 
population, by 2050, there will be less than half as much arable land available to feed each 
person in the US - a total of 0.6 acres, as opposed to the 1994 1.8 rate. The current 
American diet requires 1.2 acres.” – Sharon Astyk 

• Prime farmland being built up with houses; suburbs our “best hope” for dealing with challenges 
of: 

- Climate change 
- Economic uncertainty 
- “Peak Everything” 

• “Local food” can’t get any more local than this! 
• Diversity works better than monoculture – less disease & fewer pest problems. 
• Health benefits of: 

– Variety in diet (foods not available at any cost) 
– Anti-oxidants and phytonutrients and “healthy oils” – many undiscovered  
– Easy access to fresh, healthy foods 

• Many edible plants are as ornamental as commonly-sold ornamental plants 
• Edible plants can overlap nicely with other goals such as bringing birds and other wildlife into 

your landscape or native plantings. 
 
Who Might Be Interested? 
 
• Self-sufficiency, homesteading  
• Community food security 
• Living on moderate incomes or with unstable jobs (family food security) 
• Any income level who want food at affordable prices 
• Growing for commercial potential (especially value-added) 
• Interested in wildlife and conservation 
• Interested in native or historic plants 
• Health benefits of fresh plant foods that are not easily available  
• Gardening “junkies” looking for interesting plants 
• Gardeners looking for plants that need lower inputs—plant once! 
• Enjoy trying & eating interesting new foods 
• Seed-grown or naturally-propagated plants 
• Permaculture 
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Permaculture: Primarily Perennials or Self-Seeding Annuals  
 
 
Edible: 
Leaf:     herbs, lettuce, miners lettuce, purslane, linden (lime), sassafras 
Flower:  herbs, linden, nasturtium, daylily, elderflowers, hibiscus, carnation, violet 
Sap:    sugar maple, birch, hickory, linden, walnut, Italian and red alders 
Bark:    Carolina allspice, sassafras 
Nut/Seed:   pecan, pine, chestnut, acorn, hazelnut, walnut, hickory, ginko, goumi 
Tuber/Root:   lotus, Jerusalem artichoke, ginger, ramps, ginseng, sassafras 
Fruit:    pawpaw, crabapple, persimmon, quince, medlar, mayhaw, fig, rose 
Berry:    mulberry, serviceberry, jostaberry, boysenberry, aronia, gooseberry, goumi, blueberry 
 
Useful: 
Groundcovers:   American & European ginger, mint, thyme, oregano, miners lettuce 
Insectary plants:   yarrow, cilantro, dill, spearmint, clover, parsley, mustard, vetch 
Mineral accumulators:   comfrey, mullein, lemon balm, mustard, dock, dandelion 
Nitrogen fixing:   clover, legumes, honey locust, goumi, Siberian pea shrub, wisteria 
Bulbs:    daylily, iris, tulips, daffodils, garlic, perennial “walking” onions, ramps 
Fungi:    mushrooms!  (see http://www.fungi.com) 
 
 
Aronia melanocarpa - Chokeberry: 
 
• Berries, juice, jam, jelly, syrup, wine, soft drinks (alone or mixed with another fruit—currants, 

black cherry, etc.). Not usually for fresh eating (astringent) 
• Commercial crop potential 
• “Superfruit” – very high in antioxidants—much higher than blueberries 

–Dense phenolic phytochemicals content, especially anthocyanins. Total anthocyanin 
content in chokeberries is 1480 mg per 100 g of fresh berries, and proanthocyanidin 
concentration is 664 mg per 100 g. Both values are among the highest measured in plants 
to date. A test tube measurement of antioxidant strength, the oxygen radical absorbance 
capacity or ORAC, demonstrates chokeberry with one of the highest values yet recorded—
16,062 micromoles of Trolox Eq. per 100 g. 

• Popular fruit in Europe & widely cultivated there 
• Great landscape shrub: beautiful fall color, disease resistance, drought tolerant, glossy foliage, 

can be used as hedge, flowers in spring, sun to shade—very adaptable! 
• Native to eastern US 
• Self-fertile 
• Berries borne in “bunches”—easy to pick 
• “Improved” varieties 
• 6’ x 6’ (some varieties smaller) 
 
Asmina triloba – Pawpaw:  
 
• Delicious fresh eating, ice cream, baked goods, wine, frozen. “What does it taste like?” 
• “Superfruit” – Cancer research is promising and ongoing (see: Purdue University) 

– Paw Paw extract contains (among other active ingredients) acetogenins which modulate 
the production of ATP** (adenosine triphosphate) in mitochondria of cancer cells. This 
reduces the growth of blood vessels that nourish cancer cells, in essence, “starving” them, 
while not affecting normal cells. It also inhibits the growth of MDR (multiple drug 
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resistance) cells. No other alternative or conventional cancer treatment (except treatments 
from trees similar to Paw Paw) has shown any effectiveness against MDR cells.  

• Exceeds apple, peach, & grapes in vitamin, mineral, amino acid & food energy values 
• Great landscape tree: disease resistance, HUGE glossy “tropical” foliage, shade tolerant 

(natural understory tree), bright yellow fall color 
• Largest edible fruit indigenous to the US. (Eastern, Midwest, Plains & SE US) 
• Needs a pollinator  
• Fruit borne in “bunches” like bananas 
• “Improved” varieties: taste, size, quantity, etc. 
• Commercial potential—frozen drinks/desserts 
• Don’t transport or keep well, but freezes well 
• Pesticidal properties in seeds, leaves & bark 
• Bears young—age 5 to 7  
 
Cornus mas – Cornelian Cherry Dogwood 
 
• Fruit may be eaten raw, dried, cooked into preserves or sauces, used to make vodka. 
• Fruit is juicy/pulpy with a mild, plum-like flavor & texture when ripe; may be astringent until 

completely ripe. Contains one seed.  
• Fruit contains one seed; seeds may be roasted, ground, & used as a coffee substitute.  
• 20' tall x 15’ wide. One of the earliest trees/shrubs to bloom with masses of small yellow 

flowers. Specimen shrub, hedge, or windbreak. Can be trained to create a small tree, if 
desired.  

• Outstanding four season ornamental with fall color, 3/4" bright scarlet fruit.  
• Extremely dense wood = good for tool-making. 
• Needs a pollinator for fruit-set. 
• Heavy producer 
• Mechanical harvesting possible? 
• High in minerals—especially calcium  
• Improved varieties available 
 
Caragana aborescens – Siberian Peashrub 
 
• Excellent: screen, windbreak, livestock forage or feed, nitrogen fixer, erosion control, mulch, 

compost additive.  
• A legume, the seeds and seed pods of this plant are both edible when cooked. Mild-flavored, 

they are best used with spices. The seed is a good source of both healthy oils and protein. 
Young pods may be cooked and used as a vegetable.   

• Essential “permaculture” shrub as it performs many functions. 
• Other nitrogen fixing shrubs include: autumn olive, goumi (and others from the Elaeagnus 

family), sea buckthorn, buffaloberry, and some acacia. 
• Reseeds from seedpods that fall near plant. 
• Responds very well to cutting back/forage 
• Good bee plant—May/June flowers 
• Large shrub—to 18 
• Full sun, fairly good drought tolerance. 
 
More information: 
 
Plants For a Future: www.pfaf.org  (edibility & medicinal ratings 1-5 stars) 
North American Fruit Explorers: www.nafex.org (membership) 
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Edible Landscaping Forum on Gardenweb: http://forums.gardenweb.com/forums/edible/ 
The Overstory Agroforestry Journal: www.agroforestry.net/overstory/osprev.html  
Shady Grove Natural Farm: www.ShadyGroveNaturalFarm.com  (be sure to see “bookstore” for 

suggested reading) 
 
Attracting native Pollinators to Improve Yields 
David Redhage, Stewardship Farm Manager 
The Kerr Center for Sustainable Agriculture 
Poteau, OK 
 
The information contained in this presentation was prepared by the Xerces Society for 
Invertebrate Conservation. Formed in 1971, the Society is at the forefront of pollinator 
conservation, harnessing the knowledge of scientists and public enthusiasm to educate, 
advocate, and implement conservation efforts across the country. 
The Xerces Society is named after the now extinct Xerces Blue butterfly, the first butterfly to go 
extinct in North America due to human activities. 
 
About 70% of plants require an insect to move pollen. 
 
Pollinators provide an ecosystem service that enables plants to produce fruits and seeds. 
35% of crop production, worldwide 
Over $18 - $27 billion value of crops in U.S. ( $217 billion worldwide) 
One in three mouthfuls of food and drink we consume. 
 
Bees: The Most Important Pollinators 

 Bees actively collect and transport pollen 
 Bees exhibit flower constancy 
 Bees regularly forage in area around nest 

 
Most crop pollination is done by the European honey bee. This leaves us reliant on a single 
pollinator, one that is experiencing many problems. Managed hives of the European honey bee 
can take credit for most crop pollination, but there is trouble in relying on a single pollinator as 
we know with the problems facing European honey bees. 
 
Honey Bees: Colony Collapse Disorder 
In 2006-2007, about 25% of beekeeping operations in the U.S. lost an average of 45% of hives. 
The cause(s) in the hive reduction are still unknown. Bee hive rentals for several California 
crops rose from 1995 to 2005. Hive rental for almonds rose from $45/hive in 1995 to $75/hive in 
2005. By 2007 hive rental for almonds rose to almost $200/hive.  Thus in just over a decade, the 
almond industry alone has experienced a nearly 4 fold increase in pollination costs. Keep in 
mind there are over 600,000 acres of almonds in California, and the orchards are typically 
stocked at a rate of 2 hives per acre. At this stocking rate, a little over half of all the honey bee 
hives in the U.S. are required for this one industry. 
 
To meet the anticipated increases in acreage of bee-pollinated crops over the next decade 
America will need approximately another half million honey bee hives. With an aging beekeeper 
population, and declining profit margins, we must ask ourselves if this is a sustainable situation. 
Many of our native bees are also in decline.  Of particular importance are members of the 
subgenus Bombus. This is a closely related group of “sister species” that range across the 
country.  Once they accounted for some of the most common bees in their range, now they are 
nearly impossible to find, especially in agricultural areas.  
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From a crop security perspective it is essential that we begin thinking about ways to diversify the 
ecological service of pollination. Our best available alternative to honey bees is the wild native 
bees that have been in the background all along.  
 
Native Bees are very efficient. 

 Active earlier in the season and day 
 Collect both pollen and nectar when foraging 
 Buzz pollination 
 Keep honey bees moving 

 
Native bees can also be managed for crop pollination and they are significantly more efficient 
than honey bees in many cases.  In the case of the blue orchard bee, this increased efficiency is 
a result of their greater tolerance for cool, wet weather, and low light conditions. 
 
Native Bees and Alfalfa 

 Honey bees learn to bypass the pollination mechanism 
 Most seed production by leafcutter and alkali bees 
 Wild bees trip over 80% of alfalfa flowers visited; leafcutter bees and honey bees trip 

only 25% 
 
Hybrid Sunflower Production: When native bees were present, the seed set in hybrid sunflower 
fields more than doubled.  For example because individual honey bee works specialize in 
foraging for either pollen or nectar, they are inefficient on hybrid crops (like sunflower) where 
there are separate male and female rows of plants. Having native bees present, and bumping 
into honey bees on these crops, causes them to change course and visit adjacent rows, 
increasing seed yield. 
 
Most people don’t think of tomatoes needing pollinators, but with native bees they produce 
significantly more fruit. Honey bees don’t visit these flowers because they don’t provide nectar, 
and the pollen is buried in deep pores inside anthers that need to be shaken (buzz pollinated) to 
be released.  Bumble bees and several other native species will buzz (vibrate) these flowers.  
 
The amount of natural habitat on or close to the farm has a direct influence on pollinator 
diversity and abundance. In 90% of farms studied in Mid-Atlantic, wild native bees provided all 
pollination needed for watermelon. 
 
In the absence of honey bees, canola growers make more money on their land if 40% is in 
natural habitat, rather than planting it all in canola. 
 
Pollinators need a succession of bloom spring, summer and fall so it is important that pollinator 
habitat contains a diversity of native plants that provide a succession of bloom throughout the 
growing season.  Locally native wildflowers are best for native bees. In addition to native 
planting, cover crops, orchard understory plantings, and insectary plantings for other beneficial 
insects all provide opportunities to support pollinators. 
 
One of the huge additional benefits of pollinator conservation is that many of the same pollen 
and nectar sources that support native bees also support many predatory and parasitoid 
insects. 
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Benefits to other Wildlife: 
Pollinator-produced fruits and seeds comprise 25% of the global bird and mammal diets. 
Pollinators are food for wildlife 
Pollinator habitat is directly compatible with the needs of other wildlife, especially grassland 
birds, such as quail 
 
Some organic-approved pesticides should be completely avoided wherever pollinators are a 
concern. Others are relatively safe, as long as they do not directly contact pollinators.  
Protect Ground-Nesting Bees: 
Reduce tillage 
Avoid plastic mulch 
In Virginia: No-till farms hosted three times more native squash bees than did conventional 
farms. 
 
Insecticide use causes significant damage to pollinator populations. 
Avoid using insecticides 
If you do use insecticides: 
Follow labels carefully 
Note: Even when labels are followed there is limited protection for many native bees. 
 
Within the NRCS pollinator conservation is available through many of the alphabet soup 
programs like the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP), the Wildlife Habitat 
Incentives Program (WHIP), the Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP), and many others.  
As an example, through the EQIP program, the Wisconsin NRCS will provide up to $350/acre to 
purchase and install pollinator-friendly wildflowers, or up to $425/acre to purchase and plant 
pollinator-friendly trees and shrubs. 
 
At the 31st Annual Meeting of the Entomological Society of America, held in Atlantic City in 
1936, Edith Patch presided as President.  She was the first woman president of our professional 
society and in her Annual Public Address she discussed the wholesale destruction of insect life 
that had resulted from the new insecticide products that were being brought to market. In 
attempting to control pest insects, bees and beneficial insects were being destroyed. She noted 
that high levels of arsenic were found in pollen taken from the nests of solitary bees. In her 
speech, Miss Patch imagined the world of 2000, which in 1938 must have seemed quite 
futuristic. She predicted that in the year 2000, the President of the United States would issue a 
proclamation claiming that land areas at regular intervals throughout the U.S. would be 
maintained as “Insect Gardens,” under the direction of government entomologists. These would 
be planted with milkweed, hawthorn, and other plants that could sustain populations of 
butterflies and bees. She predicted that sometime in the future, “Entomologists will be as much 
or more concerned with the conservation and preservation of beneficial insect life as they are 
now with the destruction of injurious insects.”  
 
She concluded by saying, “The fraternity of hive beekeeper will doubtless continue to fight for 
the life of their pollinators.  As for other helpful insects, will defenders of equal zeal rally to their 
support to the end that mankind may never be without benefit of insects?”  
 
 
Resources: 

 A new SARE Handbook: Managing Alternative Pollinators: A Handbook for Beekeepers, 
Growers, and Conservationists. 
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 Attracting Native Pollinators, Protecting North America’s Bees and Butterflies 
  
Many additional materials are available from the Xerces Society. Among these are fact sheets 
on the role of native pollinators, artificial nest construction and management guidelines, farm 
management booklets, and links to various regional resources. Most Xerces Society 
publications are available as free downloads on their website.  http://www.xerces.org/  
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On-Farm Construction and Usage of Walk-In Coolers 
Doug Walton 

Waltons Farm, Muskogee, OK 
 
Farm Overview:  
8 ½ acres total with approximately 1 acre as cut flowers, vegetables, and herbs.   
25’ x 25’ greenhouse for transplants, potted plants and container arrangements 
Farmers’ market and occasional special events 
 
We built our 8’ x 13’ walk-in cooler against an existing building under an existing shed 
roof. After doing a lot of research on construction methods and cooler design, we began 
by pouring a 4” insulated slab floor. The insulation is 2” extruded foam, not the white 
expanded polystyrene, which isn’t rated for below grade. 
 
Unfortunately, time constraints did not allow us to do as much of the work ourselves, as 
we normally would have liked in an attempt to keep our construction costs lower. 
 
We needed approximately 2 yards of 3500 psi concrete with added fiber for the 8’ x 16’ 
x 4” slab. Some cement/concrete companies require a higher minimum amount in order 
to deliver. If their minimum amount is higher, they will charge an additional fee for 
amounts less than their required minimum amount. We found a company with a 2 yard 
minimum.  
 
After the slab had cured for a couple of weeks, the crew cam back and framed-up and 
sheathed the cooler.  
 
We used 2’ x 6’ studs on the 3 exterior walls with ¾” OSB covered by the T-111 exterior 
sheathing. We also had them lay down a layer of 6” wide foam underneath the bottom 
plate of the walls.  
 
Next we had a 3” layer of hard foam sprayed on all four walls and ceiling. This was the 
most expensive part of the project, but we think it was worth it, given how tightly it 
sealed everything and how quickly it was applied. We also glued a 1.5” layer of white 
EPS foam on the back of the insulated metal door. We had planned to add a 2nd layer 
and probably will at some point. 
 
Cooler space is using during the winter for drying herbs and storing root crops. For 
helpful information about the coolbot and building your own walk-in cooler, visit the 
website: www.storeitcold.com  
 
Approximate cost for the cooler was $4500-$4600. The labor was an expense that 
others may not need, although it was nice to have an experienced concrete person 
laying and dressing the concrete. Lumber, sheathing & door installed $1400; Blown-in 
foam $1485; Window A/C $350; Coolbot $300 
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Constructing a Cooler in an Existing Barn 
Emily Oakley and Mike Appel 

Three Springs Farm, Oaks, OK 
 
About Our Farm: 
6 acres in mixed vegetable and fruit production in NE Cherokee County 
Market from early April – Labor Day 
Sell at Cherry Street Farmers’ Market in Tulsa on Saturdays and through a 100 member 
CSA program 
Full-time farmers; no off-farm income 
 
Costs and Materials 
Dimensions 12’ x 12’ x 7’ tall 
Holds temperatures in the mid 30’s°F 
Existing materials – frame, concrete floor 
Purchased materials include fiberglass insulation, plywood for walls and ceiling, rigid 
foam insultion panels, door $425; Window A/C unit (18,000 BTU) $300 & CoolBot $300 
Total Cost $1,025 
 
CoolBot Details 
www.storitcold.com or #888-871-5723 
Created by a small-scale vegetable farmer in upstate New York in 2006 
Tells you what capacity and brand A/C unit to purchase for the size of your cooler 
“The CoolBot uses multiple sensors and a programmed micro-controller to direct your 
air conditioner’s compressor to operate in such a way that you can run at whatever 
temperature you want without freezing up”. 
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Fruit Sessions 

 
 
 
 

Fruit Sessions 
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eViticulture.org: An Online Source for Viticulture Information 
 

Eric T. Stafne1 and Lane Greer2 

1Mississippi State University and 2Oklahoma State University 
 
In 2009, the grape community of practice (GCoP) was formed with funding from a 
USDA- NIFA- SCRI grant with eXtension (www.extension.org) as the hosting entity. The 
GCOP’s main goals are to become a comprehensive online resource for research-
based information by providing viticulturists access to content addressing all aspects of 
grape production for viticulture information, create links to all state-based sites, integrate 
projects to increase networking, collaboration, co-learning, and reduce redundancy 
across the country, and to create innovative learning opportunities.   
The eXtension Grapes site became available to the public on December 27, 2010, with 
an official launch at the Unified Grape and Wine Symposium on January 27, 2011. The 
GCoP also launched a companion portal site to www.eXtension.org/grapes in 2011 
called www.eViticulture.org. 
eviticulture.org is directed toward commercial viticulturists who need solid, tested, 
science-based information to improve their skills in the vineyard. All content is 
collaboratively authored and reviewed by our community of professionals with expertise 
in viticulture and related disciplines. 
The mission of the GCoP and eviticulture.org is to strive to meet the educational needs 
of the grape industry as a whole; including industry partners, extension employees, and 
consumers by providing science-based information and learning opportunities through 
eXtension. This means that anyone will be able to access information about any 
aspects of growing and producing grapes at any time on any Internet-ready method 
and, by doing so, will increase their knowledge and use the information as a way to 
improve their skills, life, and/or business. 
The leadership team of the GCOP was formed through the Extension and Outreach 
Education Committee of the National Grape and Wine Initiative (NGWI).  This 
committee addressed an overall priority of NGWI to enhance outreach education for 
grape producers by targeting development of a GCoP for the eXtension system. The 
GCoP is currently comprised of a North America-based group of professionals with 
expertise in commercial grape production. All of the states involved have a grape 
industry, from very large (California) to very small (South Dakota); however, interest in 
grape production in all of these states is increasing. To date, the GCoP has 74 
members from 30 states and Canada, who interact through a variety of online methods 
to collaboratively create content on the eXtension site. The GCoP intends to be 
inclusive rather than exclusive with other disciplines and is interested in including any 
interested participant. Expertise within the GCoP includes integrated pest management, 
plant pathology, food science, distance education/program evaluation, variety selection, 
canopy management, and rootstocks, just to name a few. Often individuals possess 
more than one expertise area, and expertise areas may overlap, allowing for overall 
strength in numerous knowledge areas. In fact, many members of the GCoP have 
collaborated in the past on research and extension efforts. 
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Current and Future Viticultural Practices  
Derived from Grower Completion of the Ozark Mountain Vineyard Sustainability 

Assessment Workbook 
 

Donn T. Johnson 
AGRI 320 Department of Entomology, Division of Agriculture, University of Arkansas, 

Fayetteville, AR 72701; dtjohnso@uark.edu 
Andy Allen, Reid Smeda, Eli Bergmeier, Jackie Harris, University of Missouri, Keith 

Striegler, Flint Ridge Winegrowing Services, Fayetteville, AR 
 

Biography: Dr. Donn T. Johnson is a professor at the University of Arkansas.  He 
received a B.S. in biology from the University of Minnesota-Duluth, and a M.S. and 
Ph.D. (1978) in entomology from Michigan State University.  He teaches Insect Pest 
Management and Insect Behavior and Chemical Ecology.  He develops and implements 
sustainable fruit pest management programs for conventional, organic and high tunnel 
systems; identifies monitors fruit insect vectors of bacteria and viruses; evaluates 
effectiveness of insecticides and biopesticides; and is developing an attract-and-kill 
system for green June beetles, grape root borers and rednecked cane borers. 
 
Abstract: The goal is to help grape growers adopt more sustainable best management 
practices (BMPs).  In 2005, grape growers completed a survey and the results were 
tabulated as benchmarks of past BMPs.  Since 2005, we have been demonstrating and 
verifying several BMP in seven vineyard sites across AR and MO.  During the last five 
years, grape growers participated in monthly, summer tailgate discussion meetings at 
the demonstration site of their choice.  In 2011, we printed and used the “Ozark 
Mountain Vineyard Sustainability Assessment Workbook: A Self-Assessment of 
Management Practices” (Johnson et al. 2010) in eight workshops attended by 43 grape 
growers from AR and MO.  As we discussed each issue in the Workbook, we used 
TurningPoint® response clickers to anonymously record each grower’s past and 
present viticultural practices as they selected from four possible practices ranging along 
a spectrum of sustainability from 1 = least to 4 = most sustainable.  Overall, growers 
were adopting more sustainable BMPs as noted by a change in their average 
sustainability score for past practices of 2.82 to a score of 3.25 noted for present 
practices or those being implemented.  Some of the more sustainable BMPs that 
growers are implementing include: yearly petiole analysis and soil analysis every two to 
three years aids in determining need, rate and timing of applications of NPK, macro- 
and micro-nutrients; increasing soil water holding capacity by organic matter 
amendment; selecting cultivars like Norton/Cynthiana for resistance to fungi; drawing 
cultivar maps of vineyard; hilling soil over grafts to minimize winter injury; appropriate 
canopy management of specific cultivars by trellis training, yield to pruning weight ratio, 
shoot density, shoot positioning and leaf removal; estimating yield and maintaining yield 
records; record irrigation water use; sample for, identify and note vineyard distribution of 
weeds, insects and disease symptoms; identifying grape scale and foliar grape 
phylloxera infestations; proper timing of insecticide applications, especially recent 
registration of a supplemental label for  Lorsban Advance to be applied to foliage up to 
prebloom against grape scale crawlers; and to rotate modes of action of pesticides.  We 
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listed the issues that growers agreed should be included as we develop a voluntary 
Sustainable Vineyard Certification Program (Tables 1-3).  
 
Reference Cited 
Johnson, D. (editor), K. Striegler, A. Allen, R. Smeda, E. Bergmeier, J. Harris, and J. 

Cotta. 2010. Ozark Mountain Vineyard Assessment Workbook: A Self-Assessment 
of Management Practices. University of Missouri Extension WG2000. Online at: 
http://extension.missouri.edu/explorepdf/winegrape/wg2000.pdf 
(3-ring workbooks available from Donn Johnson, AGRI 320, Department of 
Entomology, University of Arkansas; Email: dtjohnso@uark.edu; phone: 479-4628) 

 
Table 1. Grape growers identified these standard viticultural issues concerning site, soil, canopy, crop 
load and irrigation as listed in the Ozark Mountain Vineyard Sustainability Assessment Workbook 
(Johnson et al. 2010) that may be included in a Voluntary Sustainable Vineyard Certification Program in 
Arkansas and Missouri. 
 

# Viticultural Issue 

 Site Selection 
3 Does vineyard site encourage good air drainage? 
4 Does vineyard site allow for good air movement for rapid drying and lower 

humidity? 
 Site Preparation 

11 Have cover crops been planted to prevent soil erosion? 
 Soil And Vine Nutrition Management 

13 Is petiole analysis done on a regular basis? 
14 Is soil analysis used to monitor and maintain pH, nitrogen, macronutrients and 

micronutrients in range appropriate for each cultivar? 
15 How are the need, rate and timing for nitrogen fertilization determined and 

implemented? 
16 What is the method of N application? 
17 How is N fertilizer applied? 
18 How are other macronutrients managed (P, Ca, Mg, K)? 
19 How are micronutrients managed (B, Mn, Zn)? 

 Canopy management 
28 Have shoots been thinned so that they grow at a proper density? 
29 Are shoots positioned to reduce shading? 
30 Are leaves removed as necessary for healthy clusters? 
31 Are vines maintained for balanced growth? 
32 Is the yield to pruning weight ratio (Ravaz Index) monitored? 
33 Is the canopy microclimate and shoot-tip length carefully monitored? 

 Crop Load Management 
34 What are the methods and timing of crop thinning? 
35 How are yields estimated? 
36 Is yield appropriate for cultivar and vine size? 
37 Are yield records kept by block to determine profitability? 

 Irrigation 
42 What is the soil’s water holding capacity? 
43 How are irrigation needs determined? 
44 Does irrigation water move off-site? 
45 Is irrigation system regularly maintained? 
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Table 2. Grape growers identified these standard viticultural issues concerning pest management as 
listed in the Ozark Mountain Vineyard Sustainability Assessment Workbook (Johnson et al. 2010) that 
may be included in a Voluntary Sustainable Vineyard Certification Program in Arkansas and Missouri. 
 

# Viticultural Issue 

 Weed pest management 
46 What resources are used to identify weeds in the vineyard? 
47 What is the distribution of weeds in vineyard blocks? 
48 How is the drive row between grapes managed? 
49 Are nonchemical weed management tactics used? 
50 What determines weed control tactics and herbicide rates? 
51 Are herbicides applied that may run off or leach into groundwater? 
52 Are herbicide formulations rotated with different modes of action to delay development 

of resistant weeds? 
53 Are pre-emergence herbicides applied to maximize weed control? 
54 Are herbicides spot sprayed to help manage weeds? 
 Insect pest management 

55 What resources are used to identify insect pests and corresponding damage in the 
vineyard? 

56 Is the vineyard sampled for presence of insect pests and/or damage? 
57 Do sampling and economic threshold based decision making protocols justify 

insecticide applications? 
58 Is grape phylloxera management used to minimize damage to leaves and/or roots? 
59 Is grape scale damage prevented by applying spot sprays? 
60 Are grape berry moth infestations controlled with spot spray insecticides? 
61 Are reduced-risk biopesticides or organic-approved compounds applied to manage 

pests? 
 Disease pest management 

62 What resources are used to identify common diseases of the Ozark Region? 
63 How are vineyard diseases monitored? 
64 How are mummified berries, dead spurs and canes removed? 
65 How are pruning cuts made to remove old spurs, cordons or trunks? 
66 How is lime sulfur applied for controlling anthracnose? 
67 When are fungicides applied to the vineyard? 
68 How is the fungicide spray program designed to reduce the risk of resistance 

development? 
69 How is canopy management used to reduce disease pressure? 
70 Are virus-infected vines properly identified and managed? 
71 Are crown gall-infected vines properly identified and managed? 
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Table 3. Grape growers identified these standard viticultural issues concerning pesticide safety as listed 
in the Ozark Mountain Vineyard Sustainability Assessment Workbook (Johnson et al. 2010) that may be 
included in a Voluntary Sustainable Vineyard Certification Program in Arkansas and Missouri. 
 

# Viticultural Issue 

 Pesticide safety, application, equipment 
72 Does a holder of a certified pesticide applicator license manage restricted use 

pesticides (RUP)? 
73 Who handles safety information from the pesticide label and MSDS? 
74 Where are the poison center contact phone numbers located? 
75 Are pesticides safely loaded and mixed? 
76 Is a shower facility and locker available for pesticide applicator(s)? 
77 Is a spill kit available? 
78 What methods are used to ensure good pesticide coverage? 
79 How detailed are pesticide application records? 
80 Is foliage sprayer properly maintained? 
81 Is herbicide sprayer properly maintained? 
82 Are pesticides applied in a manner to reduce spray drift? 
83 What is done with leftover pesticide in tank and rinsate? 
84 What is the procedure for disposing of empty pesticide containers? 

 
 
 
 
 
Citation: Johnson, D., A. Allen, R. Smeda, E. Bergmeier, J. Harris and K. Striegler. 
2012. Current and future viticultural practices derived from grower completion of the 
Ozark Mountain vineyard sustainability assessment workbook.  Proceedings 
Oklahoma/Arkansas Horticulture Industries Show Conference in Tulsa, OK. 
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Establishment Practices for a Healthy and Productive Vineyard 

 
Dr. Keith Striegler, Eli Bergmeier and Andy Allen 

Institute for Continental Climate Viticulture & Enology 
 
Vineyard Establishment: Assumptions 
A good to excellent site has been selected 
Cultivars have been selected to assure high production, high fruit/wine quality, and 
profitability 
 
Site Preparation Operations 
Primary objectives: 

 Clear obstructions and associated hazards 
 Establish an adequate root zone 
 Control erosion 
 Optimize soil moisture drainage 
 Establish smooth, consistent grade 
 Optimize soil pH and nutrient concentrations 
 Remove undesirable vegetation and perennial weeds 
 Establish desired cover crop 

 
Step 1: Cite Clearing 
Goal: Establish an obstruction-free, tillable soil surface 
To be Removed: 

 Trees & Brush 
 Within the site, as well as those that impede air drainage 
 All roots ≥ 1.5” diameter 
 Rocks 
 Any wild grapevines within 100 yards of the site 

 
Special Hazards 
Land formerly planted to orchards or vineyards: 

 Nematodes 
 Crown gall 
 Pre-emergent herbicide carryover 

Previously forested land: 
 Black walnut trees secrete juglone 
 Oak tree roots harbor Armillaria 

Solution: Fallow for 2 to 3 years! 
 
Additional Precautions Required: 
Vines following agronomic crops treated with persistent herbicides: 
Farm to glyphosate-tolerant soybeans, a cereal crop, or fallow if herbicide residues are 
present 
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Vines following alfalfa (or other legume); 
Farm to corn or cereal crop for one year to reduce available nitrogen 
 
Step 2:  Alleviate/Circumvent Root Zone Limitations 
Goal: Establish an adequate root zone, preferably 2’ deep or greater 
Principle concerns and remedies: 

 Water table within 5’ of the surface: tile drainage 
 Clay pan, plow pan, fragipan, or compacted soil layers: subsoil below the 

affected layer 
 Shallow subsoil with bulk density ≥ 1.6 g/cm3, or shallow bedrock: mounding 

 
Mounding Considerations 

1. Sufficient volumes of acceptable soil must be accessible. 
2. Best if drip irrigation will also be utilized. 
3. Complicates winter protection for grafted vines. 
4. Mounded soil depth doesn’t count fully toward trellis post embedment depth! 
5. Grower must know desired row spacing and trellis prior to mound development. 
6. Mounds should “rest” for 6 months before planting commences. 

 
Step 3: Control Erosion 
Goal: Establish a soil surface that minimizes loss of topsoil 
Principle concerns and remedies: 
“Seeps”: interceptor tiles, or diversion ditches coupled with artificial drainage 
Long and/or steep slopes: terracing 
Swales draining significant land area: grassed waterways, diversion ditches, and/or 
artificial drainage 
 
Step 4: Optimize Soil Moisture Drainage 
Goal: Develop a soil profile which drains gravitational water from the rootzone within 24 
hours. 
Principle concerns and remedies: 
“Seeps”: interceptor tiles, or diversion ditches coupled with artificial drainage 
Low permeability soils: artificial drainage, or an alternate site! 
Defined by NRCS as “poorly drained” or “somewhat poorly drained” 
 
Red Flags… 

1. Subsoil pH is below 4.5 or above 7.5 
a. Low pH contributes to Al and Mn excesses. 

i. Consider alternate site. 
b. High pH can limit micronutrient availability, especially Fe. 

i. Consider alternate site or lime-tolerant rootstocks. 
2. Organic matter is above 4.0% 

a. Can be a result of poor internal drainage. 
b. Can complicate vine management. 

i. Consider alternate site, vigor reduction techniques, or low-vigor 
cultivars and/or rootstocks. 

3. Salinity is above 2.5 dS/m  
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4. Mg base saturation is above 40% 
5. Sodic soils 

 
Step 7: Remove Undesirable Vegetation and Perennial Weeds 

 Principle concerns and remedies: 
o Competitive vegetation:  post-emergent herbicide application, tillage, or 

both 
o Perennial weeds:  post-emergent herbicide, tillage, fallow, or a 

combination thereof 
 Beware herbicide plant-back restrictions! 

 
PLANTING 
Layout Methods 

 Stakes and twine 
o Parallel lines on opposing ends of plot are staked at desired row spacing 

using a measuring tape or line. 
o A straightline is drawn between corresponding stakes on opposing ends of 

the plot; this row line may be marked. 
o Vine spaces are marked by laying a measuring tape or planting line along 

the vine row and marking vine planting locations. 
 Tractor-drawn toolbar 

o Row lines are scribed with teeth set at row spacing width. 
o Vine planting lines are scribed with teeth set at vine spacing width, and 

made perpendicular to row lines. 
 
Irrigation System Installation 

 Irrigation mains, submains, headers, and risers are often installed after row 
marking is complete, but prior to installing the trellis. 

o Map and mark system component locations carefully to avoid injury during 
trellising! 

o Save copy of map for future reference 
 Riser positioning: 

o An exterior position relative to the end post or anchor simplifies 
subsequent repair and maintenance, but positions the riser tubes for 
greater risk of mechanical injury. 

 
Pre-Plant Weed Control 
Plant only into weed-free vine rows! 
Control options: 

 Post-emergent herbicide 
 Tillage 

o Helpful in burying plant matter on the soil surface. 
o Loosens soil, which improves planting efficiency. 
o May damage soil structure in wet soils.  

 
Planting 
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Method 1:  Transplanter  
 Most suitable for large plantings  
 Poorly suited for use with green-growing vines 
 May necessitate significant root pruning 
 Precise vine planting depth and in-row spacing are somewhat difficult to achieve 
 Planting depth and tracking performance may be increased by a subsoiler “rip” 

down the row pre-plant 
 Seek a unit with 16” or greater planting depth 

 
Method 2: Auger and hand-set 

 Most suitable for small or moderate-sized plantings 
 In wet soils, “glazing” of the planting hole wall may occur; plants may settle and 

require height adjustment 
 Suitable for all types of planting stock 
 Enables retention of large root systems 
 Enables precise planting depth and in-row positioning, as well as proper root 

distribution 
 
Method 3: Shovel and hand-set 

 Suitable only for potted vines, or very small numbers of rooted vines 
 Enables very precise planting depth and in –row positioning 

 
Dormant Rootings and Benchgrafts 
Planting: 

 May be done by hand or machine 
 Perform between mid-March and early June 
 Remove vines from cold storage 7-10 days prior to planting, and store under 

moist, cool conditions away from direct sunlight until planting. 
 Prevent desiccation!  Transport vines as needed to the field in covered buckets 

or tubs filled with enough water to keep roots moist. 
 Post-planting, irrigate with enough water to “set” the vines.  Do not over-irrigate. 
 Grafted vines must be planted with graft union 3-4” above soil line. 

 
Planting Principles 

1. Do not allow planting stock to dry before or during planting operations. 
2. Minimize root pruning to the greatest extent possible, but… 
3. Root prune as necessary to achieve a well-distributed and downward-oriented 

root system. 
4. Immediately after planting, assure all roots are covered with soil, and irrigate 

thoroughly to remove air pockets. 
 
VINE TRAINING 
Vineyard Details 

 Located at the University of Missouri Southwest Center; Mount Vernon, MO 
 8 x 10’ (vine x row) spacing 
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 Training to high bilateral cordon; 3 wire trellis with cordon wire at 72” above 
ground level, metal vine stakes on 16’ centers, and vines planted in pairs 
between stakes 

 Drip irrigation 
 Vine rows were mounded to expand the usable root zone above a fragipan 

present at approximately 16” below native soil surface level 
 Permanent cover crop of fescue 
 Herbicidal weed control to include spring applied pre-emergent herbicide(s) 

followed by post-emergent application of glyphosate  
 Training to double trunks 

 
Treatments 

 Own rooted Chambourcin; grow tube 
 Own rooted Chambourcin; milk carton 
 Own rooted Chambourcin; fan trained to 6-8 shoots 
 Own rooted Chambourcin; open trained to 2 shoots 
 Grafted Chambourcin/3309C; grow tube 
 Grafted Chambourcin/3309C; milk carton 
 Grafted Chambourcin/3309C; fan trained to 6-8 shoots 
 Grafted Chambourcin/3309C; open trained to 2 shoots  

 
Data Collection 
First Leaf 

 Four of the twelve replications were destructively harvested at the end of the 
2009 season and analyzed for leaf area, total shoot length, shoot internode 
spacing, and root, shoot, trunk,  and total plant dry weight.   

 
Third leaf and beyond: 

 Data to be collected will include vegetative growth, yield and yield components, 
and fruit composition at harvest.   

 We anticipate this experiment continuing for the life of the vineyard, with 
opportunities to report data at several times.  The first will be approximately 
2014, after several years of harvest data collection, and then again at the end of 
the planting’s life 
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Integrated Pest Management in the Vineyard 
 

Eric J. Rebek 
Department of Entomology & Plant Pathology 

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater 
 
What is IPM? 

 IPM is a sustainable approach that combines the use of prevention, avoidance, 
monitoring, and suppression strategies in a way that minimizes economic, health, 
and environmental risks. 

 Comprehensive: integration of pest control tactics (preventative and remedial), 
applied when needed (monitoring), considers multiple pests, and is based on 
sound science 

 Economically sound 
 Environmentally responsible 
 Meets needs of society 

 
IPM Master Plan Design: “Propagating Success” 

 Commitment 
 Thorough planning 
 Adequate information 
 Economically feasible  

 
The Opponent: What is a Pest? 
A pest is any organism that interferes with the interests of humans, such as food, fiber, 
and health ( a plant, microbe, or animal that is out of place) 

 Arthropods 
o Insects, mites, ticks 

 Other invertebrates 
o Slugs, nematodes 

 Plant pathogens 
o Viruses, fungi, bacteria 

 Plants 
o “Weeds,” volunteer crop plants 

 Vertebrates 
o Deer, gophers, birds, people 

 Abiotic “pests” 
o Nutrient imbalances 
o Water imbalances 
o Toxic chemicals 
o Temperature extremes 
o Mechanical injury 

 
Designing an IPM Master Plan 
First Things First: 

 Proper pest identification 
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 Needed: an understanding of the pest’s requirements to live 
Defense (Preventative): 

 Tactics that prevent outbreaks 
o Biological Control 
o Cultural Control 
o Regulatory Control 
o Genetic Control 
o Physical/Mechanical Control 

Offense (Remedial): 
 Options that correct a pest outbreak once it has occurred 

o Mechanical Control (some) 
o Chemical Control 

 
Don’t Forge – A Good Scouting Program 
Tools for Scouting 

 Hand lens 
 Pheromone traps 
 Light traps 
 Sticky tape 

Regulatory Control 
 European Grapevine Moth (California & Nevada) 

Genetic Control 
 Mating Disruption (Grape Berry Moth) 

o Place 250 to 400 Isomate-GBM ropes/A (use 400/A in high-risk vineyards) 
o Prevents mating for 90 days in warm southern states 
o Not generally recommended in OK because of small size of vineyards (< 5 

acres) 
 
IPM for Grape Leafhopper 
Grape leafhopper Biology 

 Overwinter as adults in leaf litter 
 By May, adults feeding on underside of leaves  
 Mid May:  

o eggs deposited under leaf epidermis 
 Late May:  

o 1st gen. nymphs present (20-30 days) 
 Mid June, mid July, & Aug. 1st:  

o 1st, 2nd, & 3rd gen. adults 
 Late June, late July:  

o 2nd & 3rd gen. nymphs 
 
Grape leafhopper Damage 

 Reduce sugar content & quantity of fruit 
 Excrement spots fruit (mold) 
 Stippling of leaves 
 Nuisance to pickers 
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Grape leafhopper Control 

 Proper Identification 
 Monitoring 

o May 1 - scout historically infested cultivars for stippled leaves 
o If moderate stippling, check 3 leaves from each of 15 vines & calculate   % 

leaves with nymphs 
 
Grape leafhopper Control 

 Thresholds 
o Nymph is most susceptible to treatments 
o ET = None (1st gen.) 
o ET = 60% infested = > 5 nymphs/leaf (before Aug. 1) 
o ET = 80% infested = > 10 nymphs/leaf (after Aug.1) 

 Biological Control 
o Release green lacewings at nymph hatch 
o 3,000 to 8,000 lacewing eggs/A 
o $9 to $24/A per generation 

 Mechanical Control 
o Pull off basal leaves after egg laying and before numphs reach the 5th 

instar (near berry set) 
 Cultural Control 

o Control  broadleaf weeds and grasses in May and June to reduce 
leafhopper movement into vineyards 

 Chemical Control 
o Provado (imidacloprid) 
o Sevin (carbaryl) 
o Many other registered compounds 

 Organic Alternatives 
o M-Pede (1-2%) mixed with 1 quart of natural oil 
o Diatomaceous Earth laced with Pyrethrin 
o Surround WP 

 
IPM Resources 

 Association of Natural Biocontrol Producers 
o http://www.anbp.org/  (Info on Biological Control)  

 Bio-Integral Resource Center  
o http://www.birc.org/   (Info on Urban IPM) 

 IPM Institute of North America 
o http://www.ipminstitute.org/ (info on School IPM) 

 National Sustainable Agricultural Information Service   
o http://attra.ncat.org/  (Info on organic gardening) 
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Using conventional vs. reduced-risk fungicide programs for control of 
black rot of grape 

  
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Damon L. Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Oklahoma State 
University, Department of Entomology and Plant Pathology, Horticulture Crops Pathology, 
127 Noble Research Center, Stillwater 
 
SPEAKER BIOGRAPHY:  Damon is currently an assistant professor and state extension 
specialist of plant pathology in the Department of Entomology and Plant Pathology at 
Oklahoma State University.  He has extension and research responsibilities for horticultural 
crops.  His research is focused on improving the understanding of the biology and 
epidemiology of fungal pathogens of horticultural crops.  This information is used in the 
development of weather-based forecasting systems that can be used to predict disease 
epidemics in the field.  He also conducts extensive fungicide evaluations, performs site 
visits, assists in the plant disease diagnostic laboratory, and guest lectures in several 
university courses. 
  
The expansion of vineyards in Oklahoma is currently limited by the lack of information about 
cultivars that perform well in the state and the potential impact of insects and diseases.  
Currently, nearly 80% of Oklahoma’s grape crop is comprised of well-known European 
cultivars and hybrids derived from Vitis vinifera.  Most of these cultivars are also highly 
susceptible to black rot (a foliar and fruit disease caused by the fungus Guignardia bidwellii) 
the most damaging grape disease in Oklahoma and other grape growing regions of the 
Southern and Eastern U.S.  While foliar symptoms are typically first observed, the economic 
loss from the disease is a result of damage to fruit that quickly rots berries and results in the 
diagnostic shriveled black ‘mummies’ for which the disease gets its name (2).  The disease 
is polycyclic, therefore, spores generated from leaf lesions are released to infect new 
berries or cause more leaf lesions throughout the season.  Disease management 
recommendations are targeted at reducing leaf lesions and flower infection by removing 
mummies from the trellis when grapes are dormant, good canopy pruning practices, and 
preventative or curative fungicide applications (2, 3, 4).  Depending on the mode of action 
for various fungicides labeled to control black rot, timing of fungicide application is critical.  
Fungicide programs that focus on preventative applications, to limit leaf infection and 
reduce the amount of available inoculum when fruit are susceptible, have the greatest 
potential for sustainably managing the disease (2). 
 
Recently growers in Oklahoma and in other grape states have expressed interest in 
producing grapes using organic production practices.  Substantial challenges exist in 
Oklahoma considering the difficulty in controlling black rot on grapes without the use of 
fungicides.  Several organically approved fungicides (www.omri.org) are labeled for use on 
grapes.  Little is known about the efficacy of these products for controlling black rot in 
Oklahoma.  Research plots have been established at several locations and on several 
cultivars of grape to study the efficacy of several organically approved and other reduced-
risk fungicides in Oklahoma.   
 
In 2009, a field trial was established at a commercial vineyard with a history of black rot in 
Shawnee, OK.  The vineyard was planted on a Konawa loamy fine sand soil.  The 
experimental design was a randomized complete block with four replicates.  Plots consisted 
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of two vines where center facing cordons were considered plot area and outer cordons 
served as a border between adjacent plots.  Vines were spaced 8 ft apart with a between-
row spacing of 10 ft.  Irrigation was applied as needed.  Recommended maintenance 
practices were followed throughout the growing season.  Fungicides were applied with a 
CO2 pressurized wheelbarrow sprayer with a vertical boom equipped with three TX8015 flat 
fan nozzles, calibrated to deliver 100 GPA.  First fungicide applications occurred on 6 May.  
Subsequently, treatments were applied at 7- to 10-day intervals during the bloom period 
(sprays 2-5), and at 14-day intervals until veraison (sprays 6-8).  Ratings of fruit incidence 
(percent of clusters with symptoms of black rot) and fruit severity (average percent of cluster 
area with symptoms of black rot) were taken on 26 May, 4 Jun, 10 Jun, 10 Jul, and 23 Jul.  
Grapes were harvested and yield data recorded on 6-Aug.  All disease parameters were 
analyzed by analysis of variance (P = 0.05).  Treatment means were compared by Fisher’s 
protected least significant difference (α = 0.05).  In 2011 trials were established at the 
Cimarron Valley Research Station located in Perkins, OK.  The vineyard was planted on 
Konawa loamy fine sand with Teller fine sandy loam intrusions.  A susceptible (Petit 
Manseng) and a moderately susceptible (Noiret) cultivar were chosen for this study.  
Separate trials were established for each grape cultivar used.  The experimental design was 
a randomized complete block within each cultivar with four replicates.  First fungicide 
applications were made on 13 Apr.  Subsequently, treatments were applied on 14-day 
intervals until veraison (8 sprays).  Disease ratings and analyses were conducted as 
described above.  Details of each fungicide program evaluated can be found in Tables 1 
and 2. 
 
In 2009, fungicide programs were evaluated on the susceptible cultivar, ‘Pinot Noir’.  
Conventional 1 and Conventional 2 programs significantly reduced fruit disease incidence 
compared to Organic 1 and Organic 2 programs, and the non-treated control (Table 1).  
Fruit disease severity was highest in the non-treated control plots, and was not significantly 
reduced by the Organic 1 program.  The Organic 2 program significantly reduced fruit 
disease severity compared to non-treated control, but was not significantly different from 
Organic 1.  Both Conventional programs, as well as Organic 2, produced the lowest fruit 
disease severities   Yields were significantly increased by all four programs, including the 
two organic programs.  Yields were relatively low in Organic 1, but markedly higher in 
Organic 2, which was statistically comparable to Conventional 1.  The Conventional 2 
program provided the highest yield, which was significantly higher than all other treatments. 
 
In 2011, fungicide programs were evaluated on a susceptible cultivar (Petit Manseng) and a 
moderately resistant cultivar (Noiret).  On Petit Manseng, high levels of fruit incidence were 
observed on plots not treated with fungicide or treated according to the Serenade program 
(Table 2).  Significantly lower levels of disease were recorded on plots treated according to 
the Conventional program.  All other treatments resulted in control that was not significantly 
different from the Conventional program.  On Noiret, fruit black rot incidence for all plots 
treated with fungicide was comparable to plots not treated with fungicide except for plots 
treated according to the Reduced and Conventional programs.  The Reduced program 
resulted in levels of black rot incidence on fruit that was similar to the Serenade and 
Organic 2 programs.   On Petit Manseng, the highest levels of fruit black rot severity were 
recorded in plots that were not treated with fungicide.  The Serenade program resulted in 
levels of black rot fruit severity that were comparable to the non-treated control.  All other 
treatments had significantly less fruit black rot severity than the non-treated control.  On 
Noiret, all plots treated with fungicide had significantly less fruit black rot severity compared 
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to the non-treated control, except for plots treated according to the Organic 2 and Serenade 
programs.  No significant differences in yield were identified among treatments on either 
cultivar.  However, on Petit Manseng yields were numerically higher in plots treated with 
fungicide.  These results suggest that combining black rot-resistant cultivars (such as 
Noiret) with organic programs (similar to Organic 2) might result in acceptable control of 
black rot while providing growers with means to control grape diseases organically.  Further 
research needs to be conducted in Oklahoma to identify other products and fungicide 
programs that provide adequate control of black rot in conjunction with grape cultivars that 
are acceptable to the industry in Oklahoma.  
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Table 1: Results of evaluation of reduced-risk and organic fungicide programs for control of black rot 
of grape in Oklahoma on ‘Pinot Noir’ in 2009 

 
 

Treatment and rate/A Timingz 
Final Fruit 

Incidence (%)w 
Final Fruit 

Severity (%)v Yield (lb/A)u 

Non-treated control .......................................................... N/A 100.0 a 98.0 a       42 dt 

ORGANIC 1     

Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 oz 1    
Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 oz + Serenade Max 14.6WP 

3.0 lb. 2,4,6,8    

Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 oz + Sonata ASO 4.0 qt ....  3,5,7 100.0 a 66.0 ab   480 c 

ORGANIC 2     

Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 oz 1    
Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 oz + Serenade ASO 1.34F 

6.0 qt. 2,4,6,8    

Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 oz + Sonata ASO 4.0 qt ....  3,5,7 76.0 a 39.0 bc 1229 b 

CONVENTIONAL 1     
Dithane Rainshield 75DF 4.0 oz  + Quintec 2.08SC 4.0 

oz  1    

Elite 45WP 4.0 oz 2,5,8    

Flint 50WG 2.0 oz 3,6    

Nova 40WP 5.0 oz ..................................................  4,7 31.0 b 24.0 c 1337 b 

CONVENTIONAL 2     
Dithane Rainshield 75DF 4.0 oz  + Quintec 2.08SC 4.0 

oz  1    

Pristine 38WG 12.5 oz 2,6    

Nova 40WP 5.0 oz 3,5,7    

Abound 2.08EC 15.4 oz ..........................................  4,8 33.0 b 29.0 c 1710 a 
zApplication timing of each fungicide within each 8-spray sequence.  Fungicide applications were initiated on 6 May.  Treatments were applied at 7- to 
10-day intervals during the bloom period (sprays 2-5), and at 14-day intervals until veraison (sprays 6-8). 
yArea under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) for five ratings of % leaves with symptoms of black rot; LSD=1918; R2=0.89; CV=54; P-value <0.01. 
xArea under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) for five ratings of average % leaf area with symptoms of black rot; LSD=1567; R2=0.78; CV=56; P-
value <0.01. 
wFinal fruit incidence based on final ratings (23-Jul) of % of fruit clusters with symptoms of black rot; LSD=31; R2=0.80; CV=32; P-value<0.01. 
vFinal fruit severity based on final ratings (23-Jul) of average % cluster area with symptoms of black rot; LSD=32; R2=0.73; CV=45; P-value<0.01. 
uAverage yield was measured on 6 Aug; LSD=334 R2=0.67; CV=41; P-value<0.01. 
tMeans followed by the same letter are not significantly different by Fisher’s test of protected least significant difference (α = 0.05). 
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Table 2: Results of evaluation of reduced-risk and organic fungicide programs for control of black rot 
of grape in Oklahoma on ‘Petit Manseng’ and ‘Noiret’ in 2011 

 
 

Treatment and rate/A Timingz 

 
Fruit Incidence 

(%)w 

 

Fruit Severity (%)v 

 

Yield (Ib/A)t 

  
Petit 

Manseng Noiret 
 Petit 

Manseng Noiret 
 Petit 

Manseng Noiret 

Non-treated control ................ N/A 94.1 a 36.4 a  51.0 a 21.1 ab    795.4 1648.0 

SERENADE          

Serenade ASO 1.34F 6.0 qt 1-8 48.5 ab 35.6 ab  20.4 ab 18.5 ab  1259.4 1400.6 

REDUCED          
Dithane Rainshield 75DF 

4.0 oz  + Quintec 
2.08SC 4.0 fl oz  1         

Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 
oz 2,5,8         

Nova 40WP 5.0 oz 3,6         

Abound 2.08EC 15.4 fl oz ... 4,7  8.7 bc 8.0 bc    2.2 c   4.6 c  1400.6 2369.8 

ORGANIC 1          
Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 

oz 1         
Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 

oz + Serenade Max 
14.6WP 3.0 lb. 2,4,6,8         

Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 oz 
+ Sonata ASO 4.0 qt ...... 3,5,7 10.8 bc 57.1 a    4.6 bc 26.2 a  1904.5 1325.7 

ORGANIC 2          
Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 

oz 1         
Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 

oz + Serenade ASO 
1.34F 6.0 qt 2,4,6,8         

Cuprofix Ultra 40DF 3.0 oz 
+ Sonata ASO 4.0 qt ...... 3,5,7 9.4 bc 26.0 ab    1.1 c 9.9 bc  1919.2 2540.1 

CONVENTIONAL           
Dithane Rainshield 75DF 

4.0 oz  + Quintec 
2.08SC 4.0 oz  1         

Elite 45WP 4.0 oz 2,5,8         

Flint 50WG 2.0 oz 3,6         

Nova 40WP 5.0 oz .............. 4,7   2.5 c   0.0 c    1.4 c   0.0 c  1325.7 1973.7 

          
zApplication timing of each fungicide within each 8-spray program.  Fungicide applications were initiated on 13 Apr.  Treatments were applied on 14-
day intervals until veraison. 
yPercentage of leaves with symptoms of black rot on 22-Jun: Petit Manseng - R2=0.49; CV=81; P-value=0.29; Noiret – R2=0.64; CV=40; P-
value=0.04.  
xPercentage leaf area with symptoms of black rot on 22-Jun: Petit Manseng - R2=0.67; CV=63; P-value =0.05; Noiret – R2=0.65; CV=38; P-
value=0.01. 
wAverage percentage of fruit clusters with symptoms of black rot on 22-Jun: Petit Manseng - R2=0.68; CV=65; P-value =0.05; Noiret - R2=0.70; 
CV=43; P-value<0.01. 
vAverage percentage of cluster area with symptoms of black rot: Petit Manseng - R2=0.79; CV=55; P-value <0.01; Noiret – R2=0.75; CV=37; P-
value<0.01. 
tYield taken on 29-Jul: Petit Manseng - LSD=N/A; R2=0.67; CV=33; P-value <0.17; Noiret – LSD=N/A; R2=0.47; CV=44; P-value <0.23.  
sMeans followed by the same letter are not significantly different by Fisher’s test of protected least significant difference (α = 0.05). 
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The Status of Commercial Wine production in Oklahoma 
 

Steve Gerkin, CSW 
 
Wine: Nuthin’ New 

 First vines in the world, Armenia 4100 BC 
 Greeks occupied the southern boot of Italy in 500BC and brought their vines 

some of which are still grown. 
 Roman legions conquered France and Germany planting vineyards as they went. 

French Benedictine Monks and Priests maintained the vineyards and kept 
meticulous records of weather conditions, soil, rain, yield . . . 

 Romans brought cuttings but France had indigenous grapes like Pinot Noir, 
Chardonnay, Syrah, Riesling, Cabernet, Merlot… Vitis vinifera, all of them. 

 
Would grow wine grapes in Oklahoma/ 

 Those with Oklahoma spirit, resourcefulness and grit. 
 OSU has had a grape research program since the 1930s 
 George Girouard has been breeding or hybridizing since 1975 in a quest to 

develop a quality black-fruit vinifera grape that can be grown in Oklahoma – his 
son Chris continues the effort. 

 
Oklahoma Grapes 

 Oklahoma Grape Industry Council: 24 member vineyards and 49 wineries; lots 
more not-for-profit efforts 

 Statistics for current Oklahoma varietal demographics  
 2006: vinifera (7)= 78%, hybrid (2) 14%, American (1) 7% 
 2006 Top Ten grapes in OK: Cab 14%, Merlot 9%, Shiraz 9%, Riesling 7%, 

Muscat Blanc 6%, Chard 5%, Cynthiana 5%, Chambourcin 3%, Zin 3% and 
Chardonel 3%. 

 Year in and year out, is it predictable? Can OK wineries depend on the current 
OK grape varietals?  

 
 
Let’s Face It 

 Wine grapes grown for commercial OK wine making is barely two decades old 
 Possibly poor site & varietal selection 
 Lack formal vinification education and experience? 
 Insects: various beetles, leaf-hoppers, worms....  
 Diseases: black rot, powdery or downy mildew....  
 Midwest Grape and Small Fruit Spray Guide 

 
Continental Oklahoma 

 Continental climate has such extremes - middle Earth lacks the moderating affect 
of large bodies of water 
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 Continentality: a measure between high and low temperatures; the range of 
temperature between winter and summer: Oklahoma values are not considered 
optimal for many grapes, too high. 

 Extreme cold: fall 2005, Easter 2007, Feb. 2011 - Perkins reached    -13.5F; 
accumulative effect on a vine, level of sustained damage unknown; crown gall, 
vine dies after setting crop, cordon splitting....vine death. 

 Extreme heat: Perkins, 2011  = 113F; sun burn, less color, decline in malic acid, 
less leaf starch due to compromised photosynthesis 

 
 
Vinifera Economics 

 As Eric Stafne says, “Open your mind to hybrid grapes”. 
 Chambourcin: French-American hybrid - 1963 - disease resistant, late budding; 

third most planted grape in the Muscadet region (Loire); east coast of Australia; 
MO. 

 Traminette: cross of French-American hybrid Seyve and vinifera Gewurztraminer; 
excellent quality and cold hardiness, productive (12-22 lbs/vine), disease 
resistant,  Indiana Council signature wine 

 Vinifera grapes are high risk, certainly above the I-40 corridor. 
 
 
What’s the Plan? 

 Set OK grape industry up for success. 
 Stop worrying about public disinterest if not a noble varietal  - it may be more 

your perception than theirs  
 Create unique OK tasting wines - it will never, ever taste like a Napa Cab, sorry.  
 If you are set on Vinifera - need to improve tolerance - graft to low vigor, cold 

resistant rootstock with later bud break characteristics (New York?) - choose 
proper soils, sun exposure - terrior  

 
 
Plan, Part II 

 Extended hang time creates complexity/seasoning due to skins - if they desiccate 
- make sweet wines or acidify for still wines 

 Harvest earlier to take advantage of the high acid content  to make a sparkler or 
rosé 

 Use proprietary names to label market the contents rather than advertising an 
unknown varietal - “Big Red.” 

 Include the wine style on the label - mild mannered red, spicy red or fresh, 
unoaked white or earthy white 

 
 
Change It Up 

 Educate through online courses provided by various societies - OSU short 
courses  
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 Visit vineyards/wineries that utilize the viticulture/vinification process of your 
interest - hone your skills, find the “missing link”  

 Improve wine making results - employ a testing service to help you make 
decisions regarding fermentation, ML, wine health, etc. 

 Consider fortified wines normally associated with hot climates of the Old World, 
Australia, S. Africa and California. 

 Sherry, Port, Madiera, Vermouth 
 
 
Bottom Line 

 Make proper site and varietal selections 
 Use your passion to fine tune your vineyard management and wine making skills  
 Grow and market what can survive the elements and allow proper fruit 

maturation 
 Label market OK wines for education and success 
 Work with Mother Nature.... She wins. 
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Growing Organic Strawberries 
 

Emily Oakley and Mike Appel 
Three Springs Farm 

Oaks, OK 
farmers@threespringsfarm.com 

 
 
Planting 

 Good soil preparation is essential 
o Pre-till for a “weed-free” soil 

 Fall transplant 2,000 plugs, variety Chandler 
o G & W Nurseries in Arkansas  
o $300 per 1,000 plugs 

 Plant at the end of September/first of October 
 Use a home-made PVC planter to punch and space holes in the black plastic 
 Plant 16 inches apart within & between rows 
 Planting depth-- about 4 inches 
 6 beds 200 feet long and 4 feet wide 

 
 
Management 

 Foliar feed with fish/kelp every 2 weeks in the fall until the first hard freeze (about 
4 times in total) 

 At the end of February, foliar feed with fish/kelp every 2 weeks until 2 weeks 
before first harvest 

 Cover with Agribon 19 row cover over wire hoops when overnight temperatures 
will be below 16° F 

 Remove row cover in late February for bees, but always recover any nights that 
threaten frost 

 
 
Harvest 

 Harvest Period– end of April to middle of June 
 Harvest Quantity– average a pint+ per plant 
 Price– $4 per pint (sales tax is included) 
 VERY labor-intensive, but very popular 
 Post-harvest Handling– store in mid 30’s °F and 90% humidity 
 Harvest Losses– rain and diseases 

o A cool, wet spring will reduce yields  
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Preliminary Results: Evaluation of Cultivar and Planting Method for 
Hoop House Strawberry Production in Oklahoma 

 
C. Rohla and S. Upson 

Noble Foundation, Ardmore, OK 
 

Introduction: Strawberries make an excellent addition to the crop mix of Oklahoma market 
gardeners because of the ability to draw customers early in the season. Strawberry is also a 
logical choice for inclusion in the Oklahoma Farm-to-School program because the crop is 
traditionally harvested in the spring while school is in session. 
 
Yield trials conducted at the Noble Foundation, as well as yields reported by growers 
throughout the state, clearly show the advantages of growing strawberries in hoop houses 
compared to field plasticulture. Total yield, early yield and quality of hoop house grown 
berries are superior to field grown berries. 
 
Higher yields, however, do not come without a cost. The purchase cost and maintenance 
cost of a hoop house adds to the cost of production. 
 
Currently there are three plant types used to establish hoop house strawberries. These 
include dormant plants, plug plants propagated from runner tips or dormant plants, and 
fresh dug plants. 
 
The dormant plant option is the least expensive on a cost per plant basis, but requires an 
early September planting date in Oklahoma in order for the plants to achieve sufficient size 
prior to winter.  Due to high air and bed temperatures common for hoop houses in early 
September and the resulting stress on plants, a large volume of water applied via overhead 
irrigation is required to establish the crop. The result is a higher establishment cost.  
 
Container grown plug plants establish quickly and require less care compared to dormant 
plants, but are the most expensive option.  
 
From a logistic and cost standpoint, the use of fresh dug bare root plants to establish hoop 
house strawberries is preferable to using plug plants because it eliminates the time and cost 
associated with growing plug plants. 
 
The purpose of this study is to determine if a hoop house strawberry crop established from 
fresh dug plants can be as productive and/or as profitable as a crop established from plug 
plants. If proven to be effective, the fresh dug plant establishment method has the potential 
of improving the profitability of hoop house strawberry production. 
 
 
Methods and materials:  This study was conducted at the Noble Foundation in Ardmore, 
OK.  The hoop house structure used for the study was 20 feet in width and 68 feet in length, 
covered with a single layer of clear polyethylene film. The study consisted of six cultivars of 
strawberries including, Sweet Charlie, Camarosa, Festival, Camino Real, Ventana and 
Palomar.  Cultivars were planted as started plug plants or as fresh dug plants. Planting 
occurred in permanent raised beds within the structure. Beds were solarized in August. In 
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preparation for planting, soil samples were taken and beds leveled. Also, plots were 
measured and marked in September. Plug plants were planted in the greenhouse on 
September 24.  Fresh dug and plug plants were planted in the hoop house on October 29.  
Plants that did not survive planting were re-planted until November 16 after which no plants 
were planted.  Flowers and runners were removed from plants until January 1.  Harvest 
began on March 31and was completed on June 17 (24 different harvest dates). Problems 
with selection of varieties for both plug plants and fresh dug plants occurred.  When plants 
were ordered for plug plants all varieties were available.  Ventana and Palomar plug plants 
did not survive transplanting due to poor vigor and root rot.  Sweet Charlie was not available 
for fresh dug plants.  Therefore, additional replications were added for the treatments that 
were available at planting time in the hoop houses.  Data recorded included fresh harvest 
weight, grade of fruit, number of fruit, pest issues and other issues with the planting.   
 
   
Results: Festival plug plants had a higher overall yield compared to Sweet Charlie plug 
plants, Camarosa fresh dug, Festival fresh dug, Camino Real fresh dug, Ventana fresh dug 
and Palomar fresh dug plants (Table 1).  Yield ranged from a low of 389.9 grams per plant 
for Festival fresh dug to 848.5 grams per plant for Festival plug plants (Figure 1).  Plug 
plants (Festival and Sweet Charlie) had a higher number of fruit per plant than did 
Camarosa, Festival, Camino Real, Ventana and Palomar fresh dug plants (Table 1).  
Marketable yields (Grade 1 & 2 fruit) per plant were higher for Camino Real and Festival 
plug plants compared to Sweet Charlie plug plants and Festival, Camino Real, Ventana and 
Palomar fresh dug plants (Table 2).  Marketable yields per plant ranged from 660.3 grams 
for Camino Real plug plants to 309.2 grams for Palomar fresh dug plants. Grade 2 fruit were 
higher than grade 1 fruit for Sweet Charlie plug and Camarosa fresh dug plants, but were 
similar for the other treatments (Figure 2). Number of fruit per plant were higher for Sweet 
Charlie, Camino Real and Festival plug plants as compared to Festival, Camino Real, 
Ventana and Palomar fresh dug plants (Table 2). Number of fruit per plant ranged from 59.2 
fruit for Festival plug plants to 25.8 fruit for Palomar fresh dug plants. Percent of total yield 
that is marketable was higher for Camino Real Plugs compared to Ventana and Palomar 
fresh dug plants. Marketable weights ranged from 83.3% for Camino Real plug plants to 
75.8% for Palomar fresh dug plants (Table 2). Ventana fresh dug plants produced larger 
fruit compared to all other treatments (Table 2).  Fruit size ranged from18.6 grams for 
Ventana to 11.6 grams for Sweet Charlie plug plants.  
 
These results indicate that strawberry crops established from fresh dug plants were not as 
productive as a crop established from plug plants, and variety production was difference 
depending on type of plant established.  Plug plants required a greenhouse for starting and 
were larger at planting then the fresh dug, however plug plants had a lower survival rate 
compared to the fresh dug plants.  The fresh dug plants were not available as early as 
desired, therefore plug plants were larger at planting than expected.    
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Table 1.  2010-11 Comparison of total yield and number of fruit for fresh dug and plug 
strawberry plants, Noble Foundation, Ardmore, OK.   
Variety Plant Type Yield (grams) per plant Number of Fruit per plant 
Sweet Charlie  Plug 604.0  bcz 56.2 a 
Camarosa Fresh 599.5  bcd 44.8 b 
Festival Plug 848.5  a 59.2 a 
Festival Fresh 389.9  e 32.8 c 
Camino Real Plug 794.7  ab 53.0 ab 
Camino Real Fresh 437.9  cde 30.3 c 
Ventana Fresh 529.6  cde 29.4 c 
Palomar Fresh 404.1  de 25.8 c 
     
z Numbers in a column followed by the same letter exhibited no significant differences based on Duncan’s Multiple 
Range Test where P=0.05. 

 
Table 2.  2010-11 Comparison of marketable yields (Grade 1 & 2), number of fruit and 
percentage of total yield for fresh dug and plug strawberry plants (per plant), Noble Foundation, 
Ardmore, OK.   

 

Variety Plant Type Yield (grams) Fruit Size % of total yield  
Sweet Charlie  Plug 468.6  cz 11.6  e 77.5  abc 
Camarosa Fresh 473.7  bc 14.2  d 78.7  abc 
Festival Plug 604.1  ab 12.2  e 79.8  abc 
Festival Fresh 321.5  d 12.4  e 81.9  abc 
Camino Real Plug 660.3  a 15.8  bc 83.3  a 
Camino Real Fresh 361.3  cd 15.0  cd 82.5 ab 
Ventana Fresh 408.5  cd 18.6  a 76.3 bc 
Palomar Fresh 309.2  d 16.7  b 75.8 c 
     
z Numbers in a column followed by the same letter exhibited no significant differences based on Duncan’s Multiple 
Range Test where P=0.05. 
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Fruit Orchard Management 
 

Curt Rom, Professor 
Department of Horticulture, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 

 
What is Sustainable? 
 
“An integrated production system having site-specific application that over the long term 
will 

 Satisfy food and fiber needs 
 Enhance environmental quality and natural resources upon which the agriculture 

economy depends 
 Make most efficient use of nonrenewable resources and on-farm resources and 

integrate natural biological cycles and controls.  
 Sustain the economic viability of the farm 
 Enhance the quality of life for  farmers and society as a whole” 

USDA:  http://www.nal.usda.gov/afsic/pubs/terms/srb9902.shtml#toc2  
 
Types of Sustainability 

 Ecological and Environmental Sustainability 
 Economic Sustainability 
 Social and Community Sustainability 

 
A Goal 
Improving Sustainability is an Operational Goal, it is not an endpoint 
 
It is both Aspirational and Functional 
The point is to be able to stay in the farm operation over the long term with minimal 
impact while being a benefit to the family and community. 
 
Some Key Concepts to Remember for Sustainability 
In order to be sustainable… 
General Concepts 

 Reduce pesticide and petroleum use in the orchard 
o Be efficient in equipment operation; multi-task when possible 

 Focus on soil quality and “health”;  
o Soil ground cover and nutrient management 
o Follow foliar and soil testing protocols 

 Maximize tree “health” and potential 
 Use Advance Integrated Pest Management 
 Maximizing crop value – not production 

o Crop Quality; packout, markets, etc. 
 Think long-term;  

o Plan for today, tomorrow, next year and down the road  
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Get a Good Start 
1. You can never make-up for a bad start 

o Get a good start by preparing site and soil 
o Rotate crops 
o Prepare replant sites appropriately 

 
2. Orchard and Tree Design and Management 

o Bigger is not better 
o Especially for tree size 
o However, Density matters! 

 
3. Productive Pruning & Training 

o Rule of Thumb: Practice Annual Pruning 
 Minimize pruning & maximize training of young trees 
 Dormant & strategic summer pruning of mature trees 
 Pruning is part of crop-load management balancing cropping and 

growth 
 

4. Orchard Nutrition 
o Orchard Nutrition relates to yield potential and fruit quality 
o Orchard nutrition closely tied to productivity and pest management 
o Tree nutrition is tied closely to soil nutrition 

 
Rules of Thumb:  

o Watch for growth symptoms of nutritional problems 
o Track growth and quality annually to identify trends related to nutrition 
o Conduct foliar sampling annually 
o Conduct soil sampling from the tree “drip-line” about every 3-4 years 

 
5. Annual Cropping 

o Annual cropping leads to sustainable yields 
o Try not to maximize yields in any single year but to optimize yield annually 

 Stimulate strong bloom 
 Prune to reduce unwanted blooms and stimulate growth 
 Provide adequate pollination 
 Crop load management: fruit thinning 

 
Reasons for Crop Load Management 

o Maximize average fruit size potential of crop 
o Optimize crop yield 
o Improve bearing regularity 
o Remove fruit of low quality potential 
o Balance reproductive and vegetative growth 
o PGR methods 
o Alternative methods 
o Mechanical means 
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6. Manage Soils 
o An often forgotten part of the orchard 
o Soil is more than just a “medium” 
o Maintain Soil pH, OM 
o Reduce water-logged wet spots 
o Feed the soil and let the soil feed the trees 

 
Observations of orchard soils 
Over the long-term, with extensive or over-use of herbicide use and heavy use of 
synthetic fertilizers 

o Decrease in soil pH 
o Decrease in soil CEC and buffer capacity 
o Increase in soil bulk density 
o Decrease in water infiltration rate 
o Decrease in water holding capacity, esp in the available water range 
o Complex effects on soil biology 

 
Soil Health 

o Beyond Soil Nutrient Content 
o Interested in balance of soil biological activity 
o Can maintain healthy soils with healthy drive-row cover crops, use of 

mulches in the orchard 
 

7. Reduce Stresses in the Orchard 
o Environmental stress may increase with the global warming we are 

experiencing 
o Possible increasing pest pressures 
o Pest, water & temperature stresses 

 
8. Grow for Your  Market 

 
9. Evaluate Your Operation 

Different than measuring production efficiency 
o Means of measuring production efficiency 

i. Yield compared to energy inputs 
ii. Yield compared to your carbon inputs 
iii. Yield compared to your management time 

 
Efficiency vs Sustainability 
Efficiency tells you how you are currently doing 
Sustainability also predicts how you will do in the future 
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Public Garden/Master Gardener Sessions 

 
 
 
 

Public Garden/Master  
Gardener Sessions 
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LETTING IT ALL HANG OUT 

TRANSCENDING TRADITIONAL BOUNDARIES IN A COMMUNITY GARDEN 
(OR) 

A MODEST LITTLE PLAN GONE HORRIBLY WRONG 
 

Presented by Fred A Morris, Washington County, Oklahoma Master Gardener, 
 6 January 2012 

Mr. Morris is a lifelong gardener, having learned from his father and grandfather, and an 
Oklahoma Certified Master Gardener since 2007.  He is a native of Bartlesville, a 
graduate of Oklahoma University, a veteran, and retiree of Phillips Petroleum Co. He 
has been married to Jocelyn, also an avid gardener, for 39 years, and they have four 
children, eight grandchildren and one great grandson. In addition to being a Master 
Gardener, Morris volunteers as a rifleman and bugler with the American Legion Post 
105 Honor Guard performing military funerals in the NE Oklahoma area, and is a 
precinct inspector with the Washington County Election Board. Since 2003 Morris has 
also volunteered in several capacities with Mary Martha Outreach, a regional charitable 
organization in Bartlesville.  In 2007 he asked to take a half acre piece of overgrown 
land adjacent to the MMO warehouse and build a community garden.  This presentation 
chronicles the next five years of that endeavor. 
 
MARY MARTHA OUTREACH:  Mary Martha, or MMO, began on little more than faith in 
one room of an old school building in October, 1998.  Today MMO operates from a 
55,000 square foot warehouse in west Bartlesville with a fleet of four trucks, a staff of 
two full time and four part time employees and a volunteer force of over 100 on a 
budget of about $350,000. MMO partners with the Tulsa Regional Food Bank and the 
Wal-Mart Distribution Center near Ramona to provide food to over 500 client families a 
week in Washington, Nowata and Osage counties in Oklahoma and to various other 
food pantries in the area, such as Neighbor for Neighbor and the Dream Center in 
Tulsa.  This involves moving close to a million pounds of food a year, often in huge 
quantities such as the 96,000 pounds of bananas donated by a Wal-Mart vendor in 
early 2009.  MMO also provides clothing, furniture, appliances, household items, books 
and haircuts to clients in the Oklahoma food area as well as in Chautauqua and 
Montgomery counties in Kansas.  Everything is free to clients; MMO has never charged 
a penny for anything it provides.  MMO is a member of the Washington County United 
Way and is a 501(c)(3) organization 
 
GERTRUDE (TRUDY) SOUSA MEMORIAL COMMUNITY GARDEN:  In March, 2007, 
longtime MMO volunteer and Master Gardener Fred Morris approached Jamie Wood, 
founder and Executive Director of MMO about starting a garden in a vacant half acre lot 
adjacent to the  warehouse.  Jamie was highly supportive of the idea, and the garden 
was envisioned as a five year project that would cost in the neighborhood of $50,000.  
The three-fold objective of the garden was to help interested clients grow some of their 
own food, teach these clients how they could grow the same things at home, and 
provide an oasis of beauty on the rather drab west side of Bartlesville. 

ddollin
Typewritten Text
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2007:  With only a vague idea of where the whole thing was going (mistake number 1!!), 
an attempt was made to dig out a 10 x 10 foot area in the clay gumbo soil, replace it 
with good sandy loam and border the whole thing with railroad ties.  After an exhaustive 
effort a few tomatoes were planted, only to be washed away in the first heavy rain a few 
weeks later.  Drainage was obviously a huge problem that hadn’t been contemplated 
(mistake number 2).  We understood the importance of site selection and preparation, 
but at this point were mostly long on enthusiasm and short on rational thinking.  A small 
composting operation was started in the interim while re-planning the bed design. We 
also acquired by donation a very nice eight by sixteen lean to greenhouse complete with 
gas heater and proceeded to erect the framework against the warehouse wall.  Finally, 
nineteen raised beds encompassing 2,000 square feet were built as part of a United 
Way project in the fall of 2007.  We also planted the first permanent ornamentals at this 
time, three “Oklahoma” cultivar redbud trees and four crepe myrtles.  Needless to say, 
there was nothing of any consequence produced this first year.  But we learned a lot – 
like do at least a little planning. 
 
2008: Our second year was essentially another washout – literally.  During one of the 
early spring rains we discovered a river of water pouring through the center of the 
garden totally covering most of the beds in that area. We had some success getting a 
few clients involved in growing some vegetables, but again we produced nothing much 
to speak of.  The only bright spot was a fantastic growth of asparagus in a bed planted 
in mid April above where the flood waters could reach.  Of 39 crowns planted, half Mary 
Washington and half Jersey Hybrid, 38 came up.  This time, proper site preparation was 
undoubtedly the secret to success.  We also saw that the cattle panel compost pits 
would not be nearly large enough for the amount of compostables we were collecting 
and decided to just dump everything in a large open pit. 
 
We had begun to build a plastic lattice fence to separate the main garden from the entry 
area, and planted alternating red and white clematis along part of it.  It didn’t take long, 
though, to realize that the constantly expanding and contracting plastic was not a good 
choice, and with this and other problems, the garden didn’t look a whole lot better this 
summer than when we had started over a year before.  ConocoPhillips came to our 
rescue with two United Way DOC projects, providing both the labor and materials to 
raise the beds another timber higher and install a first class drainage system.  French 
drains were installed through the center of the garden where the runoff was the worst, 
and all downspouts on both buildings bordering the garden were tied into the city storm 
drain system.  With the help of a group of OSU Sigma Nu Fraternity pledges, the plastic 
lattice work already installed was torn down and a new fence of wood completed by the 
end of October.  Yet another group from South Coffeyville Baptist Church then built 
flower beds on the east side of the fence. Not much produce this year, but a huge step 
forward in the garden infrastructure to bring 2008 to a successful close. 
 
2009:  So successful in fact, that the few garden volunteers were simply overwhelmed.  
Just watering and weeding this amount of square footage now created a full time job for 
several people.  The garden either needed more clients and volunteers, seemingly not 
very likely with either group, or a whole new set of workers from somewhere else.  
Always thinking, Jamie Wood approached the newly elected sheriff of Washington 
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County about providing inmate labor from the county jail.  Sheriff Silver didn’t need 
much convincing and on January 29, 2009, weekend prisoners began working in the 
garden for four hours each Saturday morning.   It is safe to say that the garden would 
not have survived without this cooperation which as of the end of 2011 has seen 286 
men and women provide 3,664 hours of work of all kinds in exchange for some time off 
of their court sentences.  With absolutely no problems. 
 
With this extra help working primarily on ongoing tasks but also on building more 
infrastructure, the garden had its most productive year to this point.  Underground piping 
was installed for watering, a berry patch established, and lots of organic material added 
to the existing beds.  Two more master gardeners became regulars in the garden, and 
one of these brought with him a fabulous new idea that was soon incorporated into 
everything we grew, worm juice.   A worm colony was established and soon was 
producing a small amount of both worm castings and worm leachate for use on the 
plants.  We produced almost 1,000 pounds of vegetables from May to December and 
composted almost 35,000 pounds of waste product.  ConocoPhillips again brought a 
large group out in the fall to build a 100 foot long retaining wall and filled in behind it with 
ten truckloads of good fill dirt to add another 2,500 square feet of area for our 
ornamental garden.  When one of the founders of MMO died in August, 2009, the 
garden officially became the Gertrude (Trudy) Sousa Memorial Community Garden and 
a weeping willow tree was planted in Trudy’s honor.  We finished out the year with some 
makeshift plastic covered shelters over several of the beds in which we grew tomatoes 
until the first part of December and finally had the greenhouse operational except for a 
half dozen panes of glass and hooking up the gas heater.  All in all a pretty good year. 
2010: The new year started on a different note when we came back to discover that the 
Christmas Eve ice storm had destroyed the greenhouse, but things quickly got better as 
we acquired thirty-five trees and bushes from Up With Trees in Tulsa and got a really 
good deal on a huge table rock that we just had to have.  We already had forty-eight 
trees of four different varieties in the front parking lot area which had mostly been 
fending for themselves, but now it was suggested that with the addition of the new trees 
the fledgling garden staff might just as well take care of all of that as well, plus five 100 
square foot beds in the front entry area. 
 
We also started right in on some new projects, and with a professional bricklayer on the 
jail crew we soon had a new stone patio, waterfall and brick planters and planter 
pedestals.  We built a lean to arbor for grapes but again ran into a drainage problem 
that had to be solved, and having apparently learned nothing from the greenhouse 
fiasco, this lean to was similarly destroyed the next winter. We planted daylilies along 
the front of the lattice, added a cold frame for early tomatoes, tried growing potatoes in 
tires and brought in our first rather unusual crop to try – hops.  With these additions as 
well as some pretty substantial new plots of grass later in the year, the area under 
active cultivation had now reached over 7,000 square feet, plus all the trees out front.  
The changing climate gave us a few growing challenges, but overall the garden was a 
success again this year with right at 1,000 pounds of vegetables harvested and a nice 
take in ribbons from the county fair.  
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We made the switch to organic in 2010, using only a little bit of chemical fertilizer early 
in the season and absolutely no chemical pesticides. Continual addition of organic 
material and worm juice to the soil, and a small attempt at companion planting worked 
well.  Some of Trudy’s ashes were scattered near the willow tree, and her family now 
viewed this area as her gravesite.  We also added a pathway made of 100-year old 
brick pavers from old city streets, acquired an office shed by donation, and gained a 
brand new deck and storage shed as Boy Scout Eagle projects.  The city offered to give 
us eleven large planters it no longer used and we needed to build gravel pads for these. 
We also installed a flagpole in the entry area and acquired some rather interesting 
compost from the Terrence Malick movie being shot in Bartlesville.  We had a little run 
in with Asplundh over trees in the parking lot, and began our children’s education 
program which may become the most important mission of the garden in the long run.  
2011:  This year of climate extremes was not a good year, as you might imagine.  This 
first year of harvesting asparagus for the full season and an early bumper crop of 
cabbage were highpoints, as was a good harvest of both fall and spring planted onions.  
After that things pretty much went downhill with the biggest disappointment being the 
almost total loss of the tomato crop.  Beautiful plants, lots of blossoms, no fruit set. The 
only consolation was that hardly anyone else did any better.  Surprisingly for all the 
heat, the hops weren’t bad, and some of the ornamentals were just plain beautiful.  The 
city helped us set the planters they had given us, the county started bringing us some 
shavings and compost from the fairgrounds, and another Eagle Scout project resulted in 
a nice pergola.  We expanded the children’s garden programs, almost finished an 
information kiosk we have been working on forever, and erected a simple greenhouse. 
As a final project for 2011 and beyond we have started on a mural that will eventually 
cover (hopefully) the entire wall of the warehouse.   
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UP WITH TREES 
 
Mission:  

Up With Trees is a non-profit dedicated to planting, preserving and promoting Tulsa’s 
urban forest.  With the generous support of volunteers and donors, we plant along 
streets and trails, in parks, schools, fire stations, neighborhoods, and many other public 
properties.  Our mission is to beautify greater Tulsa by planting trees and to create 
urban forestry awareness through education. 

History: 
Back in 1976, Tulsa faced a serious problem. After close to 80 years of growth and 
progress, the city’s urban forest was shrinking. Development, storms and disease had 
taken a toll. Experts estimated that Tulsa’s urban forest was 200,000 trees short. 

The issue came to a head in 1974 when 51st Street was being widened. A high school 
student called then-Streets Commissioner Sid Patterson and asked what the city was 
doing to replace the trees lost during the project. In fact, the city was doing little. In 
Tulsa’s energy-driven economy, times were hard and there were no funds available for 
trees, let alone the labor to plant and maintain them. 

Patterson mulled over the challenge made by the teenage activist. Indeed, citizens of 
Tulsa should be concerned about their environment and trees are an important part of 
nature’s ecosystem. But where to find the funds and labor to accomplish the task? 

The street commissioner organized groups of Tulsa Garden Club members, landscape 
architects and representatives from several civic groups. The problem was discussed 
and plans formulated. In 1976, Up With Trees was born. 

Adopting a Site: 
Throughout the years Up With Trees has had a milieu of sponsors.  Corporations, 
philanthropic individuals as well as Faith-based and Non-profit groups have dedicated 
funds to making a statement that speaks on behalf of their commitment to the 
community and the beautification of Tulsa by contributing to planting, preserving and 
promoting Tulsa’s Urban Forest. 

When you adopt a site, you are sponsoring an existing site that the original sponsor has 
relinquished.  The sponsorship price is good for 8 years.  Every year after that, you 
have the option to pay an extended maintenance fee (calculated based on that amount 
of trees on the site and is usually $500 annually) or relinquish your site for another 
sponsor to enjoy.  Sometimes sponsors simply no longer wish to have a sign, have 
moved away, or cannot afford the maintenance that is needed to keep the site looking 
sharp.  Don’t let this discourage you, though, because there are plenty of ways to raise 
funds to supplement your sponsorship.  For example, if you are group that can’t afford 
the sponsorship price, but would like to sponsor a site and have a sign, you can hold a 
fundraiser for your cause.  Let’s say you’re a Boy Scout or Girl Scout Troop, or an 
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Athletic team.  You can gather the support of your specific niche that plays a role in the 
overall community and devote the funds raised to adopting a site.  Plus, what if you 
raise more than the sponsorship price?  That’s money for your cause.  Working together 
is an effective way to not only gain support, but also much needed funds for non-profit 
or low-budget projects.  Up With Trees would love to be your partner in this effort. 

Here is a list of sites that are currently up for adoption, complete with the adoption price, 
the location of the site and the number of trees on site. 

Sponsoring a New Site 
While right now our main goal is to adopt existing sites, we do offer new sites for 
sponsorship.  If you have a specific area in mind, please contact us at 
trees@upwithtrees.org with a proposal for the desired area.  Up With Trees must 
receive permission from ODOT and the City of Tulsa before we plant on any grounds, 
so there is a process we must go through in order to establish new sites. 

Tree Site Signs 
When you sponsor or adopt a site, you get a 2 x 10″ board with a 26 character 
maximum to say what you’d like.  For example, “In Honor Of”, “In Loving Memory Of”, or 
“Celebrating” followed by the name of the individual, company, organization, etc., that 
you would like to commemorate.  You can add a second 2 x 10″ board for an additional 
$300 in case you have a little bit more to say. 

Current Site Sponsorship/Adoption Prices: 
 New Park Partners Forestry Sites (At Tulsa Park) – $400/tree ($8,000 minimum) 
 New Urban Forestry Highway Sites – $400/tree ($8,000 minimum) 
 New Urban Forestry City Street Median/Special Site – $500/tree ($10,000 

minimum) 
 Adoption of an Existing Urban Forestry Site – $5,000 minimum 

Site sponsorship fees cover the cost of trees, sign, planting, watering, mulching, 
fertilizing, pruning, and general care of the site, including a guarantee for replacement 
should a tree die within its first three years.  After the eight-year period, a sponsor may 
extend  the sponsorship by paying annual maintenance fees.  At the sponsor’s request, 
signs can be refurbished or upgraded at a cost of $500 at any time. 

Website:  http://www.upwithtrees.org 

 

  



A Seed is Planted

In the 1970s, due to 
development, storms and 
disease, experts estimated 
that Tulsa’s urban forest 
was at least 200,000 trees 
short. The issue came to 
a head when 51st Street 
was being widened. A high 
school student called

Up With Trees Programs

ReGreen Tulsa is an ambitious effort to replant 
20,000 trees by 2010, developed with the City of 
Tulsa after the 2007 ice storm devastated Tulsa’s 
urban forest. Through ReGreen Tulsa, Up With 
Trees is planting 10,000 trees in neighborhoods 
and public spaces like schools and parks, and 
working with other agencies to plant 10,000 more.

NeighborWoods works with neighborhoods 
to restore tree canopy by providing trees for 
homeowners’ front yards at low or no cost.

Citizen Foresters is a volunteer training and 
development program that combines in-class 
and field training from Tulsa’s top arborists. 
Participants become part of an elite volunteer 
corps that plants and maintains trees in parks 
and other locations, and promotes urban forestry 
awareness and education.

Trees for Seniors and Persons with 
Disabilities provides a free tree for qualified 
homeowners who can maintain a tree, but can’t 
physically plant it themselves. 

Seedling Giveaway is offered in conjunction 
with the Metropolitan Environmental Trust and 
Oklahoma Forestry Services to distribute tree 
seedlings each spring as part of conservation 
education. 

then-Streets Commissioner Sid Patterson and 
asked what the city was doing to replace the 
trees lost. 

Patterson mulled 
over the challenge, 
and agreed: More 
trees were needed 
to keep Tulsa 
a beautiful and 
healthy community. 
No public funding 
was available, so 
Sid reached out 
to volunteers and 
donors to fill the gap, 
and in 1976, Up With 
Trees was born. 

In the 30-plus years since, supported by generous 
volunteers and donors, Up With Trees has planted 

more than 23,000 trees and distributed 
tens of thousands of other trees 

to area agencies for 
planting. 



What is Up With Trees?

Up With Trees is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to planting, preserving and promoting 
Tulsa’s urban forest. We plant along streets and 
trails, in neighborhoods, and at parks, schools 
and other public spaces. Our trees not only make 
Tulsa more beautiful, they remove pollution from 
our air and water, provide cooling shade and 
offer homes for birds and other wildlife. Up With 
Trees also promotes urban forestry education and 
awareness.

How do I sponsor a tree site?

A tree site is typically 20 to 40 trees. You can 
sponsor a new planting or “adopt” maintenance 
costs for an existing site. Most sites are along 
roadways and feature a wooden sign with the 
sponsor’s name. 

Sites also are available at many Tulsa parks 
– those signs include the sponsor’s name in a 
different style. Up With Trees provides ongoing 
care including watering until trees are established, 
and mowing, pruning, mulching and other 
maintenance as the trees mature. 

Can I sponsor the planting of 
individual trees?

Tree by tree, you can help grow our urban forest 
by planting a commemorative tree in one of Up 
With Trees’ Commemorative Arbor Gardens. Plant 
a tree as a gift for friends or family, to remember a 
loved one, to celebrate important life events — or 
just to leave a legacy for future generations. It can 
be especially rewarding to follow the growth of a 
tree beside the growth of a child.

Up With Trees has Commemorative Arbor 
Gardens in beautiful park settings at six different 
locations across the city. Each commemorative 
tree is marked with a small plaque at the base 
bearing the name of the honoree and the tree 
species. 

Why wooden signs?

Unlike metal or plastic, wood is a renewable 
resource and is biodegradable, and wood 
production is one of Oklahoma’s largest 
industries. The natural beauty of wood is most 
appropriate for our park-like tree sites. The 
materials are easier to work with and less 
expensive, and do less damage to stray vehicles 
leaving the road.

How else can I help?

• Volunteer
Up With Trees’ success depends on the 
thousands of volunteers who give their time 
to make Tulsa a more beautiful and healthy 
community. We are always looking for individuals 
and groups, including youth! Get together with 
your classmates, coworkers, civic club or family 
and get involved. The biggest need is during the 
planting season – October through April – but 
there are opportunities year-round. Call or visit our 
website to find out more! 

• Donate
Everything we do is funded entirely through 
donations. Send tax-deductible donations to 
1102 S. Boston Ave., Tulsa, OK 74119 or donate 
securely online at www.upwithtrees.org. Forward-
thinking individuals who want to leave a legacy for 
generations to come can include Up With Trees 
in their trusts and wills. For more information 
on giving opportunities, contact our office at          
918-610-8733 or giving@upwithtrees.org.

Up With Trees 
building located at 
1102 South Boston Ave.
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Simple Irrigation Audit for Home Lawns in Oklahoma 
 

John e. Haase, M.S., Extension Educator, 
Horticulture/4-H Youth Development 

OCES, Rogers County 
 
Background: Turfgrass and Landscapes are Aesthetically pleasing, cool our planet, 
enable habitat for wildlife, provide benefits  to humans of therapy and positive 
psychological well-being, sequester carbon emissions-helping fight global warming, and 
brings millions of jobs and revenue to  the United States economy . . .        
 
 

• Keeping lawns and landscapes alive requires supplemental irrigation 
• AND at a large cost, and not just monetarily 
• Oklahoma, one of the southern plains states, is subject to severe periodic 

drought –as was  occurring throughout Oklahoma is (OCS, 2011) 
• *The summer drought and heat prompted Oklahoma City to adopt mandatory 

water rationing (NewsOK, 2011)  
         *published July 12, 2011 in The Daily Oklahoman  
 
Urban treated drinking water supplies 

• Oklahoma City treated 341 million liters of water/day to serve approximately 1/2 
million people. Historical Peak of 715 million liters/day- July 1999 (City of 
Oklahoma City, 2009) 

• Expected production and use forecasted(OKC) at least 2% increase per year 
(City of Oklahoma City, 2009) 

• City of Tulsa treated 340 million liters of water /day to also serve around 1/2 
million population. Historical peak of 719 million liters/day - July 1999 (City of 
Tulsa, 2009)  

 
Problem Statement 

 Outdoor Irrigation for vegetation livability and growth is limited to water supplies 
from city treatment facilities and rural water districts around Oklahoma. 

 Irrigation for lawns and landscapes put too much demand on treated water-
meant for human. 

 
Basic Needs for Homeowner Irrigation 

 Watering trees, shrubs, landscape beds, vegetable garden, outdoor potted plants 
and livestock/animals 

 
Why do we need lawns? 

• Soil stabilization/erosion control 
• Noise, dust and glare reduction 
• Moderation of temperature extremes 
• Reduces runoff and increases water infiltration 
• A safer surface for recreation 
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• Visual appeal 
• Increased property value 

Irrigation Lawns 
• avoid frequent shallow watering in most cases as it often 

– encourages shallow roots, thatch accumulation and weed seed 
germination 

• determine irrigation based on soil and plant needs rather than on a strict calendar 
schedule due to 

– different soil types 
– fluctuations in temperature, humidity, wind, precipitation 
– management practices 

 
Other interesting outcomes 

• Rogers County: Only 6 of 25 participants had an automatic sprinkler system  
• Tulsa and Oklahoma County participants:   1/2 or more have/use automatic 

systems  
• Those that have systems (very informal count) about 1/2 have ever adjusted 

watering times, frequencies, consulted with sprinkler system companies  
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Introduction
 Water is essential for life and is a requirement for plant 
growth. Water is a non-renewable, limited natural resource and, 
proper management is critical for sustainability of Oklahoma 
water resources. Water comprises as much as 90 percent 
of the fresh weight of grass plants; thus, irrigation is needed 
for proper culture and care of turfgrasses. Water is important 
for numerous metabolic functions in turfgrass plants such 
as photosynthesis, nutrient transport and transpiration. Pho-
tosynthesis is the process whereby plants use energy from 
sunlight to convert carbon dioxide and water to carbohydrates 
and oxygen (to the atmosphere). Transpiration is the process 
whereby plants transport water from roots through the plant 
to the leaves and ultimately to the atmosphere. Transpiration 
serves as a plant cooling process and also transports nutrients 
and solutes throughout the plant. Plant transpiration rates are 
dependent upon plant species and many environmental factors 
including temperature, relative humidity, wind/air movement 
and soil moisture availability. Water also can be lost before the 
plant is able to utilize it through atmospheric evaporation. The 
combination of evaporation and plant transpiration is termed 
evapotranspiration (ET) and is an important consideration for 
turfgrass irrigation.

Evapotranspiration (ET)
 Evapotranspiration is an important and somewhat con-
fusing topic for homeowners who wish to irrigate their lawn. 
Potential ET (ETp) refers to the maximum rate of water loss 
via evaporation from a given land surface under specific atmo-
spheric conditions and takes into account factors such as air 
temperature, wind speed, relative humidity and solar radiation. 
Reference ET (ETr) takes into account the factors of ETp plus 
the water use of a hypothetical crop including physical plant 
factors such as stomata and canopy resistance. Reference 
ET is most often calculated through the Penman-Monteith 

Simple Irrigation Audit for 
Home Lawns in Oklahoma

method. Different plants may have differing water use rates, 
thus crop coefficients are needed to adjust ETr for the water 
requirements of a specific crop or plant. For the purposes of 
this fact sheet, we will use “ETturf” to refer to the amount of 
water needed for turfgrass growth. The ETturf is the amount of 
water needed by the turfgrass plant and takes into account 
ETr and turf crop coefficients for specific species. During the 
Oklahoma growing season, the daily ETturf rate for cool-season 
grasses, such as tall fescue, will generally be higher than the 
daily ETturf rate of warm-season grasses such as bermudagrass 
or zoysiagrass.

Soil Texture
 In addition to ETturf, soil type is an important consideration 
for lawn irrigation. The amount of plant available water in the 
soil is highly affected by soil texture. Soil texture is categorized 
based on the proportion of sand, silt and clay particles. Sand 
particles are larger than silt particles, which are larger than 
clay particles. Larger particle sizes, such as sands, allow for 
larger pore spaces between soil particles, thus facilitating 
water and air flow into the soil. Small particle sizes, such as 
clays, have smaller pore spaces between particles thus hav-
ing less space for water and air flow into the soil. Therefore, 
sandy soils may need to be watered more often due to low 
water-holding capacity, and clay soils may need to be watered 
less often due to high water-holding capacity. Water infiltration 
also is affected by soil texture. Sandy soils have rapid water 
infiltration rates, while clay soils have slow water infiltration 
rates. Soil texture can be analyzed by sending a soil sample to 
the Oklahoma State University (OSU) Soil, Water and Forage 
Analytical Laboratory. For more information on soil testing in 
Oklahoma, see Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service 
Fact Sheets PSS-2207 and PSS-2225.

Inches of Water
 We most often describe precipitation or irrigation rates in 
terms of inches per hour. Similarly, total rainfall or irrigation is 
described in terms of total inches of water. One acre of land 
is equal to an area of 43,560 square feet. If you take that acre 
of land and go one inch deep, you get one acre-inch of land. 
When we refer to one “inch of water,” we are referring to the 
quantity of water required to cover an acre-inch of land. One 
acre-inch of water is 27,154.3 gallons of water. Home lawns 
are typically measured in square feet rather than acres. As 
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mentioned above, one acre of land is equal to an area of 
43,560 square feet and one inch of water is 27,154.3 gallons 
of water. A typical home lawn of 5,000 square feet is equal to 
0.115 acres of land (5,000 square feet / 43,560 square feet per 
acre). If we take 0.115 acres multiplied by 27,154.3 gallons of 
water (gallons of water per acre-inch), we get 3,123 gallons of 
water. This means that if we want to apply one inch of water 
to a typical 5,000 square foot yard, we need to apply 3,123 
gallons of water. The phrase “inch of water” is much easier to 
discuss compared to 3,123 gallons of water per 5,000 square 
feet. The purpose of this fact sheet is to assist homeowners 
in determining the output of their lawn irrigation system in 
inches per hour. 

How Many Inches of Water Does My Lawn 
Need?
 The majority of lawns in Oklahoma are composed of 
warm-season grasses. Bermudagrass is the most widely 
used warm-season lawn grass in Oklahoma. Zoysiagrass 
is a warm-season grass and is used to a lesser extent in 
Oklahoma. Buffalograss also is a warm-season grass but is 
not widely used across Oklahoma. However, buffalograss is 
native to North America and Oklahoma but is typically only 
used in low or reduced maintenance yards. The most widely 
used cool-season grass in Oklahoma is tall fescue, which is 
often mixed with other cool-season species such as Kentucky 
bluegrass. For more information on selecting a lawn grass for 
Oklahoma, see Fact Sheet HLA-6418. 
 In general, warm-season grasses have lower ETturf com-
pared to cool-season grasses during the growing season in 
Oklahoma. A general rule is that warm-season grasses, such 
as bermudagrass, require about one inch of water per week, 
while cool-season grasses, such as tall fescue, may require 
up to two inches of water per week, especially during the sum-
mer months (Tables 1 and 2). There are many times during 
the growing season where natural rainfall will be adequate 
to meet these requirements. However, during dry periods, 
especially in July and August, supplemental irrigation will be 
required to maintain turfgrass quality.
 A more accurate estimate of turfgrass water need can 
be obtained through the calculation of ETturf specifically for 
your city or region. The OSU Cooperative Extension Service 
affiliated website called Simple Irrigation Plan (SIP) can help 
you to determine the daily or weekly ETturf for your area by 
automatically calculating ETturf for you based on information 
provided by the Oklahoma Mesonet system. For more infor-
mation, visit: http://sip.mesonet.org.
 

How Many Inches of Water Does 
My Irrigation System Apply and How 
Uniform is the Distribution of Water?
 A simple irrigation audit can be used to measure the 
general output and uniformity of your lawn irrigation system. 
While a certified irrigation audit takes into account several 
complicated factors and mathematical calculations, a simple 
irrigation audit can be performed by any homeowner with a 
basic knowledge of mathematics. Although this method is 
not as precise or accurate as a professional irrigation audit, 
the simple irrigation audit can give every homeowner a good 

Table 1. Average monthly bermudagrass evapotranspira-
tion (ETturf)

1, precipitation2, and requirement for supple-
mental lawn irrigation in Oklahoma County.

 Average  
 Bermudagrass  Average Average
Month ETturf Precipitation Irrigation Need3

 
inches

  
April 4.8 3.0 1.8
May 4.8 5.4 0.0
June 5.4 4.6 0.8
July 6.6 2.9 3.7
August 5.9 2.5 3.4
September 4.3 4.0 0.3

1 Average ET from measurements recorded at the Spencer Oklahoma Mesonet 
site in Oklahoma County from 1994-2009 (http://www.mesonet.org).

2 Average historical monthly precipitation for Oklahoma County as reported 
by the National Weather Service from 1971-2000 (http://www.weather.gov). 

3 Average irrigation need assuming all precipitation infiltrated into the soil 
profile and no water was lost through surface runoff.

Table 2. Average monthly tall fescue evapotranspiration 
(ETturf)

1, precipitation2, and requirement for supplemental 
lawn irrigation in Oklahoma County.  

 Average  
 Tall Fescue  Average Average
Month ETturf Precipitation Irrigation Need3

inches
 
April 6.8 3.0 3.8
May 6.9 5.4 1.5
June 7.7 4.6 3.1
July 9.4 2.9 6.5
August 8.5 2.5 6.0
September 6.1 4.0 2.1 

1 Average ET from measurements recorded at the Spencer Oklahoma Mesonet 
site in Oklahoma County from 1994-2009 (http://www.mesonet.org).

2 Average historical monthly precipitation for Oklahoma County as reported 
by the National Weather Service from 1971-2000 (http://www.weather.gov).

3 Average irrigation need assuming all precipitation infiltrated into the soil 
profile and no water was lost through surface runoff.

estimate of their irrigation output and uniformity. Through the 
simple irrigation audit, you will be able to obtain an estimate 
of irrigation output in terms of inches per hour. 
 Another important factor concerning lawn irrigation is 
the distribution of uniformity (DU). Distribution of uniformity 
can be calculated via the Christiansen uniformity coefficient, 
which essentially takes the average irrigation output of the 
lowest quarter of values and divides it by the average of the 
irrigation output over the total area. The basic concept of DU 
is that we want to apply water as evenly as possible across 
the entire yard. A DU of 100 percent means that the irrigation 
system is distributing water evenly over 100 percent of the 
irrigated area, but 100 percent DU is not attainable through 
an irrigation system. A good DU for a home lawn is between 
70 percent to 80 percent. For example, assume a single home 
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irrigation system applies one-half inch per hour of irrigation 
to some areas of the lawn and one-fourth inch per hour to 
other areas. As you can see, to apply one-half inch to the 
whole lawn, you would have to irrigate for two hours. Under 
this scenario, some areas of the lawn would be overwatered 
and receive 1.0 inch of water while others would receive the 
target application of 0.5 inch of water. Thus, the closer the 
DU is to 100 percent, the better. 

Simple Irrigation Audit
 Use the following steps to conduct the simple irrigation 
audit in your home lawn. A key factor is to use your lawn ir-
rigation system as normal. For instance, if you are using a 
moveable lawn sprinkler with a water hose attached, place the 
sprinkler in your “normal” spots for watering and conduct the 
simple irrigation audit in the various watering areas of your 
yard. If you have an automatic system, you should conduct 
the simple irrigation audit across all the irrigation “zones” of 
your irrigation system. 

1. Setup
1.  Start by finding nine irrigation catch cups that have 

measurement markings for levels of water. Option 1: 
Purchase several small rain gauges and place them in 
your yard at 2-3 inches above the soil. For lawn irrigation 
measurement, a short rain gauge (1 to 3 inches tall) will 
work much better than a tall rain gauge (more than 5 

Figure 1. Examples of a short rain gauge (right) that can 
be used to conduct the simple irrigation audit procedure 
and a tall rain gauge (left) that should not be used to 
conduct the simple irrigation audit procedure. 

Figure 2. Examples of various catch cups that can be used 
to conduct the simple irrigation audit and examples of 
how to mark the side of the catch cups for more accurate 
irrigation output measurement.
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inches tall) (Figure 1). Option 2: Alternatively, measur-
ing cups can be easily made from clean metal cans 
that contained tuna, cat food, or tomato paste (Figure 
2). Option 3: Pre-marked irrigation catch cups can be 
purchased from various professional irrigation suppliers' 
websites (Figure 2). Gloves can be worn to protect your 
hands from the sharp edges of the metal cans. In order 
for these homemade measuring devices to work, they 
must be equally calibrated for irrigation measurement. 
Therefore, it’s much easier to use nine of the same size/
type of cans. Remove the labels (on the sides) and mark 
measurements with a fine point, permanent marking pen. 
Using a ruler (that shows tenths of an inch if possible) 
mark the outside metal with marks at 0.1 inch, 0.2 inch 
and so on to the 1-inch mark from the inside bottom of 
these cans. You can continue to mark 1.1 inches, 1.2 
inches up to the top of the can (Figure 3). Alternatively, 
you can skip this step and measure the water collected by 
sticking the ruler directly into the collection can. Be sure 
that the bottom of the ruler matches the zero increment 
mark because the bottom of some rulers may stick out an 
extra 0.1 to 0.2 inches beyond the zero increment mark.

2.  Find an area of your lawn or landscape that is relatively 
flat and has no obstructions inside the perimeter of a 
square size area of approximately 16 feet x 16 feet (256 
sq. ft.). Starting at the edge of the perimeter, set one 
catch cup down. Then measure approximately 8 feet, or 

about three steps, and place another catch cup. When 
you finish making your irrigation collection grid, it should 
appear as a square pattern (Figure 3). It is not necessary 
that these catch cups are measured out precisely. 

3.  Set up a sprinkler along one side of the grid at the 
midpoint and check the sprinkler “disperser” (usually a 
type of screw). Adjust where at least half of the sprinkler 
output will cover your grid (Figure 4). You will be watering 
both sides of this square, so arrange sprinkler placement 
where you will get good coverage for each side. If you 
have an oscillating type sprinkler, just set it in the middle 
of the grid and adjust for full coverage (you may have 
to adjust placement for windy conditions). Hook up the 
water hose to one side and turn on to adjust spray pat-
tern before timing. Be sure to dump out any accumulated 
water in the catch cups when setting up sprinklers. With 
an in-ground pop up irrigation system, try to find an area 
where you get good coverage, possibly even between two 
lawn heads. Manually test the station(s) before starting 
the time.

2. Watering the Grid
  Turn on your sprinkler system (or start one of the sprin-

klers) and let it run for 20 minutes. After the first side is 
complete move you sprinkler to the other side along the 
relative midpoint, and water the grid for an additional 20 
minutes. If you are working with an oscillating sprinkler 
or automatic system, you will finish with the first timing. 
After 20 minutes, turn off irrigation and check your catch 
cups. If there is not a measurable amount in five out of 
the nine cups, you will need to water for one hour. 

3. Irrigation Output and Uniformity Measurements
  Gather your cups and with one of the measured cups, 

pour the water from the other eight catch cups into the 
ninth one. The cumulative amount will be the sum of all 
nine collection points. To obtain uniformity data, you also 
can measure each of the nine cups separately and record 
the exact amount collected in each cup (Figure 5). This 
data will give you an idea of how uniform your sprinklers 
or automatic system covers an area of your yard.

4. Measuring the Results
 1. To get the average output of your sprinkler(s) or automatic 

system, you need to do some basic math. Take the total 
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Figure 3. Examples of how to layout the irrigation catch 
cups in a grid pattern with each cup located about three 
steps apart from each other. 

Figure 4. Proper placement of the catch cups in relation 
to your typical sprinkler location is imperative to obtain 
accurate irrigation output measurement.
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of the catch cups’ measurement and divide by nine to 
find the average amount of output. If you watered for 20 
minutes, you will need to multiply the average amount 
you just found by three—to get the output per hour.

 2. If you watered with sprinklers on each side for 20 minutes, 
you still multiply by three as this set up was for obtain-
ing even coverage. Therefore: Total water collected in 
20 minutes / 9 = average water collected in 20 minutes; 
and average water collected in 20 minutes x 3 = irrigation 
output in inches per hour.

5. Interpretation
 1. With this number you have a relative idea of what your 

typical irrigation output is when watering a lawn or land-
scape bed in inches per hour.

 2. What does this number tell you? It actually tells you a 
great deal more than just the “real world” output of your 
irrigation set up. You can compare this figure with how 
your sprinkler system is programmed. 

 3. Measuring the irrigation amounts is a key component of 
knowing your lawn
a. Many homeowners find that they have been over-

watering their turfgrass. Remember, this figure is 
the output every time you water per hour. If you are 
watering your lawn for 30 minutes per session, and 
your output was only 0.2 inch/hour, that 30 minute 
session would only be delivering one-tenth inch of 
irrigation. On the other side of the spectrum, if your 
output number were larger, say .6 inch per hour, and 
your sprinkler system was set for 1 hour every day, this 
would apply 4.2 inches of irrigation per week, which 
is about four times more than what an established 
bermudagrass yard actually requires.

b. Your output number is a good indicator of potentially 
causing needless water runoff. Municipal water costs 
will continue to rise over time. Therefore, excessively 
irrigating your lawn causes water to runoff into streets, 
storm drain systems or into lower areas of neighbor-
ing properties. This is a great example of the phrase, 
“pouring money down the drain.” Also, with excess 
irrigation runoff, there is a good chance that soil sedi-
ment, pesticides and fertilizers applied to the lawn 

and landscape are running into our creeks, streams, 
watersheds and reservoirs.

c. Water conservation starts at home. Homeowners 
should know the importance of conserving water. 
Newer homes have efficient shower heads and toilets, 
along with water-conserving clothes washers. Some 
homeowners even have aerobic septic systems that 
take filtered septic water that irrigates part of the land-
scape. A typical home, using smart controllers on their 
sprinkler systems, plus each homeowner reducing the 
amount of irrigation time by using their irrigation audit 
output figure, can reduce a water bill by another 20 
percent to 30 percent. For more information on home 
water conservation, see the EPA WaterSense website 
at: www.epa.gov/WaterSense. 

General Lawn Irrigation Tips
 In addition to the simple irrigation audit, the following tips 
adapted from the Irrigation Association (www.irrigation.org) 
also can help you to conserve water when watering your lawn.

 1. Adapt your watering schedule to the weather and the 
season. Familiarize yourself with the settings on your ir-
rigation controller. Adjust the watering schedule regularly 
to conform to current weather conditions. There are many 
times during the year when natural rainfall will provide 
adequate water to the lawn and landscape.

 2. Turn off the faucet. Turfgrasses, such as bermudagrass, 
have good drought resistant and are resilient. Although 
the grass may go dormant and turn brown during hot and 
dry periods, the crown or base of the plant will stay alive. 
Once the grass receives natural rainfall in the late summer 
or fall, it will actively grow and turn green again. A few 
key irrigation events may be needed, but watering deeply 
once a week to once every two weeks can be enough to 
enable the grass to green up once rainfall returns. 

 3. Schedule each individual zone in your irrigation 
system. “Scheduling” accounts for the type of sprinkler, 
sun or shade exposure, and the soil type for the specific 
area. The same watering schedule should almost never 
apply to all zones in the system.

 4. Inspect your system monthly. Check for leaks, broken 
or clogged heads, and other problems. You also could ask 
an irrigation professional to regularly check your system. 
Clean micro-irrigation filters as needed.

 5. Adjust sprinkler heads. Correct obstructions that prevent 
sprinklers from distributing water evenly. Keep water off 
pavement and structures. 

 6. Consider a professional irrigation system audit. If 
you find that your irrigation system may need adjustment 
based on the simple irrigation audit, you can hire a certi-
fied irrigation auditor to conduct a professional irrigation 
audit. The professional irrigation auditor can give you 
specific tips and plans to improve the efficiency of your 
irrigation system. The Irrigation Association maintains an 
online list of Certified Landscape Irrigation Auditors. You 
can visit their website at: www.irrigation.org. 

 7. Consider “smart” technology. Climate- or soil moisture 
sensor-based controllers evaluate weather or soil moisture 
conditions, then calculates and automatically adjusts the 
irrigation schedule to meet the specific needs of your 
landscape.
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Figure 5. Note the relative uniformity of your irrigation 
output across the irrigation catch cup grid. If there is too 
much variation in the sprinkler pattern, you may need 
to hire a professional to adjust your irrigation system. 
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 8. Install a rain shutoff-switch—inexpensive and effec-
tive. Required by law in many states, these money-saving 
sensors turn off your system in rainy weather and help 
to compensate for natural rainfall. The device can be 
retrofitted to almost any system.

 9. Consider low volume drip irrigation for plant beds. 
Install micro-irrigation for gardens, trees and shrubs. 
Micro-irrigation includes drip (also known as trickle), 
micro-spray jets, micro-sprinklers or bubbler irrigation 
to irrigate slowly and minimize evaporation, runoff and 
overspray.

 10. Water at the optimum time. Water when the sun is low or 
down, winds are calm and temperatures are cool, between 
the evening and early morning, to reduce evaporation. You 
can lose as much as 50 percent of water to evaporation 
by watering mid-day.

 11. Water deeply and infrequently. Saturate root zones 
and let the soil dry. Watering too much and too frequently 
results in shallow roots, and may increase weed growth 
and disease incidence.

HLA-6610-6

Summary
 It is important to know the general output and uniformity 
of your lawn irrigation system for proper lawn watering. Home-
owners often wonder how long they should irrigate their lawns, 
but the volume of applied irrigation water cannot be directly 
measured in units of time. Now that you have conducted this 
simple irrigation audit, you have a good estimate of how much 
water is applied to your lawn over time in terms of inches per 
hour. This simple procedure may save you money and can 
help to conserve Oklahoma water resources. The following 
information is provided for you concerning how to obtain 
materials to conduct the simple irrigation audit and to find a 
short video demonstrating this procedure: 

•	 Short	rain	gauges	can	be	found	at	many	local	and	online	
retailers. Look for a rain gauge similar to the one shown 
in Figure 1.

•	 A	short	video	clip	from	the	Oklahoma Gardening televi-
sion program demonstrating this process can be found 
by visiting http://turf.okstate.edu and clicking on the 
“Homeowners” link.
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The Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service 
Bringing the University to You!

for people of all ages. It is designated to take the 
knowledge of the university to those persons 
who do not or cannot participate in the formal      
classroom instruction of the university.

•	 It	utilizes	research	from	university,	government,	
and other sources to help people make their own 
decisions.

•	 More	than	a	million	volunteers	help	multiply	the	
impact of the Extension professional staff.

•	 It	dispenses	no	funds	to	the	public.

•	 It	is	not	a	regulatory	agency,	but	it	does	inform	
people of regulations and of their options in meet-
ing them.

•	 Local	programs	are	developed	and	carried	out	in	
full recognition of national problems and goals.

•	 The	 Extension	 staff	 educates	 people	 through	
personal contacts, meetings, demonstrations, 
and the mass media.

•	 Extension	has	the	built-in	flexibility	to	adjust	its	
programs and subject matter to meet new needs. 
Activities shift from year to year as citizen groups 
and Extension workers close to the problems 
advise changes.

The Cooperative Extension Service is the largest, 
most successful informal educational organization in 
the world. It is a nationwide system funded and guided 
by a partnership of federal, state, and local govern-
ments that delivers information to help people help 
themselves through the land-grant university system.

Extension carries out programs in the broad catego-
ries of agriculture, natural resources and environment; 
family and consumer sciences; 4-H and other youth; 
and community resource development. Extension 
staff members live and work among the people they 
serve to help stimulate and educate Americans to 
plan ahead and cope with their problems.

Some characteristics of the Cooperative Extension 
system are:

•		 The	federal,	state,	and	local	governments				co-
operatively share in its financial support and 
program direction.

•	 It	is	administered	by	the	land-grant	university	as	
designated by the state legislature through an 
Extension director.

•	 Extension	programs	are	nonpolitical,	objective,	
and research-based information.

•	 It	provides	practical,	problem-oriented	education	
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“Surf with T.U.R.F.: Exploring the Career Possibilities in Horticulture 

with Oklahoma High Schoolers” 
The Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education offer all Oklahoma secondary 

students the opportunity to attend one of their sponsored summer academies, which 
focus on math and science. Summer academies can be commuter or residential, and 
often run for one or two weeks. They are hosted by Oklahoma colleges and universities 
throughout the summer months. The purpose of the OSRHE summer academies, which 
have been in existence for over 20 years, is to 1) provide stimulating learning 
opportunities for students, 2) build in young people a sense of accomplishment relative 
to math and science, 3) develop and promote career and educational aspirations, 4) 
fully expose students to the experience of living on a college campus, 5) help students 
develop early awareness about the need to plan personally, academically, and 
financially for college, 6) combine both learning and fun activities including hands-on 
activities and experimentation, exploration of technologies, and 7) to make success in 
college an expected and logical result of high school success for all participants, with 
particular emphasis on those young people from subgroups most likely to be 
underrepresented in the fields of math and science. 
 

In 2009, the OSU Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture 
(primary investigator, Shelley Mitchell) was awarded a three-year grant to bring 25 high 
school students to OSU-Stillwater for two weeks during the summers of 2010, 2011, 
and 2012. The primary goals of the academy “Camp T.U.R.F. (Tomorrow’s 
Undergraduates Realizing the Future)” were to: 1) instill in underrepresented high 
school students (minorities, females, and first-generation college) the desire to pursue 
higher education;          2) show students how to prepare for and apply to college; 3) 
build in them the confidence that college is within their means; and 4) engage the 
students in activities related to horticulture and landscape careers that 5) demonstrate 
the significance of math and science in ‘real life’. 
 

In the summer of 2010, 25 high school students were accepted from 34 
applications, and 22 attended the academy. These 22 included 9 males and 13 females 
entering the 11th or 12th grade; 6 African-American, 1 Asian, 9 Caucasian, 2 Hispanic, 
and 4 Native American students. Twelve of the attendees will be the first in their family 
to attend college, and 17 were part of OHLAP (Oklahoma Higher Learning Access 
Program, also known as “Oklahoma’s Promise”; students in OHLAP have a family 
income of less than $50,000 and will get a scholarship to attend college in-state if they 
keep their GPA at or above 2.5 and attend school regularly). Students represented 
public schools, alternative schools, and homeschools from Catoosa, Claremore, Del 
City, Haskell, Henryetta, Lone Grove, Muldrow, Norman, Oklahoma City, Ripley, 
Stillwater, Sulphur, Tecumseh, and Tulsa.  
 

In the summer of 2011, 25 high school students were accepted from 31 
applications, and 24 attended the academy. These 24 included 10 males and 14 
females entering the 10th, 11th, or 12th grade; 1 African-American, 1 Asian, 9 Caucasian, 
6 Hispanic, 1 Middle Eastern and 6 Native American students. Thirteen were first-
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college-generation, and 11 were part of OHLAP. Students represented public and home 
schools from Broken Arrow, Jenks, Jones, Moore, Oklahoma City, Sapulpa, Tulsa, and 
Verdigris.  
 

The OSRHE provided up to $650/week per student for lodging, meals, 
transportation, and activity costs. During the two weeks of Camp TURF each summer, 
students stayed in the OSU Patchin-Jones suites with two on-site counselors of college 
age. Breakfast foods were provided in the suite kitchenette, box lunches accompanied 
the group each day, and dinners were eaten in local restaurants or catered in by OSU 
Dining Services. Students spent two weeks engaged in both on- and off-campus 
activities led by professors, staff, volunteers, and professionals in the field. Some of the 
academic activities included: 
 

‐ Making pervious pavers with Dr. Vogel from Biosystems/Ag Engineering and 
then testing them a week later for porosity 

‐ African violet tissue culture in the laboratory with Dr. Cole from Hort/LA 
‐ Grasshopper dissection, live insect zoo, and termite NASCAR with Dr. Shufran, 

Entomology/Plant Pathology 
‐ Filming a segment for the TV show Oklahoma Gardening with Kim Toscano 

(Hort/LA) and Kevin Gragg (Ag Communications) 
‐ Tree climbing in harness with arborist Brian Eschelman 
‐ Arboretum tour with Dr. Schnelle, Hort/LA 
‐ Plant grafting, terrariums and dish gardens with Dr. Dunn, Hort/LA 
‐ Linnaeus Garden tour at Woodward Park in Tulsa 
‐ Bixby Field Research Station tour with Dr. Kahn and Dr. Brandenberger, Hort/LA 
‐ Tour of “A New Leaf”, greenhouse run by people with developmental disabilities 

in Broken Arrow 
‐ Tour of Bear Creek Farms in Stillwater with Vicki Stamback 
‐ Food research facility tour with Dr. McGlynn, Hort/LA 
‐ Assembly of irrigation system and PVC ladder golf game with Dr. Anella, Hort/LA 
‐ Tour of organic farm in Woodward, OK with Kathy Moore, owner 
‐ OSU-OKC Horticulture facilities tour with Julia Laughlin  
‐ Tour of Myriad Gardens and Crystal Bridge with Janet Latham 
‐ Tour of Howard - Fairbairn Site Design (HFSD), LA firm in Oklahoma City 
‐ Cutting holes in a putting green, learning grass anatomy, and introduction to turf 

management of OSU baseball and football fields with Dr. Moss, Dr. Martin, and 
Todd Tribble 

‐ Helping demonstrate personal protective equipment safety with Dr. Martin 
‐ Landscape symbol drawing and construction of mini-Zen gardens with Dr. Hsu 
‐ Flower arranging with Flourishes florist staff 
‐ Perkins Field Research Station tour with Becky Carroll 
‐ Pruning plants at the OSU Botanic Garden with David Hillock 
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‐ Roadside exploration with Jackie Dill to identify and learn about wild garlic, 
prickly lettuce, elderberries, hickory, sumac, cattail root and their traditional uses 

‐ Making herb gardens at TLC Nursery in OKC 
‐ Visiting the Guthrie Medicinal Garden and Frontier Drug Store Museum 
‐ Observing Saturn and the moon from the OSU Observatory with Dr. Shull 
‐ Behind-the-scenes tour of zoo horticulture at the Tulsa Zoo 
‐ Study skills and college preparation workshops with Sylvan Learning Center, 

Stillwater 
‐ Taking career aptitude tests and developing an online portfolio with CareerTech’s 

Jo Kahn 
 
Some of the recreational activities during the academy: 
 

‐ OSU Ropes course at Camp Redlands 
‐ Hiking up the Glass Mountains in northwest Oklahoma 
‐ Swimming at the OSU Colvin Center 
‐ Bowling at Frontier Lanes, Stillwater 
‐ Glow-in-the-dark mini golf at Swick’s Pizza, Stillwater 
‐ “Little Shop of Horrors” at Town and Gown Community Theatre in Stillwater 

(2010) 
‐ “Annie” at Town and Gown Community Theatre in Stillwater (2011) 
‐ Sheerar Museum and Washington Irving Trail Museum, Stillwater 
‐ Football and volleyball games at OSU Residential Life 

 
Pre- and post-assessments of the students showed growth in understanding of 

horticulture and landscaping careers, increased knowledge of the application process 
for college, and a higher comfort level with peers and college life. The majority of the 
students seemed to really enjoy the academy experience and made new friends from 
across the state. One of the students from 2010 wrote a note in April 2011, “I was just 
looking through the summer academies and saw the listing for T.U.R.F. and 
remembered last summer. It was a lot of fun. Horticulture is a very important part of 
science. Thank you for starting up a great new summer academy. I noticed that I was 
wearing the green T.U.R.F. shirt today. I wear it every week. The next set of students 
will have a great time.” – Justin W. 
 
Shelley Mitchell 
Extension Associate 
4H/Youth Programs 
358 Ag Hall 
Stillwater, OK 74078 
shelley.mitchell@okstate.edu 
405-744-5755 
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Create, Landscape, Educate – A new grounds approach at Oklahoma 

State University 
 

Steve Dobbs, Manager of Grounds and Landscape  
OSU Physical Plant Services 

 
Steve has a Bachelor’s of Science Degree in Horticulture form Oklahoma State 
University and a Master’s of Science Degree from University of Arkansas. Steve has 
been Manager of Grounds and Landscape Services at OSU since May of 2010. 
 
 
Oklahoma State University’s position on campus grounds and landscape design, 
installation, and maintenance is changing. Numerous studies and student entry surveys 
show the appearance of the buildings and grounds are indeed important factors for 
college bound students in choosing a university*. Many make up their mind within the 
first fifteen minutes they step foot on campus based on how clean, well kept and safe 
that the campus grounds appear. 
More and more students are also interested in sustainability practices which coincide 
with one of OSU’s main goals to advance sustainability through its instruction, research, 
outreach, administrative decision-making, innovative design and operation of facilities, 
and daily behavior.  
Taking these ideas into account, OSU Physical Plant Services is guiding the effort for 
the campus to become a leader in environmentally sound landscape and urban forestry 
display and maintenance. The grounds will offer students, staff, faculty, homeowners, 
visitors, landscapers, and arborists an opportunity to view and get ideas of a wide 
variety of native and hybrid adapted trees, shrubs, perennials and annuals that can be 
used in the state. The university will become an outdoor classroom by identifying, 
labeling and computer linking featured campus trees and landscape plant material 
emphasizing the importance of design, selection, planting, care and diversification to 
better demonstrate community urban forests and landscapes. 
In conjunction with these principles, a campus wide tree inventory has been initiated. To 
date, 70 acres out of nearly 700 maintained acres have been inventoried identifying 674 
GPS evaluated trees. The inventory will 1) guide future planting directions, 2) assess 
current tree health conditions for future care and budget needs, and 3) bring a greater 
awareness and education to the urban forest’s environmental contribution. 
 
Additional sustainable practices have also been implemented such as integrated pest 
management, composting, mulching, and water conservation through efficient irrigation 
design and installation. 
As new gardens are developed and renovated, signage using quick response codes as 
shown below, will be posted for students and visitors to use personal smart phones to 
gain more information about the plant material, design features and special 
maintenance practices.  
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Art in the Garden 
 

Kim Toscano, Oklahoma Gardening, Host 
Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture, Oklahoma State University 

 
 
Art:  The use of skill and imagination in the creation of aesthetic objects, environments, 
or experiences that can be shared with others. 
 
Art: The product or process of deliberately arranging items in a way that influences and 
affects one or more of the senses, emotions, and intellect. 
 
Engage the Senses:  
Use light and shadow in the garden 
Sounds 
Color 
 
Create an Experience 
 
Ancient Japanese Gardens mimicked Landscape Art 
Asuka – Nara Period: 5th to 8th centuries 
 
The Landscape as Art 
The use of skill and imagination in the creation of aesthetic objects, environments, or 
experiences. 
 
The Building Blocks of Art and garden design 
Line 

 Shape 
o 2 Dimensional Outline 

 Form 
o Combination of 2 or more shapes 

 Color 
 Value 

o Use of light and dark, shade and highlight – contrast 
o Create Depth 

 Texture 
o Contrast Oriented – compares the relative size of parts 
o Emphasis and Contrast 

 Space 
o Empty space draws your attention 
o Space sets the stage 

 
Landscape as Art:  

 An art movement which emerged in the United States in the late 1960s and early 
1970s, in which landscape and the work of art are inextricably linked. Sculptures 
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are not placed in the landscape, rather, the landscape is the means of their 
creation.  

 Land Art: the landscape and the work of art are inextricably linked 
 Sculptures are not placed in the landscape, rather, the landscape is the means of 

their creation. 
 
Art and the Public Landscape 
Interactive 
 
Art & Public Gardens 

 Function 
 Education 
 Contemplation 
 Explore 

 
Art in the Home Landscape 

 Art is Personal, Cultural, Reflects Personality and Hobbies 
 Using Art Objects, uses selectively, placement 
 Wall, Pedestal, Air, Move Through,  Remember the empty space 
 Use Art work as focal points, hide & reveal, consider views, and add character to 

functional items 
 Make it Your Own 
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The Nursery Industry: Recent Past, Present and Future 
 

Joe Schulte 
Southwood Landscape and Nursery Co. 

Tulsa, OK 
 
Joe is an owner of Southwood Landscape & Nursery Co., Inc., a retail garden center 
and landscape design/build contractor in south Tulsa.  He is a native Tulsan and OSU 
graduate (B.S. and M.S.). He serves on the Tulsa Parks & Recreation Board, and the 
Board of the Directors of the American Nursery and Landscape Association in 
Washington, DC.   
 
 Recent Past (1990-2005) 
These were the glory days for garden centers, landscapers and growers. It was a 
thriving industry based on the sale of plants, products and services associated with 
ornamental gardening. The Baby Boomers were buying property and becoming avid 
gardeners, with Martha Stewart leading the charge.  
 
Independent garden centers expanded and improved their facilities, and box stores 
came into the market. Growers increased production every year, and still shortages on 
popular items were common if not booked in advance. Landscape contractors, both 
small and large, found a successful niche in maintenance and installation of large 
projects. Memberships increased in national trade organizations (such as ANLA and 
regional organizations like ONLA). 
 
Gardening was considered “the most popular pastime in America.” Gardening programs 
were prevalent on TV, and the HGTV network was launched. People subscribed to 
gardening magazines, networked on websites, and joined garden clubs. 
However, there were indications early on that children were not following their parents’ 
footsteps. Admissions to traditional horticulture programs at universities, community 
colleges and tech schools were declining. Although retailers and landscape companies 
could sustain their businesses on their target audience of 35-65 year old women, 
younger generations were not typical shoppers. Homeowners who retired and 
downsized were not being replaced by young gardeners.   
 
In 2005, the industry hit its peak. Trade organizations began to warn members that they 
would need to start appealing to younger generations, or suffer a decline as the Baby 
Boomers reached retirement age.    
 
Present (2005-today) 
Today, decline is apparent throughout the industry.  
According to a 2011 study performed by the National Gardening Association, between 
2005 and 2010, the number of households participating in gardening dropped from 91 
million to 80 million. This represents a 12.5% drop – about 2.5% per year. The average 
amount spent on gardening, per U.S. household, also dropped from $532 to $455. 
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In the wake of the recession, discretionary income among the middle class declined, 
while at the same time gardening as a hobby was declining. In fact, most hobbies have 
experienced a similar decline.  
 
Many independent garden centers have gone out of business, and growers and 
landscape companies are likewise struggling. Employee demographics in the industry 
are also experiencing rapid changes. The future of all agriculture sectors, including 
growers of nursery crops, depends on national immigration legislation.  
 
Universities, in reaction to the enrollment decline that began in the 90s, adjusted their 
programs to accommodate student interests and needs. But independent retailers have 
been slow to make corresponding adjustments, creating a disconnect between job 
openings at garden centers and educated applicants.  
 
This may sound pretty bleak, and to many garden center owners, it is. We now know 
that we can no longer fall back on the traditional garden center model, because we no 
longer have that captive audience of hobbyists who passionately spent their time and 
money with us.  
 
But what we have is an exciting challenge to redevelop our industry, to create a new 
market for new generations. Many traditional university horticulture programs have 
rebranded themselves to attract the growing numbers of students interested in 
environmental stewardship and joining the ‘green’ movement.  
 
Ecological awareness is surging among younger students (Gen-Y and the elementary-
aged Millenials), and high school programs such as FFA and 4-H are making a slow but 
steady comeback. Whether they’re missing that connection to the Earth that was once 
taken for granted, or they’re catching on to the national buzz about locally grown foods 
and climate change, young people are re-discovering Earth sciences, including 
horticulture. 
 
The Future of the Industry 
 
The movement that has begun in the education sector is now reliant on the nursery 
industry to accommodate the changing needs of gardening consumers. Many garden 
centers have already moved in that direction, successfully increasing sales in Edibles 
and Organics.  
 
But to truly come out on top, we will have to make more drastic changes. While signs 
indicate that consumers are gaining confidence, and big-ticket items like luxury cars and 
travel are on the rise, large ornamental landscape projects are not making the same 
comeback.  
 
Gen X and Gen Y – today’s core home buying generations – are overwhelmed by the 
plant variety-heavy garden centers built for their parents and grandparents, who were 
dedicated hobbyists. They have an interest in “Earth friendly” activities and a craving for 
outdoor experiences – particularly those that they can enjoy with their children.  But they 
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view gardening as a chore rather than a hobby, and are discouraged when they spend 
money on plants that fail. 
 
Garden Centers can survive by branding themselves in a new way that minimizes the 
perception of gardening being “overwhelming” (i.e. too much variety means 
opportunities to make the wrong choices and fail) and too time consuming for today’s 
fast paced lifestyles. At the same time, they should maximize the positive benefits of 
gardening – which to these generations is found with a much more well- rounded mix of 
edibles and ornamentals – to the environment and their own personal well-being as well 
as the positive impact on the community (locally grown food). 
 
Once this combination is found, a tremendous opportunity for growth will present itself. 
Industry leaders have already identified some demographic leads. Retiring Baby 
Boomers, in many cases, are ready to move from DIY (do-it-yourself) to DIFM (do-it-for-
me). Homes built during the 1990s boom years still have generic contractor-installed 
landscapes that badly need updating. Young homeowners, overwhelmed by their bare-
bones yards, are proving responsive to educational opportunities and project kits that 
provide a less intimidating introduction. Landscapers have yet to maximize the potential 
of online presence (social media, websites, YouTube). And finally, garden centers can 
play up the “farmers’ market effect” that attracts people to local vendors and local 
products. 
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2012 Oklahoma Proven Plant Selections 
http://oklahomaproven.okstate.edu/ 

 
Collectors Choice - Sumac Collection 
Rhus typhina ‘Bailtiger’ Tiger Eyes® and R. typhina ‘Laciniata’ 
 
Sumacs are native to Oklahoma and these selections provide additional characteristics 
to the staghorn sumac species. Flowers of sumac are dioecious, greenish-yellow, with 
the female flowers developing in dense, hairy panicles 4-8” long and the male flowers in 
a larger, wider panicle. Stems of staghorn sumac are densely hairy and fuzzy. Fruits 
form in pyramidal clusters and are hairy red berry-like drupes that persist into winter 
providing interest and food for wildlife; flowers attract bees and butterflies in spring. 
Great for naturalized areas and banks for erosion control. Fruits are edible though some 
people may be allergic. Poison sumac does not grow in Oklahoma, to my knowledge, 
and has white or green fruits as compared to the red fruits of non-poisonous species. 
 
Tiger Eyes® is a bright lime green to yellow all summer turning brilliant bronzy red in 
fall. Tiger Eyes® is a whole plant mutation of ‘Laciniata’ and is more compact growing 
only about 6 to 7 feet high. As with any other sumac they can spread by suckers 
forming thickets, but this variety produces minimal suckering compared to the species.  
Sumac can be cut to the ground in late winter to rejuvenate the plants, however, pruning 
or root disturbance may encourage suckering.  
 
 ‘Laciniata’ or laceleaf sumac has leaflets deeply divided, creating a fine-textured, lacey 
appearance that turn shades of red, orange and yellow in fall. This cultivar can grow 10 
to 15 feet tall. Leaves are 1-2’ long, pinnately compound, with 13-27 leaflets 2-5” long 
and 1-2” wide, and serrate; bark is grayish-brown, exposing orange underneath.  
 

• Exposure: Full sun to part shade 
• Soil: Prefers moist, well-drained soil; tolerant of high pH soils and pollution 
• Hardiness: USDA Zone 3-7  

 
Tree - Chinkapin Oak, Quercus muehlenbergii  
Chinkapin is a native oak growing throughout most of Oklahoma (except for w ¼ and 
panhandle) and eastward; it is a rather attractive shade tree that grows 40 to 50 feet 
high and wide in the landscape (ultimate 90’ wide, 100’ high); typically developing low 
branching with an irregular, round-topped form.  The tree has a nice medium texture in 
summer and a medium-coarse texture in winter. Bark on stems and trunk develops into 
irregular blocky scales with age and is quite attractive. Leaves are a glossy, dark yellow-
green in summer with varying fall color of yellow to orangish brown to brown. Adaptable 
to various soils, even alkaline soils, found growing in oak-hickory forests, especially on 
limestone outcrops and floodplain forests; quite drought resistant and tolerant of 
windswept sites. Chinkapin oak can be susceptible to oak wilt, anthracnose, leaf miners, 
and acorn weevils. 
 

• Exposure: Full sun to part shade 
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• Soil: Prefers well-drained soil 
• Hardiness: USDA Zone 5-9  

 
Shrub - Juniper Collection – Juniperus virginiana ‘Taylor’, J. chinensis ‘Saybrook 
Gold’, and J. horizontalis ‘Monber’ Icee Blue® 
This collection represents the very diverse genus Juniperus, which has several species 
and many cultivars within each species. Junipers come in upright, spreading or low 
groundcover forms. In general junipers are adaptable to a wide range of soils and 
withstand hot dry locations once established. 
 
Juniperus virginiana ‘Taylor’ - ‘Taylor’ is narrow, upright to about 4’-5’ wide reaching 15’-
20’ high, which makes it excellent for tight spaces. This natural variation of the Eastern 
redcedar was discovered in 1978 in Taylor, Neb. The qualities of Juniperus virginiana 
‘Taylor’ do not stop with its growth habit. It has been found to be disease resistant and 
tolerant of a wide variety of soil and environmental conditions. These attributes give it 
great value as a landscape plant.  
 
The Taylor juniper can be used as a sentinel to a doorway or as an effective and orderly 
screen or border. It can add a vertical element to the horizontal facade of a building. 
Taylor is comfortable in tough urban sites such as narrow planting beds next to brick 
walls and concrete. Plant it with a mass of native grass at its feet and these grassland 
companions take on the appeal of the country, providing a lovely winter display and 
cozy cover for wildlife. The Nebraska Statewide Arboretum introduced the Taylor juniper 
to the ornamental plant industry as part of its plant introduction program in 1992. 
 
J. chinensis ‘Saybrook Gold’  P.P. 5014  (J. x media ‘Saybrook Gold’) - ‘Saybrook Gold’ 
is the brightest gold , holding its color year round with a compact, spreading habit 
(arching horizontal with ascending tips) to about 30” high and 6’ (8’) wide; bird’s nest 
depression in center. It originated from Girard Nursery in Geneva, Ohio. 
 
J. horizontalis ‘Monber’ Icee Blue® P.P #9,639 – this cultivar was discovered as a sport 
of Wiltonii juniper and was introduced by Monrovia in 1996. Icee Blue® is a low, mat 
forming species with beautiful silver-blue foliage. Icee Blue is great for erosion control, 
softening the top edge of masonry wall or nestled in between boulders in a rock garden. 
 

• Exposure: Sun to part shade 
• Soil: Moist, well-drained 
• Hardiness: USDA Zone 4-9 

 
Perennial - Arkansas Bluestar, Amsonia hubrichtii – Arkansas Bluestar was the 
perennial plant of the year by the Perennial Plant Association in 2011; common names 
include Arkansas blue star, Arkansas amsonia, thread-leaf blue star, narrow leaf blue 
star, and Hubricht’s blue star.  It contains a milky sap that makes it unappealing to deer. 
Arkansas bluestar is native to eastern Oklahoma and Arkansas (discovered by Leslie 
Hubricht in Arkansas in 1942), but does well throughout the state. It is tolerant of moist 
soils and is quite drought tolerant once established. Flowers are sky blue, star shaped, 
and develop in clusters at the end of each branch in early spring. Leaves are needle-like 
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on upright stems that sway in the breeze providing a soft, wispy appearance; foliage is 
bright green in summer and then in fall, seemingly overnight, it explodes into a golden 
yellow color. Amsonia grows to 3 feet high. Plant in masses for best effect; can be used 
in mixed borders, meadows, native gardens, and open woods. Amsonia is easily 
propagated by seed, division, or softwood cuttings. 
 

• Exposure: Sun, part shade 
• Soil: Moist, well-drained 
• Hardiness: USDA Zone 4-9 

 
Annual - Perilla frutescens Magilla™ - Magilla™ Perilla is known for its brightly 
colored leaves of dark purple to hot pink and green, Magilla Perilla is a vigorous annual.  
Magilla Perilla is a coleus look-alike, is in the same family as coleus, and has similar 
characteristics and growing needs. The species, Perilla frutescens, can be weedy, but 
this clone is well behaved due to sterile seeds. Magilla Perilla grows into a 24” tall 
mound and is very heat tolerant. Magilla Perilla looks great in beds, mixed borders, and 
is spectacular in a container planting. Keep Magilla watered and mulched during the 
growing season. Feed with a light application of a slow-release, balanced fertilizer a 
month after planting and again in mid-summer. Magilla Perilla has a decidedly coleus-
like look about it even though its distributor, Ball FloraPlant of Chicago, assures us it's a 
selection of Perilla.  While Ball FloraPlant is the source of the catchy name, the plant 
itself was discovered in the collection of a specialist grower in Japan. Miyoshi, a 
Japanese plant breeding firm, obtained the plant and made marketing arrangements 
with Ball FloraPlant. Cuttings are grown in Costa Rica. 
 

• Exposure: Full sun to part shade 
• Soil: Well-drained, moist 
• Hardiness: Use as an annual 

 
Future Selections* 
2013 
CC – Specialty Fruit for Small Spaces including miniature peaches, columnar apples, 
dwarf pomegranate, and dwarf patio type blueberries (Tophat, Dwarf Northsky, Dwarf 
Northblue, Sunshine Blue) 
Tree – Euonymus bungeanus ‘Pink Lady’ 
Shrub – Vitex spp., Chaste Tree  
Perennial – Nepeta x faassenii ‘Walker’s Low’, Catmint  
Annual – Helenium ‘Dakota Gold’ 
 

2014 
CC – Heptacodium miconioides, Seven-son-flower 
Tree – Chilopsis linearis ‘Bubba’, ‘Burgundy’, Desert Willow 
Shrub - Viburnum dentatum ‘Blue Muffin’ 
Perennial – Panicum virgatum ‘Heavy Metal’, Northwind’, ‘Shenandoah’ 
Annual - Juncus effusus ‘Big Twister’, Corkscrew Rush  

 
2015 
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CC – Nyssa sylvatica, Black Gum (new improved cultivars) 
Tree – Acer campestre, Hedge Maple 
Shrub – Berberis, pillar series – Helmond Pillar, Sunjoy Gold Pillar, Golden Rocket, 
Orange Rocket 
Perennial – Phlox ‘Volcano’ series 
Annual – Cleome hassleriana, spider flower  

 
*Future selection subject to change. 
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Use of Shade Cloth to Grow Spring Crops Later and Fall Crops Earlier 
 

Niels and Carla Maness  
Maness Farm, Perkins, Oklahoma 

 
  In 2010 we started a project on our vegetable farm to extend the growing season 
– in reverse. Instead of protecting crops from the cold which might enable us to market 
them during the early spring/winter months, we wanted to protect the crops from the 
heat and enable greater production during the summer and fall months – still out of 
traditional production season but during our summer Farmers Market marketing season. 
With the help of an Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food and Forestry (ODAFF) 
Farm Diversification Producer grant, a shade cloth project to cool crops during the 
summer heat was begun. 
 
 Our farm, located southwest of Stillwater near Perkins, consists of about 5 to 7 
acres in vegetable production. We exclusively market through the Stillwater Farmers 
Market which operates as an outdoor summer market (April through October) and an 
indoor winter market (November through March). Customer attendance at the height of 
our summer market is estimated at 450 to 550 per Saturday; at the height of the winter 
market 100 to 200 customers are in attendance. We are observing customer growth at 
both markets. While we are producing more cool season crops for market at the winter 
market, our operation is predominantly outdoor field production. We are putting effort 
into “off-season” field production during the summer and fall months to meet customer 
demand during the more heavily attended summer market season.  

 
Our shade cloth system: The two major components required are shade cloth 

and a supporting system to suspend the shade cloth above the crops. We used 50 % 
shade black knitted shade cloth, obtained in 6 foot wide, 200 foot long rolls. Shade cloth 
can be obtained to block more or less sunlight (identified by the “50 %” above) and is 
available in numerous colors and width/length configurations. We chose to use knitted 
shade cloth over woven shade cloth because of its lower cost and because it tends not 
to unravel when torn and may be more durable under field-use conditions. 

 
To suspend shade cloth over crops we originally planned to use 9 gauge wire 

hooped over the crop rows. As a quick test we cut some lengths of wire and placed wire 
hoops at the recommended 3 foot intervals in our open field during winter, 2009. Even 
without shade cloth attached these wire hoops swayed a lot in the wind (especially 
during the winter blizzard in 2009) and we looked for a more sturdy design. We could 
have placed wire hoops at closer intervals (2 feet instead of 3 feet) to add overall 
suspending structure strength. “Quick-hoops” are made from sturdier ½ inch metal 
electrical wire conduit (otherwise known as electromechanical tubing or emt) which is 
available from electrical supply stores in 10 foot lengths. Using a relatively inexpensive 
hoop bender ($69 from Johnny’s Seed Co.) the straight10 foot emt can be bent into a 4 
foot wide (approximately 4 feet high prior to insertion into the ground) hoop (you can 
also make a 6 foot wide, 3 foot tall hoop with the 6 foot bender). Full and easy to follow 
instructions are included with the bender. These hoops were advertised in various 
publications and seed catalogs for use in “low tunnels”, suspending plastic over crops 
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even under snow load. After crunching the numbers of placing 9 gauge wire hoops 
spaced at 2 foot intervals versus ½ inch emt hoops spaced at the recommended 5 foot 
intervals, material costs were very comparable. We used the ½ inch emt.  

 
For relatively short statured crops such as lettuce, green beans, etc. the hoops 

were  inserted about 1 foot into the ground (making the overall tunnel height about 3 
feet) and placed down the row at 5 foot intervals (Fig. 1). Our 200 foot length of shade 
cloth required 41 hoops per shade cloth roll. Shade cloth was attached to each outside 
hoop with 5 to 7 plastic zip ties (also available from electrical supply stores); each inside 
hoop required just two zip ties placed close to the bottom on each end of the shade 
cloth. Plastic snap clamps are also available for securing shade cloth or plastic to the 
hoops. During shade cloth installation, start at one end and work towards the other, 
pulling the cloth tight before securing to each successive hoop. The 6 foot wide shade 
cloth hung about 1 to 1.5 feet from ground level on each side, providing ample shade 
during most parts of the day to crops in two rows spaced about 2.5 to 3 feet apart (Fig 
2). To harvest we crawled through the tunnel – a little claustrophobic but cooler than 
outside the tunnel! Pesticides could be sprayed through the shade cloth with ease. New 
material costs for this system is about $1.40 to $1.50 per linear foot – if usable life is 
figured at 10 cropping cycles, this figures to 14 to 15 cents per linear foot.  

 

  
 

 
 
 
For taller statured crops such as tomatoes the hoops needed to be taller. We cut 

the straight 10 foot emt into thirds (about 3 foot, 3 inch lengths) and inserted the straight 
pieces about 1.5 to 2 feet into the ground, placed diagonal to the tomato row at about 4 
foot widths and continued at 5 foot hoop spacing intervals down the row. Hoops were 
attached to the installed straight emt pieces using set screw emt couplings (available 
where emt is sold) and shade cloth was installed as described for the short statured 
crops. Total hoop height was about 6 feet and shade cloth was suspended about 3 to 4 
feet above the ground (Fig. 3). It is advisable to tie the two outside hoops and a portion 
of the inner hoops down to prevent them from being pulled up by high winds – in a stake 
and weave tomato support system, hoops can be tied to metal fence posts. There was 
ample space to reach under the shade cloth during tomato harvest. New material costs 

Figure 1. Hoop placement prior 
to shade cloth installation. 

Figure 2. Tunnel after shade 
cloth installation. 
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for this system was about $1.70 to $1.80 per linear foot – if usable life is figured at 5 
cropping cycles, this figures to 34 to 36 cents per linear foot. 
 

   
 
 After use in both hoop installation systems the zip ties were cut with snippers and 
the shade cloth was either rolled for storage or used on a subsequent hoop installation. 
Hoops were pulled from the ground and either placed over another planting or stacked 
for the winter. 

 
Our shade cloth project: We had various goals for this project depending on 

the crop. For lettuce and green beans, we wanted to use a shade cloth system for 
production throughout the summer. For tomatoes our goal was to reduce temperature 
enough to allow fruit set later in the summer (for increased production in mid-late 
September) and perhaps to allow fruit set earlier in the fall (for increased production of 
mature fruit prior to the first frost). For sugar snap peas we wanted to use shade cloth to 
cool the soil after a fall planting and allow for seed germination and early fall crop 
establishment. 
  
In our experience, shade cloth can reduce soil temperature by about 10 to 12 ⁰F in 
direct sun. This about equals the difference in soil temperature under direct sun of bare 
ground versus ground under sod. While shade cloth has a cooling effect on air 
temperature during daylight hours, it has little to no effect on night-time air temperature.  
Lettuce: Our traditional lettuce harvest season ends in early to late June due to heat-
induced plant bolting and development of bitter leaf flavor. We target shade cloth 
plantings to start in late May (or when daytime temperatures consistently reach 85 ⁰F). 
We establish lettuce in the field as transplants in two-row blocks with 2.5 to 3 foot 
between row spacing and plants spaced about 1 foot apart within each row. Lettuce for 
traditional season production can be seeded and produced in a greenhouse – lettuce for 
hot off-season production must be planted into flats and germinated under cool 
conditions (flats can be placed into a cooler for about 2 days or an air conditioned space 
until plant emergence), then moved into a cooled greenhouse or shaded outdoor bench 
(another use for shade cloth!) during transplant growth. Shade cloth was applied 
immediately after transplanting and drip tape irrigation installation. Lettuce harvest was 
typically within 4 to 6 weeks of planting/shade cloth installation.  We were able to 

Figure 3. Tall crop tunnel. 
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produce a lettuce crop for marketing as late as early August in 2010 but the extreme 
heat in 2011 prohibited lettuce production past July 10. We harvested smaller heads in 
the summer than in the spring to prevent bolting or bitter flavor development. From a 
single summer lettuce planting (two 200 foot tunnels of which about ¼ was deemed 
unmarketable due to bitter leaf flavor) we made $249. At $0.15 per linear foot for shade 
cloth material costs, our shade cost was $60. As we tweak our lettuce system for better 
varieties to prevent crop loss due to bitter leaf development and perhaps larger overall 
head size, we believe our income can increase to $350 to $400 per planting. We believe 
the lettuce system is successful and profitable and plan to continue it. 
Green beans: We hoped that shade cloth would reduce air temperature enough to 
reduce plant stress and allow green bean pods to set in abundance – this wasn’t the 
case. We observed very high spider mite pressure which placed the plants under 
increased stress. A few pods did set and grew to commercial maturity, but there were 
few to no seeds inside many of  the pods. Our conclusion was that shade cloth could 
not reduce summer temperatures enough to be feasible for use with green beans, at 
least on our farm. 
 
Tomatoes: We installed one 200 foot length of shade cloth in our “tall crop” system over 
indeterminate tomatoes in early August, 2011. We did observe one “flush” of tomatoes 
in late August/early September from the shaded row which sold for $120, which may or 
may not have been due to shade cloth cooling. If we assume that it was totally due to 
shade cloth, then at $0.36 per foot the shade cost was $72. At this cost (and our 
uncertainty as to the direct actual benefit of shade cloth for the harvested tomatoes), we 
are unsure whether shade cloth is profitable for tomatoes. Since shade cloth has little to 
no impact on air temperature at night, and since summertime high night temperatures 
are thought to primarily cause low tomato fruit set, we are doubtful that shade cloth will 
be as feasible and profitable as it appears to be for lettuce. Admittedly, August 2011 
was extremely hot, and due to this (and our belief that some year we will have a “cooler” 
summer) we believe the tomato shade cloth system deserves another try.  
Sugar snap peas: We hoped that shade cloth applied just after a mid-August planting 
could reduce soil temperatures enough to allow sugar snap pea germination and 
emergence. In 2011 this was not the case – shade cloth applied 3 days after planting 
did not result in any sugar snap pea emergence. Mesonet reports from a nearby station 
at Merena indicated that average bare soil temperatures hardly dipped below 90 ⁰F 
(was hovering around 95 ⁰) and soil temperature under sod (approximating bare soil 
temperature under shade cloth) was never below 82 ⁰F (was mostly above 85 ⁰F). As 
with tomatoes, we wonder whether shade cloth could work better in a cooler year (soil 
temperatures during the same time period in 2010 were mostly 5 to 8 ⁰F cooler) and we 
are not giving up on the sugar snap pea concept entirely. 
 
 Conclusions: From our limited experience with shade cloth for off-season 
summertime and fall vegetable production, we believe lettuce can be grown profitably 
and plan to continue and refine the practice. Tomatoes and sugar snap peas may show 
promise in some years. Green beans do not appear to have promise for profitable 
production under shade cloth.   
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The Noble Foundation Poly Pipe Hoop House: A Portable, Low Cost 
High Tunnel Hoop House Option for  

Hobby and Commercial Growers   
 

Steve Upson 
The Noble Foundation 

2510 Sam Noble Parkway 
Ardmore OK   73401 

(580) 223-5810 
sdupson@noble.org 

 
Steve Upson, a native of Tulsa, Oklahoma, received a bachelor’s degree in horticulture 
from Oklahoma State University and a master’s degree in horticulture from Kansas 
State University.  Past employment includes serving as a county and district horticulture 
agent with the Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service and as manager of a 
commercial market garden operation east of Kansas City, Missouri. For the past 23 
years, Steve has lived in Ardmore, Oklahoma where he is employed as a horticulture 
consultant with the Noble Foundation. Steve’s current area of specialization involves 
researching and demonstrating the benefits of modified environment ‘hoop house’ high 
value crop production. 
 
The majority of high tunnel hoop houses in use today are permanent structures. 
Typically, these structures are anchored using ground posts, have stationary end walls 
and are large enough to make poly film application and removal a real chore. A recent  
trend by growers is to custom fabricate portable or movable tunnels in order to reduce 
initial cost, spread the cost of the structures over more crops and enable the 
unencumbered use of bedding and mulch laying equipment.  
 
There are three basic types of movable hoop houses: (1) skid or roller mounted models, 
(2) ‘lift and tote’ structures that can be lifted intact (or partially intact) and moved to 
another site and (3) those that can be easily disassembled and reassembled. Each type 
of movable structure has it strengths and weaknesses. Because there is no ‘one model 
fits all’ movable structure, growers should choose a design that best matches their goals 
and available resources.  
 
The Noble Foundation poly pipe house is a ‘hybrid’ portable structure incorporating 
features of both permanent and completely portable structures. With the exception of 
the ground posts, every component of the structure can be disassembled. While the 
structure is designed to be portable, it is also suitable for use as a permanent structure. 
Equipped with the Noble Foundation portable end wall, or comparable end wall, the 
Noble Foundation poly pipe high tunnel hoop house offers the market gardener an 
alternative, cost competitive, season extension structure with a long service life. 
 
Sometime around 2000, I began demonstrating the use of high density polyethylene 
(HDPE) pipe in hoop house construction. My interest in using poly pipe was primarily in 
response to the need by growers for a lower cost alternative to steel pipe. Also during 
this time, many first time hoop house growers were using PVC pipe as a construction 
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material only to have their houses destroyed in storms. I was also aware of the 
tremendous supply of used poly pipe, sometimes in lengths of several thousand feet or 
more, lying abandoned around oil fields across Oklahoma and Texas. Much of this pipe 
was in good condition and, if suitable for hoop fabrication, would substantially reduce 
the cost of house construction. 
 
From the beginning, we chose 2-inch diameter SDR-11 poly pipe to construct our 
houses because it is a common size used in the oil field and is readily available at oil 
field supply companies.  It is also used in geothermal energy systems. This pipe has a 
wall thickness of ¼-inch making it extremely durable. Because it comes in a roll, a pipe 
bender is not required to fabricate hoops. Because polyethylene is a product of natural 
gas, the cost of poly pipe will reflect the cost of natural gas. Typically, the cost of SDR-
11 poly pipe is less than equivalent diameter galvanized steel pipe and more than 
equivalent diameter PVC pipe.  
 
Since poly pipe does not have the structural strength compared to steel pipe, we limited 
the width of our first houses to 10 feet.  These houses performed admirably and did not 
exhibit the same deficiencies common to similar sized, free span PVC houses, namely 
hoop fracturing caused by over flexing during high winds.  
 
Our next structures were widened to 14 feet. After four years and several modifications, 
we are pleased with the results. To reduce cost and make it easier to attach and detach 
the poly film covering, we elected to use rope straps positioned over the top of the 
structure between the hoops as an alternative to poly fastener (Wiggle Wire) or lath to 
secure the film to the frame. As an added benefit, rope straps stabilize the hoops 
without the need for pipe purlins. 
 
During early testing, we noticed that water tended to accumulate in the folds of the poly 
film when the poly was raised on the sides of the frame during venting. Standard 
operating procedure calls for closing the house during stormy weather. On one 
occasion, we failed to close the house during a storm and the house collapsed under 
the weight of water that had collected in the folds of the cover. In response to this 
design flaw, we developed a method of venting the house without causing excess 
folding of the poly film. This venting method, called a split vent, enables the house to be 
vented along the sides of the structure without the need to raise the poly film along the 
sides of the structure. The split vent also enables venting without exposing tender 
vegetation to cold air, a common occurrence during late winter in houses equipped with 
roll up vents.  
 
The only limit to how long a poly pipe house can be constructed is the length of the poly 
film. House width, however, is a different matter. I am occasionally asked if 2-inch poly 
pipe can be used to construct hoop houses wider than 14 feet. My answer is possibly. 
People have built wider structures, but they are generally equipped with interior columns 
to provide support against collapse and purlins to stabilize hoop movement. My advice 
to anyone planning on constructing a free span structure greater than 14 feet wide using 
2-inch SDR-11 poly pipe is to construct a small structure first and evaluate its 
performance under their growing conditions. 
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The initial cost of a poly pipe hoop house is primarily dependent on the length of the 
structure, hoop spacing, the use of new or used poly pipe and the type of end wall and 
door selected for use with the house. Current (2011) price to construct a 14-foot X 36-
foot Noble Foundation poly pipe hoop house equipped with new poly pipe hoops on 4-
foot centers and Noble Foundation removable end walls is $1,234.00.  
 
Plans for constructing a 14-foot wide X 36-foot long poly pipe high tunnel hoop house 
are now available at no cost by contacting the Noble Foundation. The plans will also be 
available on the Noble Foundation website www.noble.org in early 2012.  
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Mixing and Spraying Small Acreages 
Charles Luper 

Extension Associate 
Pesticide Safety Education Program 

127 Noble Research Center 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater OK 74078-3033 

 
 
This talk gives an overview of measuring small areas for spraying as they relate to 
horticulture production. Instruction is provide on how to convert label use rates from 
large acreage to a small areas and mix small amounts to cover small areas. Proper 
disposal of pesticides was provided with information on the Oklahoma Unwanted 
Pesticide Disposal Program. 
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 OUR FARM’S Experience with Cool Season Greens in a Hoop House 
 

Marie Koelsch, Our Farm, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
 

Hoop house vegetables have been part of Our Farm for several years.  Hoop houses 
are basically plastic covered frames that receive heat from only the sun for warmth.  
Ours doesn’t have any electronic controls and temperature is regulated through opening 
and closing the large doors on both ends of the house and by rolling up the sides for 
additional cooling in the spring.  The size of our hoop house is 96ft. X 20ft. with a single 
layer 6mil greenhouse plastic covering it and 4 ft. wide raised beds in it.  
 
In 2010 we were approached by Sue Gray with OSU about a two year project to trial 
cool season leafy greens in our hoop house during the fall-winter-spring growing 
season.  Before this time we had used our hoop house to extend the growing season for 
warm season crops such as tomato, eggplant, and pepper, but had not tried to grow 
during the winter months.   
 
In September of 2010 we worked with OSU to direct seed nine different cool season 
greens including spinach, Swiss chard, romaine lettuce, collard, kale, turnip, mustard, 
broccoli raab, and spinach mustard.  Before planting we had soil tests done on the two 

beds that we would be using and fertilized 
according to the soil labs suggestions for leafy 
greens.  We used a multi-row push planter from 
Johnnie’s Seed to plant and for the most part it 
worked fairly well although we did have to 
replant a few plots. 
Greens were planted in rows 4.5 inches apart 
with about 8 or 9 seeds/row foot on 9/24/10.  
Rows that came up thick were thinned by hand 
to about 1 inch between plants.  We harvested 
the greens by cutting by hand with a knife and 
then packaged them for sale to our customers.  

Harvests began fairly soon for mustard, spinach mustard and turnip which we began to 
harvest in October (see chart below).  All of the different crops were harvested multiple 
times from one planting except for the romaine lettuce that was taken as whole plants. 
For the most part, most of the crops worked out 
pretty well.  One issue that we had to address was 
that many of our customers didn’t know how to 
cook greens, but by sharing reciepes and other 
information we seemed to be able to inform our 
customers to the point that they were willing to buy 
the greens from us.  One exception to this was 
broccoli raab which didn’t really go over well.  
Because of this we dropped broccoli raab from the 
trial for the 2011-2012 trial and added another leaf 
lettuce in its place. 
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I’ve included the table with the harvest results from our trial below.  The highest yielder 
was Swiss chard which produced nearly 3 lbs. per square foot while the next highest 
was broccoli raab at a little over 2 lbs. 
 
Summing up, we had a positive experience with cool season greens in our hoop house.  
The different crops went through a severe freeze in early February (-20oF) with no 
additional cold protection besides the hoop house.  We did experience some pest 
problems such as aphids during the winter and grasshoppers early in the fall.  These 
were controlled mostly with ‘Safers soap’.  We had sale prices of $1.30-1.50/lb. for most 
of the crops to $4.00/lb. for spinach, $2.00/lb for Swiss chard and kale, and $3.00 per 
plant for lettuce.  Based on our experiences we are looking forward to another year of 
growing these greens and are encouraged by the results that we saw. 
 
2010-11 Leafy Greens Variety trial, Koelsch Farm, Tulsa, OK.   
Crop Variety Source Yield (lbs) per sq.ft. 
Spinach  Olympia Chriseed 1.6 b-cz 
Swiss chard Rhubarb Chard Harris 2.7 a 
Romaine Lettuce Green Towers Seedway 0.6 d 
Broccoli Raab Zamboni Seedway 2.2 a-b 
Collard Champion DeWitt 1.1 b-d 
Kale Vates Blue Curled Scotch DeWitt 1.2 b-d 
Mustard Southern Giant Curled DeWitt 0.8 c-d 
Spinach Mustard Savanna Chriseed 1.6 b-c 
Turnip Southern Green Chriseed 1.8 a-c 
z Numbers in a column followed by the same letter exhibited no significant differences based on Duncan’s 
Multiple Range Test where P=0.05. 
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2010-2011 monthly and total yields of leafy greens, Koelsch farm, Tulsa, OK. 
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High Tunnel Cool Season Greens 
 

L. Brandenberger, B. Kahn, Sue Gray, Rex Koelsch, Marie Koelsch, L. Carrier, 
S. Upson, C. Rohla, J. Shrefler, W. Roberts, M. Taylor, and J. Laughlin 

 
High tunnel vegetable crop production is used in the U.S. and worldwide.  High tunnels 
(hoop houses) are basically plastic covered frames that receive only passive solar heat 
for warmth.  High tunnels are used to extend the growing season of warm season 
vegetable crops such as tomatoes, peppers, and cucurbits.  These structures allow 
farmers to start these crops much earlier in the spring and to continue production much 
later in the fall.  This is a good use for these structures, but without supplemental heat, 
warm season crops cannot be grown in these structures during the coldest months of 
the year (December-February).  A key aspect of fresh market growing is producing and 
selling crops year round.  The objective of this trial was to observe different cool season 
leafy green crops to determine the feasibility of production in high tunnels during fall, 
winter, and spring.  Trials during 2011 were carried out at four different locations across 
the state.  Locations included the Samuel Noble Foundation at Ardmore, Oklahoma 
State University at Oklahoma City, Wes Watkins Research and Extension Center at 
Lane, and the Koelsch farm at Tulsa.  All trials were initiated in the fall of 2010 and 
completed in the spring of 2011.  Crops included spinach, Swiss chard, romaine lettuce, 
collard, kale, mustard, turnip, broccoli raab, and spinach mustard. 
 
Soil was prepared for planting in early September and included soil testing to determine 
the levels of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and soil pH.  Fertility levels were targeted 
at 120 lbs. of nitrogen and 150 lbs. of phosphorus and potassium per acre.  Plots were 
direct seeded with a hand push planter (Johnny’s 9156 seeder) with rows 4.5 inches 
apart and approximately 8 to 9 seeds/linier foot during late September and early 
October.  Plots were replicated either three or four times in a randomized design and 
consisted of an area of approximately 6-16 sq. ft. per plot.  Harvests began in late 
October and were completed in late May for most sites.  Recorded data included fresh 
weight at each harvest and pest and other issues with the plantings. 
 
Based on these results, the authors would conclude that production of cool season leafy 
greens is possible during the coldest months of the year.  We saw differences in yield 
potential and also cold tolerance of crops included in the trial.  Other issues to note 
included some problems with the planter.  When planting in plots that contained plant 
debris we experienced soil being pushed along by the planter instead of planting 
through it.  Plans for this coming season include dropping broccoli raab due to low 
market demand, adding another leaf lettuce to the trial, and the use of transplants for 
leaf lettuces only.  For more complete results see the 2011 Vegetable Trial Report from 
OSU at:  http://www.hortla.okstate.edu/industry/vegetables/index.htm. 
 

Acknowledgements:  The authors wish to thank the Oklahoma Department of 
Agriculture Food and Forestry for their support of the project through the specialty crop 
grant program.  
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2010-11 High tunnel cool season greens trial, Koelsch Farm, Tulsa, OK.  
Crop Variety Source Yield (lbs) per sq.ft.
Spinach  Olympia Chriseed 1.6 b-cz 
Swiss chard Rhubarb Chard Harris 2.7 a 
Romaine Lettuce Green Towers Seedway 0.6 d 
Broccoli Raab Zamboni Seedway 2.2 a-b 
Collard Champion DeWitt 1.1 b-d 
Kale Vates Blue Curled Scotch DeWitt 1.2 b-d 
Mustard Southern Giant Curled DeWitt 0.8 c-d 
Spinach Mustard Savanna Chriseed 1.6 b-c 
Turnip Southern Green Chriseed 1.8 a-c 
z Numbers in a column followed by the same letter exhibited no significant differences based on Duncan’s 
Multiple Range Test where P=0.05. 
 
2010-11 High tunnel cool season greens trial, Noble Foundation, Ardmore, OK.   
Crop Variety Source Yield (lbs) per sq.ft.
Spinach  Olympia Chriseed 1.3 b-dz 
Swiss chard Rhubarb Chard Harris 1.6 b-c 
Romaine Lettuce Green Towers Seedway 1.5 b-d 
Broccoli Raab Zamboni Seedway 0.9 d 
Collard Champion DeWitt 1.6 b-c 
Kale Vates Blue Curled Scotch DeWitt 1.2 c-d 
Mustard Southern Giant Curled DeWitt 1.9 a-b 
Spinach Mustard Savanna Chriseed 2.2 a 
Turnip Southern Green Chriseed 2.3 a 
z Numbers in a column followed by the same letter exhibited no significant differences based on 
Duncan’s Multiple Range Test where P=0.05.
 
2010-11 High tunnel cool season greens trial, Wes Watkins Agriculture Research and Extension 
Center, Lane, OK.   
Crop Variety Source Yield (lbs) per sq.ft.
Spinach  Olympia Chriseed 0.62 cdz 
Swiss chard Rhubarb Chard Harris 0.91 bcd 
Romaine Lettuce Green Towers Seedway 0.64 cd 
Broccoli Raab Zamboni Seedway 0.54 d 
Collard Champion DeWitt 1.23 ab 
Kale Vates Blue Curled Scotch DeWitt 1.50 a 
Mustard Southern Giant Curled DeWitt 1.08 ac 
Spinach Mustard Savanna Chriseed 0  
Turnip Southern Green Chriseed 0.67 cd 
z Numbers in a column followed by the same letter exhibited no significant differences based on Duncan’s 
Multiple Range Test where P=0.05. 
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2010-11 High tunnel cool season greens trial, Oklahoma State University, Oklahoma City, OK.
Crop Variety Source Yield (lbs) per sq.ft.
Spinach  Olympia Chriseed  2.5 bz  
Swiss chard Rhubarb Chard Harris  5.5 a 
Romaine Lettuce Green Towers Seedway  2.2 b 
Broccoli Raab Zamboni Seedway  3.0 b 
Collard Champion DeWitt  2.2 b 
Kale Vates Blue Curled Scotch DeWitt  1.2 c 
Mustard Southern Giant Curled DeWitt  2.7 b 
Spinach Mustard Savanna Chriseed  2.3 b 
Turnip Southern Green Chriseed  2.8 b 
z Numbers in a column followed by the same letter exhibited no significant differences based on 
Duncan’s Multiple Range Test where P=0.05.
 

Thinning and Weeding Multi-row push planter 

Spinach mustard Swiss chard 
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ENHANCING OKLAHOMA’S FRESH MARKET SWEET CORN 

INDUSTRY – A PROGRESS REPORT 
 

Brian A. Kahn and Lynn P. Brandenberger 
 

Dept. of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture, 
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078 

 
 
Oklahoma once was an important regional producer of fresh market sweet corn.  Today, smaller 
producers and local market outlets are more important, but the need for current, research-based 
knowledge remains high.  All producers, from commercial-scale to home gardens, need current 
information on cultivars best adapted to our challenging growing conditions.  There also is 
interest in marketing sweet corn through the Farm-to-School program.  The current peak for 
Oklahoma sweet corn production is during July.  Historically, production of a fall sweet corn crop 
has been severely constrained by insect pressure.  Development of new sweet corn cultivars 
with inherent resistance to Lepidoptera larvae (“worms”) increases the chances of a successful 
fall crop.  A project was developed in 2009 with two main goals:  1) to provide current 
information on sweet corn cultivars best adapted to Oklahoma; and 2) to conduct research on 
practices for fall sweet corn production, with a focus on providing a quality product for potential 
Farm-to-School marketing during as much of the fall term as possible.  Partial support for this 
project was obtained in 2010 through a Specialty Crop Block Grant administered by the 
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food, and Forestry. 
Spring sweet corn cultivar trials have been conducted for decades at the Oklahoma Vegetable 
Research Station in Bixby.  This tradition is being maintained.  Results are published in the 
annual OSU Vegetable Trial Report (MP-164) and are not reported in detail in this paper.  Over 
time, a well-adapted supersweet yellow corn with genetic resistance to Lepidoptera larvae was 
identified through our cultivar trials:  ‘GSS 0966’ from Syngenta.  In 2010, a fall study was 
initiated at Bixby using ‘GSS 0966.’  This was a stand establishment study with two types of 
treatments in factorial combination:  (a) five planting dates (July 1, July 15, July 23, August 2, 
and August 12) and (b) two seeding treatments:  either planted to stand (≈ 1 seed / 8 inches) or 
sown thick (≈ 1 seed / 5 inches) and thinned to the target final stand of 1 plant / 12 inches.  Plots 
were shown to interested stakeholders during a twilight tour on September 24, 2010.   
 
Results from the 2010 study showed that seeding treatments did not affect marketable yields 
and had few effects overall.  Plots planted to stand were equal to or greater than thinned plots 
for final stands.  The primary effects, as expected, came from planting dates and are 
summarized in Table 1. 
 
A planting date study was conducted in 2011 at Bixby using ‘GSS 0966’ and four planting dates 
(July 18, July 25, August 1, and August 8), with plots planted to stand on each date.  Conditions 
were extremely hot and dry.  However, none of the dates gave stands that differed from the 
desired stand of 1 plant / 12 inches.  Although stands established, plants later succumbed to 
heat and drought. 
 
An insect control study was conducted in 2011 at Stillwater.  This study used two cultivars 
(‘Garrison’ and ‘GSS 0966’) in factorial combination with five insect control treatments (four 
insecticide regimes, plus an unsprayed control).  There was one planting date (July 27).  Plots 
were sown to stand but were later thinned in order to equalize stands among treatments. 
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One objective of the 2011 study was to see if a “soft” insecticide program would allow 
sustainable fall production of ‘Garrison’, a sweet corn cultivar genetically very similar to ‘GSS 
0966’ but without genetic resistance to Lepidoptera larvae (in other words, a non-genetically-
modified organism or non-GMO).  The insecticide regimes were: 1) unsprayed control; 2) a 
Bacillus thuringiensis product (B.t.) alternated with an insect virus product; 3) a B.t. product 
alternated with a pyrethrins product; 4) a B.t. product alternated with spinosad; and 5) carbaryl 
alternated with permethrin.  All plots except the controls received one insecticide spray before 
silking (on August 25) to help control early plant damage, and then regular sprays (a total of 
seven, targeted twice a week) starting at the first sign of silking on September 13. 
 
Plots in the 2011 insect control study were harvested by replication on October 10 and 11.  
Each plot’s harvested ears were husked and then sorted into “fill” classes:  (a) essentially filled; 
(b) some gaps but still marketable; and (c) bad fill and so not marketable.  Then, ears in each 
“fill” class were categorized for insect damage:  (a) none; (b) damage ≤ 2.5 cm from ear tip; (c) 
damage ≤ 4 cm from ear tip; and (d) damage > 4 cm from ear tip and/or damage low on the cob 
and so not marketable.  This resulted in a matrix of 12 possible ear quality categories.  
Marketability categories then were created as follows:  

 “Premium” = filled ears with no insect damage or insect damage ≤ 2.5 cm from tip. 
 “Regular” = Premium + ears with some gaps and no insect damage or insect damage    

≤ 2.5 cm from tip. 
 “Local” = Regular + ears with complete or adequate fill but insect damage up to 4 cm 

from tip.  This category could be called “all the potentially marketable ears.” 
 The remaining six ear quality categories were combined and represented the culls. 

 
Results from the 2011 insect control study showed that the insecticide regimes had no effect on 
yield distribution among the marketability categories and minimal effects overall.  There were, 
however, major differences between ‘Garrison’ and ‘GSS 0966’, the most striking of which are 
depicted in Figure 1. 
 
Our studies have shown that sweet corn stand establishment is possible even under summer 
conditions.  Pre-irrigation may be advisable before planting and irrigation during crop 
development is a necessity.  Planting to a stand is possible, and a rate of ≈ 1 seed / 8 inches 
gives a good chance to obtain the desired final stand of 1 plant / 12 inches.  Although a few 
growers have succeeded with early July planting, it is risky and will stress the crop.  On the 
other hand, planting too late in August incurs a risk of frost before harvest (our plots that were 
sown on August 12, 2010 had to be harvested on November 4 to avoid a freeze).  The last two 
weeks in July through the first week in August may be an ideal planting “window” for fall sweet 
corn.  Use of a sweet corn cultivar with genetic resistance to Lepidoptera larvae (such as ‘GSS 
0966’) is of great value in producing fall sweet corn.  A “soft” insecticide program may not be 
enough to allow sustainable production of non-GMO fall sweet corn.  More work is needed to 
determine if more powerful insecticides and/or more frequent applications would be 
economically justified.  More work also is needed to determine the need for, and value of, an 
insecticide program with a GMO cultivar, since relatively few benefits were shown in our 2011 
study.  The Specialty Crop Block Grant ends in 2012, so the extent of future studies will depend 
on identifying new sources of funding. 
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Table 1.  Effects of planting date on marketable ear production by ‘GSS 0966’ corn, Bixby 2010. 
 

Planting date Harvest date 
Marketable ears 
(thousands/A) 

Marketable ears 
(% by count of 
total harvested) 

Average wt. per 
marketable ear 
(oz.) 

July 1 September 7 1.5 dz 10 c 5.8 c 
July 15 September 21 5.8 c 33 b 7.2 b 
July 23 September 30 13.2 a 72 a 8.4 a 
August 2 October 20 13.8 a 76 a 8.5 a 
August 12 November 4 10.3 b 85 a 8.1 a 
z Mean separation in columns by Duncan’s multiple range test, P ≤ 0.05. 
 
 
Figure 1.  Effects of corn cultivar on yield distribution (%) among marketability categories, 
Stillwater 2011.  Cultivars differ by F-test, P ≤ 0.01. 
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Food Safety 101 
 

Lynn Brandenberger and William McGlynn 
Oklahoma State University 

 
Mistakes in food safety can be very costly, most importantly in terms of illnesses and 
even deaths suffered by consumers, but also to the profitability of a farm.  For example, 
the major outbreak of Listeria associated with cantaloupe in 2011 resulted in litigation 
that involved not only the grower and packer, but also the shipper, retailer, and the firm 
that audited the operation.  
 
We can’t completely eliminate all food safety risks associated with fresh produce, but 
we can focus on implementing best practices that can significantly reduce those risks.  
Risks that should be considered include biological, physical, and chemical hazards.  
Physical hazards include foreign objects such as glass, metal, wood, etc.  Chemical 
hazards can include improperly applied pesticides, cleaning agents, and sanitizers.  
Biological hazards are made up of a number of microorganisms including bacteria, 
fungi, and viruses, but bacteria account for 90% or more of all food related illnesses 
from fresh produce.  Bacteria require several things in order to grow and become a food 
safety hazard.  They need moisture which is found in fresh produce, nutrients which are 
also found in fresh produce, warmth (most disease-causing bacteria thrive best at 
somewhere around 10oF higher than room temperature), and time to grow.  The original 
source of bacteria and other microbes that contaminate fresh produce include the soil 
and the digestive tracts of humans and other animals. 
 
Each farm’s food safety plan needs to include both Good Agricultural Practices (GAPs) 
and Good Manufacturing Practices (GMPs), which are focused on reducing food safety 
risks before, during, and after production.  A five step plan can be used to address food 
safety issues on the farm.  These steps include plans to address pre-plant, production, 
harvest, post-harvest, and record keeping issues.  Further information about developing 
your farms food safety plan can be found in two different fact sheets from Oklahoma 
State University:  FAPC168 - Developing a food safety plan for your fresh produce 
operation and FAPC 167 - Fresh produce production food safety plan logs and 
worksheets.  Food safety plans for a farm will be unique to each operation and begin 
with an assessment of the site and its potential for food safety risks continuing on 
through harvest, storage, and transport of fresh produce to market. 
 
Two other publications that are very useful in developing your farms food safety plan 
are “Food Safety Begins on the Farm a Growers Guide” and “Food Safety Begins on the 
Farm a Grower Self Assessment on Food Safety Risks”.  Both of these publications can 
be obtained from the National GAPs program at: 
http://www.gaps.cornell.edu/index.html.  The “Growers Guide” provides a lot of basic 
information related to food safety efforts on the farm while the “Self Assessment” 
provides the review and background for developing an individual farms food safety plan.  
Links to these and other online resources may be found below. 
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Online Resources: 

 

Cornell University GAP Publications 

 

Food Safety Begins on the Farm – a Complete Grower Self-assessment on Food 
Safety Risks 
http://www.gaps.cornell.edu/Educationalmaterials/FApdfs/CompleteAssessment.pdf 
 
Food Safety Begins on the Farm a Growers Guide 
http://www.gaps.cornell.edu/Educationalmaterials/Samples/FSBFEngMED.pdf 

 

OSU Factsheets 

 
FAPC 168 -- Developing a Food Safety Plan for Your Fresh Produce Operation: 
http://www.fapc.biz/files/factsheets/fapc168.pdf 
 
FAPC 167 -- Fresh Produce Production Food Safety Plan Logs and Worksheets:  
http://www.fapc.biz/files/factsheets/fapc167.pdf 

 

FDA and USDA Publications: 

 

FDA Produce and Plant Products Guidance for Industry 

http://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/GuidanceDocu
ments/ProduceandPlanProducts/default.htm 

Includes general guidelines for safe production and processing of fresh fruits and 
vegetables and specific guidelines for tomatoes, melons, leafy greens, and fresh-cut 
produce. 

 

FightBac’s Guide to Safe Handling of Fresh Produce: 

http://www.fightbac.org/campaigns/produce-handling 
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Weed Control 101:  What Mom Didn’t Tell You 
 

Lynn Brandenberger, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 
 
What is the number one problem that vegetable farmers face?  Well, several years ago 
a crop pest survey done by entomologists and plant pathologists for cucurbit crops in 
Texas and Oklahoma found that the number one problem voiced by farmers was weed 
control!  Imagine that!  Weeds compete with crops for water, nutrients, sunlight, and 
space.  Weed species also can harbor pests including disease and insects, and 
vertebrate pests.  Both insects and vertebrates can transmit plant diseases and spread 
other pests as well. 
 
Other not so obvious issues that weeds cause include additional production costs due 
to the need for more water and fertilizer, applications to control secondary pests i.e. 
disease & insects and increased costs for hand-hoeing (200-700 dollars/acre) and 
additional harvest costs and reduction of quality in the crop.  All these can substantially 
increase to cost of production taking a bite out of potential profits.  Last, but important to 
remember, noxious weeds can contaminate and cause many food crops to be 
unmarketable and dangerous for human consumption. 
 
The first step in controlling any pest is to identify it.  Once we’ve done that we can begin 
formulate a control strategy by looking in our weed control toolbox and deciding what 
tools to put into service for controlling the problem.  Remember, a weed is merely any 
plant growing where we don’t want it to grow.  One man’s weeds are another’s crop 
species.  A good place to begin to narrow down the identity of a given weed is what 
season it grows in i.e. cool season vs. warm season weeds  and whether it is a 
dicot/broadleaf  or a monocot/grassy weed. 
 
Once weedy species are identified there are a number of management practices that 
can be brought to bear on the problem.  Some of these include:  Crop & weed history; 
Crop rotations; Crop selection; Irrigation; Mulches; Cultivation; and the use of 
herbicides.  Field history is very important.  Ask any good grower and they will be able 
to tell you:  What crops do best in the field, what weeds are problems, what weed 
control methods worked or didn’t, etc.   Selection of crops that can compete with weedy 
species is another management tool.  Is the crop slow or fast to establish a stand, will it 
cover the ground surface quickly, can it be cultivated?  These are all important things to 
know when working to control weeds in your fields.   Crops that will produce fruit that 
may be handpicked or machine harvested may be able to tolerate some weeds in the 
field.  Good example would be cucurbit crops like watermelon or pumpkin.  Crops that 
have a very low tolerance of weeds in the field at harvest would include all the greens 
crops i.e. spinach, etc.  Seems that most people don’t want pigweed in with their fancy 
salad greens!   
 
Crop rotations should be designed to accomplish several things.  First and foremost 
from a weed control aspect, crops should be selected on the basis of what they will 
allow the grower to accomplish regarding reducing troublesome weed populations.  This 
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really has to do with either bringing in a different cultivation system that allows for 
reducing weed seed banks or the use of pre or postemergence herbicides that will 
control problem weed populations.  Third, rotational crops may also provide other 
advantages to the production field i.e. addition of organic matter, fixation of nitrogen by 
legumes, and the biofumigation potential for some brassica crops such as mustard.   
 
The type of irrigation system used for production affects the ability to control weeds.  
Overhead irrigation systems water both the crop rows and between crop rows.  This 
allows weed species access to water for growth and doesn’t really do anything to help 
control weeds.  Flood/furrow irrigation again waters the entire field benefitting the crop 
and weed species. Drip irrigation has the potential to limit water between row spaces 
and thereby reduce the amount of water available for competing weed species.  Also, 
drip irrigation water will need to be filtered which will remove most weed seed. 
The source of water can have a direct effect on weed seed that may be brought into the 
field.  Pumping water from rivers-streams-lakes or ponds can introduce weed seed into 
a field.  Utilizing water from wells or from other closed sources can eliminate this 
problem. 
 
Mulching is another cultural tool that can help in the control of weeds.  Mulching is 
nothing more than the application of a covering layer of material to the soil surface.  
This covering may be comprised of a variety of materials including organic materials 
such as hay, straw, compost, paper.  Plastic mulching materials such as reflective 
mulches, polyethylene mulches including different colors such as black, brown, green, 
white, etc. may be used for weed control and other aspects of crop management.  
Mulches may have several effects on the growing environment for crops including 
managing soil moisture, soil temperature, soil fertility, excluding light and thereby 
controlling the germination of weed seeds, and can serve as physical barriers to many 
weed species.  Organic mulches cool the soil surface and act as an insulating blanket 
thereby reducing the heat intake and also reducing the fluctuation of soil temperatures.  
They are very useful during the hot summer months to reduce soil and air temps around 
the crop.  Plastic mulches in general increase soil temperatures.  Clear, black, colored, 
IRT, etc. will cause soil to warm more quickly in the spring.  White plastic will generally 
reduce soil temperatures due to reflecting light and thereby solar energy.  Of all the 
plastic mulches, clear will cause the highest heat gain in the soil and is often used for 
solarization of production soils. 
 
Cultivation is the mechanical control of weedy species in a crop.  Weed control through 
cultivation has been used for millennia to control weedy species within crops.  It is still 
used by many farmers for controlling weeds.  People across the globe still use 
cultivation and in fact, in many developing countries it is the only means of weed control 
used.  One issue that should be considered is the amount of time and labor that may go 
into hand weeding.  In the developing world, farmers are often limited by hand weeding 
to a small acreage and thereby to reduced profit potential.  In the developed countries 
this is often not the case because of the availability of capital and technology for weed 
control. 
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Biofumigation is a relatively new approach to weed control.  This method uses mustard 
“green manure” crops to act as a natural fumigant.  The compounds that are contained 
in mustard include glucosinolates which upon breakdown form isothiocyanates.  These 
compounds are naturally formed fumigants.  Although this sounds easy enough, there 
are a lot of environmental variables that may affect the efficacy of this system for weed 
control.  Bottom line, growers should experiment with it to determine if it will work for 
their farm.  Worse-case-scenario there may not be a benefit in weed control, but your 
fields will gain lots of biomass in the soil and you will see an improvement in soil 
conditions and fertility.     
 
Herbicides can be used for weed control in commercial vegetable crops.  Herbicides 
have two basic times that they can be applied for weed control.  First, preemergence 
types are applied prior to weeds emerging from the soil.  Preemergence herbicides may 
be applied before planting (Preplant incorporated “PPI”), just after planting, but before 
seedling emergence of the crop or weed species (Pre or preemergence) or after the 
crop has grown for a while and weeds have been controlled by cultivation (Layby).  The 
second time that herbicides are applied is after weeds have emerged from the soil.  This 
is called postemergence control or “Post” control.  Postemergence herbicides will 
hopefully not damage the crop while controlling the weedy species that needs to be 
controlled.  Using herbicides for weed control should be part of an integrated approach 
to weed control and should not be depended on as the sole means of controlling weeds.  
All herbicides are pesticides and as such should be treated with respect regarding their 
safe and effective use by reading and following all label instructions for a particular crop 
and herbicide combination. 
 
So, there you have it.  Weed control in vegetable crops really should include a number 
of different cultural techniques for managing weeds in our production fields.  These 
range from knowing the weeds that will compete with our crops to crop cultural 
techniques that we can put to work to manage and control weed species in our fields. 
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Hot Summers: Tips and Techniques to Help Your Crop Survive 
 

Warren Roberts, Jeff Anderson, Jim Shrefler, and Merritt Taylor 
 

Producers are looking for techniques that would allow vegetables to be grown under 
adverse weather conditions.  This report summarizes the results of a study that was 
conducted at the Wes Watkins Agricultural Research and Extension Center in Lane, Ok. 
over a three year period.   
 
The study was conducted from 1989 through 1991.  California Wonder bell pepper was 
grown on eight inch tall raised beds each year.  Treatments were divided into two 
categories, either soil mulches or row covers.  The soil mulches included black plastic, 
white plastic, straw, living rye (Secale cereale), and a black, open-weave, synthetic  
ground cover.  The row covers included a white floating row cover (spunbonded 
polypropylene) and a black shade cloth.  For comparison, an untreated bare soil plot 
was included in the study each year. 

 

Floating Row Covers

Straw Mulch

Living Rye

 
The mulches were applied to the surface of 
the soil, and the living rye was planted in the soil when the peppers were transplanted.  
The rye was allowed to grow throughout the season. 
The floating row covers and the black shade cloth were suspended on arches over the 
beds.  The arches were made of one-inch pvc pipe that was inserted into the ground on 
each side of the bed.  The row covers and shade cloth were then suspended over the 
tops of the arches, with the tops of the covers approximately three feet above the soil 
surface. 
 
Light intensity was measured underneath the row covers on several occasions at mid-
day when there were no clouds.  Light intensity underneath the white row covers was 
60-63% of ambient, and underneath the black shade cloth was 31-33% of ambient.  Soil 
moisture was monitored each year, and treatments were irrigated when needed. Soil 
temperatures were monitored three times per week at one inch depths near the middle 
of the day.  Temperatures were lower in 1989 than in either 1990 or 1991.  In the latter 
years, the highest temperatures occurred under black plastic mulch, and the lowest 
temperatures under straw mulch.   

Black Shade Cloth
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Plant leaf temperature was also measured 
at approximately the middle of the day.  Plants grown on black plastic mulch had the 
highest leaf temperatures, and the two plots with the lowest leaf temperature were those 
covered with white floating rowcovers or black shadecloth. 
 
A plant stress index based on leaf temperature, ambient temperature, relative humidity, 
and sunlight intensity was calculated.  This plant stress index indicated that the greatest 
stress occurred with plants grown on black plastic mulch, and the lowest plant stress 
index occurred with plants covered with either white floating rowcovers or black shade 
cloth.  
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Plant leaf chlorophyll was estimated non-destructively by measuring the color of plant 
leaves.  This measurement indicated that the plots with living rye and black shade cloth 
had the lowest levels of chlorophyll.  The low level of chlorophyll in the living rye plots 
might have been due to low levels of plant nitrogen caused by competition of the living 
rye with the pepper plants. 
 
When the peppers were harvested, they were graded and the percentage of fruit with 
sunscald injury was recorded.  In 1989, the highest yielding treatment was from the 
plots covered with black plastic mulch, and the lowest yielding treatment was from the 
plot with living rye.  In 1990, the highest yielding treatment was with the white floating 
rowcovers, and the lowest yielding treatment was black plastic mulch.  In 1991, the 
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highest yielding treatment was white rowcovers, and the lowest yielding treatment was 
black plastic mulch.  Thus, for two years out of three, the white floating rowcovers 
provided the highest yield of any treatment.  Since soil temperatures were lower in 1989 
than in the other two years, this could explain why the black plastic mulch produced 
better yields in the first year but not in the remaining two years.  It is likely that the white 
rowcovers were more beneficial in 1990 and 1991 because of the higher temperatures 
those years.  
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For all three years, the lowest percentage of fruit with sunscald injury occurred in the 
plots covered with white rowcovers.  In 1991, the percentage of injury from plots 
covered with black shade cloth was similar to that of the white floating rowcovers. 
 
To summarize the results of the study over all three years, in a relatively cool year, the 
black plastic mulch produced superior yields, and the two types of rowcovers were not 
necessarily beneficial.  However, in the two years when temperatures were higher, the 
black plastic mulch was detrimental to fruit yield, and the two covers were beneficial.  
Overall, the white plastic mulch was the superior treatment.  It is likely that yields were 
reduced under black shade cloth because of the reduction in leaf chlorophyll.  It is 
possible that if we had used black shade cloth with a lower level of shading the yields 
might have been similar to those of the white rowcover plots. 
 
Other techniques are now commercially available for reducing plant temperatures and 
stress.  Two products are available that can be sprayed onto the surface of the plant 
leaf and fruit.  One such product is “Surround”, a material made of kaolin clay.  Another 
product is “Purshade”, a material made of calcium carbonate (lime).  These materials 
are mixed with water and then sprayed onto the surface of the plants.  These products 
were not commercially available at the time our study was conducted, but the producers 
of these products claim that they can reduce plant temperatures by as much as 10 
degrees Fahrenheit. 
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Pelargonic Acid as a Post-Directed Herbicide for Onions 
 

Charles L. Webber III1, James W. Shrefler2,  
Lynn P. Brandenberger3, and Angela R. Davis1 

 
1USDA, ARS, WWARL, Lane, Oklahoma 

2Oklahoma State University, Lane, Oklahoma 
3Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma 

 
Abstract 
Organic onion producers need appropriate herbicides that can effectively provide post-
emergent weed control. Research was conducted in southeast Oklahoma (Atoka 
County, Lane, OK) to determine the impact of a potential organic herbicide on weed 
control efficacy, crop injury, and yields. The experiment included 5 weed control 
treatments (1 herbicide applied at 3 rates) with sequential applications separated by 8 
days, plus an untreated weedy-check and an untreated weed-free check) with 6 
replications.  The herbicide, Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid), was applied at 3, 6, and 
9% v/v at 40 gpa.  Intermediate day, sweet onion, cv. ‘Candy’, were transplanted on 
April 5, 2010 into 2 rows per 6 ft-wide raised beds.  Each plot consisted of two onion 
rows per 10 ft length of bed. Weed control (total, evening primrose, smooth crabgrass, 
and yellow nutsedge) increased as the rate of Scythe® increased from 3 to 9% v/v. 
Initial, 1 day after initial treatment (DAIT), control for the total, evening primrose, and 
smooth crabgrass ratings were similar, but the smooth crabgrass control quickly 
dropped off after 1 DAIT. Injury increased as the rate of Scythe® increased with a spike 
in injury following the sequential application at 8 DAIT. All Scythe® treatments produced 
significantly less marketable onions and weight/acre. Although onion injury was reduced 
compared to previous research with the over-the-top broadcast applications of potential 
organic herbicides, the onion yields in this study were totally unacceptable due to the 
lack of weed control and crop injury. Further research should combine the use of corn 
gluten meal or mustard meal as preemergence herbicides combined with between row 
applications of post-emergence organic herbicides. 
 
Introduction  
 
Oklahoma producers are interested in sweet onion (Allium cepa L.) as an alternative 
crop for farm diversification.  Onions do not compete well with weeds due to their slow 
growth rate, short height, non-branching plant structure, low leaf area, and shallow root 
system.  The weed control challenges for onion production are even greater for those 
considering organic crop production. Although corn gluten meal has shown promise as 
an early-season pre-emergent organic herbicide in sweet onion production, any 
uncontrolled weeds can inflict serious yield reductions by the end of the growing 
season. Organic onion producers need additional organic herbicides that can affectively 
provide affective post-emergent weed control. Research with post-emergence organic 
contact herbicides determined that these herbicides must be applied to very 
young/small weeds if acceptable weed control is expected.  Previous onion research 
with over-the-top applications of potential organic contact herbicides determined that at 
affective weed control herbicide rates onion injury was detrimental to profitable yields.  
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A potential solution to increase weed control efficacy on larger weeds and decrease 
onion injury is the use of multiple/sequential post-directed herbicide applications 
(herbicides sprayed at the base of the crop rather than over-the-top).  
 
Objective 
The objective of the current research was to determine the impact of sequential post-
directed applications of a potential organic herbicide on weed control efficacy, crop 
injury, and yields. 
 
Material and Methods 
The experiment included 5 weed control treatments (1 herbicide applied at 3 rates, plus 
an untreated weedy-check and an untreated weed-free check) with 6 replications.  
Onions (‘Candy’) were transplanted April 5, 2010.  Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) was 
applied twice, May 17 and May 25, 2010, at 3, 6, and 9% using 40 gpa, 8004 nozzles, 
0.04 gpm, post-directed applications.  
 
The primary weeds during the first sprayer application (May 17) included 1) cutleaf 
evening primrose (Oenothera laciniata Hill), 9-12” tall, 90% cover, 2) smooth crabgrass 
(Digitaria ischaemum  (Schreb.) Schreb. ex Muhl.), 7-10” tall, 4% cover, 3) yellow 
nutsedge (Cyperus esculentus L.), 4-6” tall, 5% cover, and 4) 1% or less of other weeds 
[curly dock (Rumex crispus L.) and cereal rye (Secale cereale L.).  
 
RReessuullttss  aanndd  DDiissccuussssiioonn 
WWeeeedd  CCoonnttrrooll  
WWeeeedd  ccoonnttrrooll  ((ttoottaall,,  eevveenniinngg  pprriimmrroossee,,  ssmmooootthh  ccrraabbggrraassss,,  aanndd  yyeellllooww  nnuuttsseeddggee))  
iinnccrreeaasseedd  aass  tthhee  rraattee  ooff  SSccyytthhee®®  iinnccrreeaasseedd  ffrroomm  33  ttoo  99%%  vv//vv  ((TTaabbllee  11--44))..  IInniittiiaall  ((11  DDAAIITT))  
ccoonnttrrooll  ffoorr  tthhee  ttoottaall,,  eevveenniinngg  pprriimmrroossee,,  aanndd  ssmmooootthh  ccrraabbggrraassss  rraattiinnggss  wweerree  ssiimmiillaarr,,  bbuutt  
tthhee  ssmmooootthh  ccrraabbggrraassss  ccoonnttrrooll  qquuiicckkllyy  ddeeccrreeaasseedd  aafftteerr  11  DDAAIITT..    TToottaall  aanndd  eevveenniinngg  
pprriimmrroossee  wweeeedd  ccoonnttrrooll  rraattiinnggss  ffoolllloowweedd  aa  ssiimmiillaarr  ttrreenndd  tthhrroouugghhoouutt  tthhee  ssttuuddyy  ((eevveenniinngg  
pprriimmrroossee  rreepprreesseenntteedd  9900%%  ooff  tthhee  ttoottaall  wweeeedd  ccoovveerr))..    TThhee  sseeqquueennttiiaall  aapppplliiccaattiioonn  aatt  88  
DDAAIITT,,  rreessuulltteedd  iinn  aann  iinnccrreeaassee  iinn  wweeeedd  ccoonnttrrooll  aatt  99  DDAAIITT  aanndd  tthhee  ffoolllloowwiinngg  rraattiinnggss,,  
eessppeecciiaallllyy  ffoorr  ttoottaall  aanndd  eevveenniinngg  pprriimmrroossee..    GGrraassss  ccoonnttrrooll  rraattiinnggss  wweerree  lloowweerr  aanndd  
ddeeccrreeaasseedd  ffaasstteerr  tthhaann  ttoottaall  aanndd  eevveenniinngg  pprriimmrroossee  wweeeedd  ccoonnttrrooll  rraattiinnggss  ((TTaabbllee  33))..    
YYeellllooww  nnuuttsseeddggee  ccoonnttrrooll  ppeeaakkeedd  wwiitthh  1188%%  aatt  33  DDAAIITT,,  wwiitthh  1177%%  ccoonnttrrooll  aatt  11,,  99,,  aanndd  1111  
DDAAIITT  ((TTaabbllee  44))..    

  
CCrroopp  IInnjjuurryy  
AAllll  rraatteess  ooff  SSccyytthhee®®  aapppplliieedd  ppoosstt--ddiirreecctteedd  ttoo  oonniioonnss  pprroodduucceedd  ssiiggnniiffiiccaannttllyy  ggrreeaatteerr  ccrroopp  
iinnjjuurryy  tthhaann  tthhee  uunnttrreeaatteedd  cchheecckkss  dduurriinngg  tthhee  eennttiirree  eexxppeerriimmeenntt  ((TTaabbllee  55))..  IInnjjuurryy  iinnccrreeaasseedd  
aass  tthhee  rraattee  ooff  SSccyytthhee®®  iinnccrreeaasseedd  wwiitthh  aa  ssppiikkee  iinn  iinnjjuurryy  ffoolllloowwiinngg  tthhee  sseeqquueennttiiaall  
aapppplliiccaattiioonn  aatt  88  DDAAIITT..    

  
CCrroopp  YYiieellddss  
YYiieellddss  ((bbuullbb  nnuummbbeerr  aanndd  wweeiigghhtt  ppeerr  aaccrree))  hhaadd  aa  nnuummeerraabbllee  iinnccrreeaassee  ffrroomm  tthhee  SSccyytthhee®®  
33%%  vv//vv  ttoo  tthhee  SSccyytthhee®®  99%%  vv//vv  aapppplliiccaattiioonn,,  bbuutt  nnoott  aa  ssiiggnniiffiiccaanntt  iinnccrreeaassee  wwhheenn  
ccoommppaarriinngg  SSccyytthhee®®  ttrreeaattmmeennttss  oorr  tthhee  wweeeeddyy--cchheecckk..    AAllll  SSccyytthhee®®  ttrreeaattmmeennttss  pprroodduucceedd  
ssiiggnniiffiiccaannttllyy  ffeewweerr  mmaarrkkeettaabbllee  oonniioonn  bbuullbbss  aanndd  oonniioonn  wweeiigghhtt//aaccrree  ((TTaabbllee  66))..   
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1. Impact of sequential herbicide applications on total weed control across rating 
dates 1 to 28 days after initial treatment (DAIT).  
Herbicide     % v/v 1 3   7        9      11      16   21   28 
    % Total Weed Control 
Scythe  3 47d* 39c 23d 65d 51d 43d 20c 6b 
Scythe  6 60c 64b 43c 78c 73c 56c 28b 8b 
Scythe 9 81b 75b 58b 90b 87b 64b 32b 8b 
Weedy-Check NA 0e 0d 0e 0e 0e 0e 0d 0c 

Weed-Free NA 100a 100a 100a 100a 
10
0a 100a 100a 

10
0a 

*Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 
LSD. 
 
2. Impact of sequential herbicide applications on evening primrose weed control 
across rating dates 1 to 28 days after initial treatment (DAIT).  
Herbicide*   % v/v 1 3   7        9     11 16   21   28 
    % Evening Primrose Control 
Scythe  3 47d* 42d 23d 68d 54d 49d 34d 11c 
Scythe  6 61c 66c 51c 82c 78c 63c 51c 18b 
Scythe 9 84b 78b 62b 92b 90b 75b 62b 23b 
Weedy-Check NA 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0d 

Weed-Free NA 100a 100a 100a 100a 
10
0a 100a 100a 

10
0a 

*Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 
LSD. 
 
3. Impact of sequential herbicide applications on evening smooth crabgrass 
control across rating dates 1 to 28 days after initial treatment (DAIT).  
Herbicide*   % v/v 1      3  7       9   11   16 21   28 
    % Smooth Crabgrass Control 
Scythe  3 43c* 8b 1d 54d 12d 3b 0.3b 0.3b 
Scythe  6 33c 9b 3c 74c 14c 3b 0.3b 0b 
Scythe 9 79b 11b 2b 88b 39b 4b 0.7b 0b 
Weedy-Check NA 0d 0c 0e 0e 0e 0c 0b 0b 

Weed-Free NA 100a 
10
0a 100a 100a 

10
0a 100a 100a 

10
0a 

*Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 
LSD. 
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4. Impact of sequential herbicide applications on evening yellow nutsedge control 
across rating dates 1 to 28 days after initial treatment (DAIT).  
Herbicide*   % v/v 1     3  7          9    11   16 21   28 
    % Smooth Crabgrass Control 
Scythe  3 6c* 1cd 1b 2d 2c 4c 1c 0.3b 
Scythe  6 7c 3c 4b 5c 5c 4c 2bc 0.3b 
Scythe 9 17b 18b 3b 17b 17b 8b 3b 0.3b 
Weedy-Check NA 0d 0d 0c 0e 0d 0d 0d 0b 

Weed-Free NA 100a 
10

0a 100a 100a 
10

0a 100a 100a 
10

0a 
*Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 
LSD. 
 
5. Impact of sequential herbicide applications on onion injury across rating dates 
1 to 28 days after initial treatment (DAIT).  
Herbicide*   % v/v     1   3    7      9   11 16     21   28 
    % Onion Injury  
Scythe  3 1.7b* 2.0b 1.0b 2.0c 1.8b 1.5b 1.0b 0.5c 
Scythe  6 3.5b 3.2b 1.7a 4.3b 2.7b 2.5b 1.8a 1.0b 
Scythe 9 11.2a 7.5a 2.5a 7.2a 6.5a 4.5a 2.2a 1.7a 
Weedy-Check NA 0.0c 0.0c 0.0c 0.0d 0.0c 0.0c 0.0c 0.0d 
Weed-Free NA 0.0c 0.0c 0.0c 0.0d 0.0c 0.0c 0.0c 0.0d 
*Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 
LSD. 
 
6. Impact of sequential herbicide applications on marketable onion  
yields and percentage of marketable onions. 

Herbicide (% v/v) 
Marketable 

Number Marketable Weight
  bulbs/acre % lb/a % 
Scythe 3% 12,100 b 94 a   415 b 97 a 
Scythe 6% 11,495 b 91 c   218 b 96 a 
Scythe 9% 16,214 ab 91 c   462 b 93 c 
Weedy-Check 16,093 ab 96 a   394 b 98 a 
Weed-Free 19,481 a 94 a 3,742 a 96 a 
 
Conclusions 
Although onion injury was reduced compared to previous research with the over-the-top 
broadcast applications of potential organic herbicides, the onion yields in this study 
were totally unacceptable due to the lack of weed control and crop injury. Further 
research should combine the use of corn gluten meal or mustard meal as 
preemergence herbicides combined with between row applications of post-emergence 
organic herbicides. 
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Post-Directed Weed Control in Bell Peppers 
  

CChhaarrlleess  LL..  WWeebbbbeerr  IIIIII11,,  JJaammeess  WW..  SShhrreefflleerr22,,  aanndd  LLyynnnn  PP..  BBrraannddeennbbeerrggeerr33    
  

11UUSSDDAA,,  AARRSS,,  WWWWAARRLL,,  LLaannee,,  OOkkllaahhoommaa  
22OOkkllaahhoommaa  SSttaattee  UUnniivveerrssiittyy,,  LLaannee,,  OOkkllaahhoommaa  

33OOkkllaahhoommaa  SSttaattee  UUnniivveerrssiittyy,,  SSttiillllwwaatteerr,,  OOkkllaahhoommaa  
 
 
Abstract 
Organic pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) producers need appropriate herbicides that can 
effectively provide post-emergent weed control.  Research was conducted in southeast 
Oklahoma (Atoka County, Lane, OK) to determine the impact of a potential organic 
herbicide on weed control efficacy, crop injury, and yields.  The experiment included 
Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) applied post-directed at 3, 6, and 9% v/v application 
rates, plus an untreated weedy-check and an untreated weed-free check with 4 
replications.  Bell pepper, ‘Jupiter’, was transplanted on May 28, 2010 into 1 row on 91-
cm wide raised beds.  The primary weeds included smooth crabgrass [Digitaria 
ischaemum  (Schreb.) Schreb. ex Muhl.], cutleaf groundcherry  (Physalis angulata L.), 
and spiny amaranth (Amaranthus spinosus  L.).  Scythe® was post-directed applied on 
June 16 and reapplied 8 days later (June 25). Smooth crabgrass (55.6%) and cutleaf 
groundcherry (66.3%) control peaked at 1 day after initial treatment (DAIT) with the 9% 
application rate.  Scythe® at 9% v/v rate produced the greatest crop injury at 1 DAIT 
(13.75%).  The sequential application of Scythe® did not significantly increase grass or 
broadleaf control.  Although weed control and crop yields increased as application rates 
increased, the less than satisfactory weed control produced significantly lower pepper 
yields than the weed-free treatment.   
 
Introduction 
Oklahoma producers are interested in pepper as an alternative crop for farm 
diversification.  Uncontrolled weeds in a pepper crop can result in the total loss of the 
crop or make the pepper harvest not economically feasible. The weed control 
challenges for pepper production are even greater for those considering organic crop 
production. Although corn gluten meal has shown promise as an early-season pre-
emergent organic herbicide in bell pepper production, any uncontrolled weeds can inflict 
serious yield reductions by the end of the growing season.  Organic pepper producers 
need additional organic herbicides that can affectively provide affective post-emergent 
weed control. 
 
Research with post-emergence organic contact herbicides determined that these 
herbicides must be applied to very young or small weeds if acceptable weed control is 
expected.  Previous research with over-the-top applications of potential organic contact 
herbicides determined that at effective weed control herbicide rates crop injury was 
detrimental to profitable yields.  A potential solution to increase weed control efficacy on 
larger weeds and decrease pepper injury is the use of sequential post-directed 
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herbicide applications (herbicides sprayed at the base of the crop rather than over-the-
top).  
 
Objective 
The objective of the current research was to determine the impact of sequential post-
directed applications of a potential organic herbicide on weed control efficacy, crop 
injury, and yields. 
 
Material and Methods 
The experiment included 5 weed control treatments.  Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) 
was applied at 3 rates (3, 6, and 9% v/v), plus an untreated weedy-check and an 
untreated weed-free check) with 4 replications.  Scythe® is not yet cleared for organic 
crop use.  Always read and follow the herbicide label. Bell pepper, ‘Jupiter’, was 
transplanted on May 28, 2010. 
 
Scythe® was post-directed applied (40 gpa, 8004, 0.40 gpm) on June 16, 2010 and 
then reapplied 8 days later (June 24, 2010).  At the time of initial applications smooth 
crabgrass (Digitaria ischaemum  (Schreb.) Schreb. ex Muhl.) was 3 – 4 inches tall, 
cutleaf groundcherry (Physalis angulata L.) was 2 inches tall, spiny amaranth 
(Amaranthus spinosus L.) was 3 – 4 inches tall, and yellow nutsedge (Cyperus 
esculentus L.) was 4-6 inches tall.  
 
Weed control and injury (phytotoxicity) ratings were collected at 1, 3, 7, 9, 11, 16, 21, 
and 28 days after the initial treatment (DAIT).  Weed control ratings represent the 
percent weed control for a treatment compared to the weedy-check.  A 0 to 100% visual 
rating system was used in which 0% represented no weed control, while 100% 
represented complete weed control.  A 0 to 100% visual rating system was used in 
which 0% represented no crop injury, while 100% represented crop death.  Weed 
control and crop injury data were converted using an arcsine transformation to facilitate 
statistical analysis and mean separation.  Pepper fruit was harvested on August 12, 
2010.  All data were subjected to ANOVA1 and mean separation using LSD with 
P=0.05.   
 
Results and Discussion 
Grass/smooth crabgrass (55.6%) and broadleaf weed control (66.3%) peaked at 1 day 
after initial treatment (DAIT) with the 9% application rate (Table 1 and 2).  Yellow 
nutsedge control (33.1%) peaked at 3 DAIT with the 9% rate and declining to 5.63% 
control at 28 DAIT (Table 3).  Scythe® at 9% v/v rate also resulted in the greatest crop 
injury at 1 DAIT (13.75%) (Table 4).   
 
The sequential application of Scythe® (two applications 8 days apart) did not 
significantly increase grass, broadleaf, or yellow nutsedge control for Scythe applied at 
3, 6, and 9% v/v (Table 1, 2, and 3).  The lack of weed control for Scythe® application 
rates of 3, 6, and 9% reduced the number and weight of peppers compared to the 
weed-free treatment (Table 5).  

                                            
1 SAS Institute Inc., 100 SAS Campus Drive, Cary, NC 27513. 
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Table 1. Smooth crabgrass control as a result of sequential post-directed applications of 
Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) applied at 3, 6, and 9% v/v in bell peppers. 

Weed 
Control 

Treatment 

Days After Initial Treatment 

1    3  7   9    11    16 21 28 

 % Smooth Crabgrass Control 

Scythe 3% 25.3 c 12.8 c 12.2 c 16.5 c 17.3 c 9.6 c 3 d 2.9 d

Scythe 6% 
 37.5 

bc 26.3 c 23.2 c 36.3 b 36.9 b 26.9 b 13.8 c 13.8 c

Scythe 9% 55.6 b 49.4 b 42.5 b 49.4 b 46.9 b 39.4 b 23.8 b 20 b

Weedy-Check     0 d 0 d 0 d 0 d 0 d 0 d 0 d 0 e

Weed-Free 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a
Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 
LSD. 
 
Table 2. Broadleaf (cutleaf groundcherry and spiny amaranth) weed control (%) as a 
result of sequential post-directed applications of Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) applied 
at 3, 6, and 9% v/v in bell pepper. 

Weed Control 
Treatment 

Days After Initial Treatment 
1 3 7 9 11 16 21 28 

 % Broadleaf Control 

Scythe 3% 22.5 d 17.5 d 16.3 d 29.4 c 23.8 c 19.4 d 16.3 d 12.1 d

Scythe 6% 43.8 c  31.9 c 31.9 c 47.5 b 44.4 b 40.6 c 28.8 c 26.3 c

Scythe 9% 66.3 b 64.4 b 57.5 b 58.8 b 53.1 b 53.8 b 40 b 35.6 b

Weedy-Check 0 e 0 e 0 e 0 d 0 d 0 e 0 e 0 e

Weed-Free 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a
Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 
LSD. 
 
Table 3. Yellow nutsedge control as a result of sequential post-directed applications of 
Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) applied at 3, 6, and 9% v/v in bell pepper. 

Weed 
Control 

Treatment 

Days After Initial Treatment 

1 3 7 9 11 16 21 28 
 % Yellow Nutsedge Control 

Scythe 3% 3.3 c 10.1 c 7.5 cd    2.1 d 2.1 cd 1.3 c  1.0 c      1.0 c 

Scythe 6% 14.9 b 8.6 c 8.0 c 9.9 c 6.4 c  4.5 c 3.5 bc 3.1 b

Scythe 9% 30.6 b 33.1 b 26.3 b 21.9 b 28.1 b 25.0 b   6.3 b 5.6 b

Weedy-Check 0 c 0 c    0 d  0 d    0 d  0 c      0 c 0 c

Weed-Free 100 a 100 a  100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a
Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 
LSD. 
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Table 4. Bell pepper injury (%) as a result of sequential post-directed applications of 
Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) applied at 3, 6, and 9% v/v. 

Weed 
Control Days After Initial Treatment 

Treatment  1   3   7   9  11  16  21  28  
 % Crop Injury 

Scythe 3% 7.0 b 2.5 b 1.0 ab 1.5 a 1 bc 0 b 0 b 0 a 
Scythe 6% 8.0 b 2.0 b 1.0 b 2.0 a 1 b 1.0 a 1 a 0 a 
Scythe 9% 13.8 a 6.5 a 1.8 a 1.5 a 2 a 1.8 a 1 a 0 a 
Weedy-
Check 0 c 0 c 0 c 0 b 0 c 0 b 0 b 0 a 
Weed-Free 0 c 0 c 0 c 0 b 0 c 0 b 0 b 0 a 

Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 
LSD. 
 
Table 5. Impact of sequential post-directed applications of Scythe® (57% 
pelargonic acid) applied at 3, 6, and 9% v/v on marketable bell pepper fruit 
number (#/acre) and yield (lb/acre).  

Weed Control  
Treatment Fruit Production Yield  

 fruit/acre  lb/acre  
Scythe 3% 242 b 11.20 b 
Scythe 6%  484 b 12.29 b 
Scythe 9% 1936 ab 52.37 b 
Weedy-Check 484 b 17.49 b 
Weed-Free 2904 a 159.03 a 

Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 
LSD. 
 
Conclusions 
Although weed control and crop yields increased as application rates increased, the 
less than satisfactory weed control produced significantly lower pepper yields that the 
weed-free treatment.  In this research, satisfactory weed control was never achieved 
with the weeds present at their specific maturity level and size with the application rates 
tested.  Increasing the application rate or spraying the weeds at an earlier growth stage 
should improve weed control efficacy and benefit yields. 
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Abstract 
Organic squash (Cucurbita pepo L.) producers need appropriate herbicides that can 
effectively provide season- long weed control.  Research was conducted in southeast 
Oklahoma (Atoka County, Lane, OK) to determine the impact of a potential organic 
herbicide on weed control efficacy, crop injury, and yields.  The experiment included 
Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) applied post-directed at 3, 6, and 9% v/v application 
rates, plus an untreated weedy-check and an untreated weed-free check with 4 
replications.  Yellow squash, ‘Enterprise’, was direct-seeded in a single row on June 21, 
2010 into raised 91-cm centered beds.  The primary weeds included smooth crabgrass 
[Digitaria ischaemum  (Schreb.) Schreb. ex Muhl.], cutleaf groundcherry (Physalis 
angulata L.), and spiny amaranth (Amaranthus spinosus  L.).  Scythe® was post-
directed applied on July 13 and then reapplied 8 days later (July 21).  Grass weed 
control (78%) and broadleaf weed control (69%) with the 9% Scythe® treatment were at 
their lowest levels at 7 days after the initial spray treatment (DAIT).  Smooth crabgrass 
(98%), cutleaf groundcherry (94%), and spiny amaranth (94%) control peaked at 9 DAIT 
(1 day after the sequential treatment) with the 9% application rate.  Scythe® at 9% also 
resulted in the greatest crop injury at 9 DAIT (12.5%).  The sequential application of 
Scythe® significantly increased grass and broadleaf control at all application rates.  The 
6 and 9% Scythe® treatments produced equivalent squash yields (squash/acre and 
lb/acre) as the weed-free treatment and greater yields than the weedy check.  
Introduction 
Organic squash (Cucurbita pepo L.) producers need appropriate herbicides that 
effectively provide season-long weed control.  Although corn gluten meal has shown 
promise as an early-season pre-emergent organic herbicide in squash production, any 
uncontrolled weeds can inflict serious yield reductions by the end of the growing 
season.  Organic squash producers need additional organic herbicides that can 
effectively provide post-emergent weed control. Previous research with post-emergence 
organic contact herbicides determined that these herbicides must be applied to very 
young or small weeds if acceptable weed control is expected.  A potential solution to 
increase weed control efficacy on larger weeds and decrease squash injury is the use of 
multiple or sequential post-directed herbicide applications (herbicides sprayed at the 
base of the crop rather than over-the-top).  
Objective 
Research was conducted in southeast Oklahoma (Atoka County, Lane, OK) to 
determine the impact of sequential post-directed applications of a potential organic 
herbicide on weed control efficacy, crop injury, and yields.  
 
Materials and Methods 
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The experiment included 5 treatments.  Scythe was applied at 3, 6, and 9% v/v, plus an 
untreated weedy-check and an untreated weed-free check with 4 replications.  Weed-
free plots were maintained by hand hoeing. Yellow squash, ‘Enterprise’, was direct-
seeded in a single row on June 21, 2010 into raised 91-cm centered beds.  Scythe® 
was post-directed applied (40 gpa, 8004 nozzle, 0.40 gpm) on July 13 and then 
reapplied 8 days later (July 21).  At the time of initial applications smooth crabgrass 
[Digitaria ischaemum  (Schreb.) Schreb. ex Muhl.] was 3 – 6 inches tall, cutleaf 
groundcherry (Physalis angulata L.) was 2 – 3 inches tall, and spiny amaranth 
(Amaranthus spinosus L.) was 2 – 3 inches tall.  
 
Weed control and injury (phytotoxicity) ratings were collected at 1, 3, 7, 9, 11, 16, 22, 
and 28 days after the initial treatment (DAIT).  Weed control ratings represent the 
percent weed control for a treatment compared to the weedy-check.  A 0 to 100% visual 
rating system was used in which 0% represented no weed control and 100% 
represented complete weed control.  A 0 to 100% visual rating system was used in 
which 0% represented no crop injury and 100% represented crop death.  Weed control 
and crop injury data were converted using an arcsine transformation to facilitate 
statistical analysis and mean separation.  Squash fruit was harvested from July 28, 
2010 through August 20, 2010 (10 harvests).  Data were subjected to ANOVA2 and 
mean separation using LSD with P=0.05.   
Results and Discussion 
Control of smooth crabgrass (98%) and broadleaf weeds (cutleaf groundcherry and 
spiny amaranth) (94%), peaked at 9 DAIT (1 day after the sequential treatment) with the 
9% application rate (Tables 1 and 2).  Smooth crabgrass control (78%) and broadleaf 
weed control (69%) with the 9% Scythe® treatment were at their lowest levels at 7 DAIT 
spray treatment (Tables 1 and 2).  Yellow nutsedge plants did not emerge until after the 
initial treatment and the first evaluation date (1 DAIT) (Table 3).  Yellow nutsedge 
control with 9% Scythe® peaked at 9 DAIT (41%) with the lowest nutsedge control at 7 
DAIT (7.5%) and 28 DAT (5%) (Table 3).  Scythe® at 9% v/v rate resulted in the 
greatest crop injury at 9 DAIT (12.5%) (Table 4).   
 
The sequential application of Scythe® (two applications 8 days apart) significantly 
increased smooth crabgrass, broadleaf, and yellow nutsedge control when Scythe® 
was applied at 6 and 9% v/v (Tables 1, 2, and 3).  Scythe® at 6 and 9% produced 
significantly greater squash yields (fruit/acre and lb/acre) than the weedy-check with no 
significant difference from the weed-free control (Table 5). Scythe® at 9% resulted in a 
slight numerical yield reductions compared to the weed-free control (Table 5), 
apparently due to crop injury (Table 4).  
  

                                            
2 SAS Institute Inc., 100 SAS Campus Drive, Cary, NC 27513. 
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Table 1. Smooth crabgrass control as a result of sequential post-directed applications of 
Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) applied at 3, 6, and 9% v/v in squash. 

Weed Control 
Treatment 

Days After Initial Treatment

1    3  7   9    11    16 22 28 

 % Smooth Crabgrass Control 

Scythe 3% 58.75 c 53.75 c 37.5 d 67.50 c 45.00 c 37.5 c 32.5 c 27.50 c
Scythe 6% 83.75 b 88.75 b 87.5 b 94.75 c 88.75 b 82.5 b 80.0 b 81.25 b
Scythe 9% 88.75 b 92.25 b 77.5 c 97.75 b 94.75 b 87.5 b 85 .0b 83.75 b
Weedy-Check 0 d 0 d 0 e 0 d 0 d 0 d 0 d 0 d
Weed-Free 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a

Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 LSD. 
 
Table 2. Broadleaf (cutleaf groundcherry and spiny amaranth) weed control (%) as a result 
of sequential post-directed applications of Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) applied at 3, 6, 
and 9% v/v in squash. 

Weed Control 
Treatment 

Days After Initial Treatment
1 3 7 9 11 16 22 28 

 % Broadleaf Control 
Scythe 3% 68.75 b 62.5 c 41.25 c 61.25 d 45.00 d 42.50 c 45.00 d 27.5 c
Scythe 6% 81.25 b 85.0 b 72.50 b 87.50 c 75.00 c 75.00 b 67.50 c 70.0 b
Scythe 9% 61.25 b 85.0 b 68.75 b 93.75 b 86.25 b 82.50 b 78.75 b 72.5 b
Weedy-Check 0 c 0 d 0 d 0 e 0 e 0 d 0 e 0 d
Weed-Free 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a

Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 LSD. 
 
Table 3. Yellow nutsedge control as a result of sequential post-directed applications of 
Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) applied at 3, 6, and 9% v/v in squash. 

Weed Control 
Treatment 

Days After Initial Treatment
1 3 7 9 11 16 22 28 

 % Yellow Nutsedge Control 

Scythe 3% * 2.50 d 1.25 d 2.50d 2.75 d 1.5 d 1.50 d 0.25 c
Scythe 6% * 8.75 c 4.25 c 10.00 c 15.00 c 6.5 c 3.25 c 3.50 b
Scythe 9% * 15.0 b 7.5 b 41.25 b 36.25 b 14.5 b 8.25 b 5.00 b
Weedy-Check * 0 e 0 d 0 e 0 e 0 e 0 e 0 c
Weed-Free * 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a 100 a

Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 LSD. 
*Yellow nutsedge did not emerge until after the initial weed control application and the 1 DAIT 
evaluation. 
 
Table 4. Squash injury (%) as a result of sequential post-directed applications of Scythe® 
(57% pelargonic acid) applied at 3, 6, and 9% v/v. 
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Weed Control Days After Initial Treatment
Treatment  1   3   7   9  11  16  22  28  

 % Crop Injury 
Scythe 3% 1.8 c 2.5 b 2.0 a 4.35 b 3.3 a 0.0 a 0 a 0 a 
Scythe 6% 3.5 b 4.8 b 2.8 a 8.00 ab 4.3 a 0.5 a 0 a 0 a 
Scythe 9% 8.3 a 8.3 a 3.0 a 12.50 a 7.0 a 1.0 a 0 a 0 a 
Weedy-Check 0.0 d 0.0 c 0.0 b 0.0 c 0.0 b 0.0 a 0 a 0 a 
Weed-Free 0.0 d 0.0 c 0.0 b 0.0 c 0.0 b 0.0 a 0 a 0 a 

Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 LSD. 
 
Table 5. Impact of sequential post-directed applications of Scythe® (57% pelargonic acid) 
applied at 3, 6, and 9% v/v on marketable squash fruit number (#/acre) and yield (lb/acre).  

Weed Control  
Treatment Fruit Production Yield  

 fruit/acre  lb/acre  
Scythe 3%         9,559 ab          4,285 bc 
Scythe 6%         22,627 a        10,874 a 
Scythe 9%        17,545 ab          7,858 ab 
Weedy-Check         1,815 c             939 c 
Weed-Free        18,997 ab          8,950 ab 

Values in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P =.05 LSD. 
 
Conclusions 
Weed control and crop injury increased as application rate increased with weed control 
peaking for grass, broadleaf, and nutsedge control at 9 DAIT, 1 day after the sequential 
treatment.  The significantly greater crop injury at 1, 3, and 9 DAIT for the 9% Scythe® 
had a numerical but not statistically significant impact on squash yields. Sequential 
post-directed applications of Scythe® resulted in significant increase in weed control 
across the weed species tested.   
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